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In designing this year's Explorer, we have en-
deavored to fulfill the many purposes of a year-
book. The yearbook gives us the opportunity to
recognize the contributions of thousands of peo-
ple to the vitality of La Salle University. We
recognize the hard work of the administrators
who keep the University running and guide its
growth. We recognize the dedication of the fac-
ulty to increasing their expertise and sharing it
with their students. We recognize the participa-
tion of students in exlra-and co-curricular ac-
tivities above and beyond the call of duty of
regular classwork. We recognize the achieve-
ments of all our athletes, who strive to improve
their personal best. We recognize the graduation
of our seniors, whose accomplishments will now
be taken to the world beyond 20th & Olney.
Finally, we recognize the efforts of the Christian
Brothers to preserve the values espoused by St.
Jean Baptiste de La Salle.
We present this yearbook also as a keepsake.
Memories of La Salle may grow dim with time;
the name of a teacher, the title of a book, the
number of our first dorm room may eventually
prove elusive. The yearbook consists mainly of
images and symbols of life at La Salle Universi-
ty. Pictures of students walking to class, of the
library and lecture halls, of the quad and Bel-
field Farm, do not tell the whole story. Exper-
iences of La Salle are as unique as each person
passing through this campus. Hopefully, in the
years to come, the 1991 Explorer will remind its
owners of the intangible benefits of their years at
La Salle, which cannot be recognized in a year-
book. As you look through these pages, you will
see a reflection of La Salle. We hope that you
will also see something of yourself.
Michele C. Zelinsky and John P. McGoldrick

DEDICATION
Four and a half decades of service, a dedication to
teaching, or a genuine interest in his students as indi-
viduals? It's difficult to say exactly which of these
makes Dr. Robert Courtney of the Political Science
Department such a remarkable man. Since joining the
La Salle faculty in June 1946, Dr. Courtney has wit-
nessed the changes that have transformed La Sallefrom
the small, all-male institution which occupied only the
third floor of College Hall to the co-educational, cos-
mopolitan university we know today. Throughout the
metamorphosis, however, one thing has remained con-
stant: Dr. Courtney's love of teaching and his personal
interest in his students.
"I've always wanted to," Dr. Courtney states when
asked why he teaches. "/ thought that I'd be good at it
and I'd be happy doing it." The professor's own educa-
tion began at West Catholic High School For Boys and
continued at La Salle College, where he earned a de-
gree in Social Studies and English. He received a fel-
lowship to Niagara University in 1941; however, the
onset of World War II and the events at Pearl Harbor
interrupted his studies, and he temporarily put his edu-
cation on hold in order to join the Navy.
As an officer on the U.S.S. Augusta for four years,
Dr. Courtney observed first hand, developments of
world-wide importance, such as President Truman's
announcement in August of 1945 of a new bomb which
could mean the end of the war. "No one really knew
what an atomic bomb was," Dr. Courtney admits. "We
didn't understand its consequences at that time."
After the war, the student returned to his studies and
completed his master's dissertation at Niagara in June,
1946. He began teaching at La Salle that same year,
but he simultaneously continued his education and in
1957 received his PhD. in Political Science from the
University of Pennsylvania.
With over forty years of La Salle experience, Dr.
Courtney has observed and been a part of the changes
which have shaped the La Salle of the 90's. How many
of us can remember the all-purpose Leonard Hall,
which housed cafeteria, bookstore, and barber shop?
And how many of us were around for the first admit-
tance of women in 1970— a change which, the profes-
sor states, added "A good academic dimension" to the
La Salle education. More recently, over the past twenty
years, he has seen the geographic expansion ofthe cam-
pus, due to the addition of the residence halls, which
has enabled the University's population to stretch be-
yond the Philadelphia area.
Dr. Courtney also commends La Salle on the adap-
tion ofa broader liberal education. Education today, he
feels, is entirely too specialized and too oriented to-
wards careers. However, he adds that, in spite of the
career-focused society oftoday, La Salle is more sensi-
tive to the spirit ofa broad, liberal arts education than
in the past.
Ever interested in improving himselfas an educator.
Dr. Courtney explains how he would always observe his
own professors and build upon those experiences by
incorporating the good points and eliminating the bad.
Sensitive to students as individuals, he tries always to
remain open to each one's personal needs andfeelings.
As remarkable as his professional record may sound,
Dr. Robert Courtney's forty-five years as a La Salle
professor and twenty-five years as Chairman of the
Political Science Departmentfall short in illustrating
his true value as a teacher and a member ofthe La Salle
family. One must look beyond the classroom and also
see him sketching, painting, and playing the violin for
his twelve grandchildren. One must see him, after put-
ting his textbooks aside, leaning back with John Le
Carre and Agatha Christie. One must remember his
twenty years as golfcoach at La Salle and also overhear
his enthusiasm and genuine interest in a student's dis-
course on swimming techniques. Finally, one must talk
with him for fifty minutes and realize that there will
never be enough time to hear all the thousands of won-
derful stories he has to tell.
"As long as I'm able to do myjobfor the students, I'll
be here teaching!" Dr. Courtney promises. It's a com-
fort to know that, while La Salle is constantly improv-
ing itself through change and upheaval, the type of
dedication which Dr. Courtney brought with him in
1946 still lives on. That, we hope, will never change.
Kim Kraus and Beth McSherry

La Salle University re-
cently acquired the
property of the former
St. Basil's Orphanage.
Over the summer, the
buildings were trans-
formed into St. John
Neumann Residence
Hall. Neumann Hall is
La Salle's latest attempt
to provide housing for
all resident students.
The facilities at Neu-
mann Hall include newly
designed dorm rooms, a
mailroom, and a phys-
ical fitness center.

This summer also saw the renovation of the Com-
muter Cafeteria. The new Food Court presents a
unique and colorful version of the food service sys-
tem.
The passing moment is all we can be sure of; it is only
common sense to extract its utmost valuefrom it; thefuture
will one day be the present and will seem as unimportant as






























The reading of all
good books is like
conversation with


































Commonly we stride through the out-
of-doors too swiftly to see more than
the most obvious and prominent things.




The office ofthe scholar is to cheer, to raise, and to guide [people]






Friendship needs a certain paral-
lelism of life, a community of










The ornament of a house is




Any piece of knowledge I acquire
today has a value at this moment
exactly proportioned to my skill to
deal with it. Tomorrow, when I
know more, I recall that piece of























Ifwe value the pursuit of knowl-
edge, we must be free to follow
wherever that search may lead
us.
Adlai Stevenson
I keep six honest serving-men/
{They taught me all I knew;}/
Their names are What and Why




Man is wise and constantly
in quest ofmore wisdom; but
the ultimate wisdom, which
deals with beginnings, re-
mains locked in a seed.
There it lies, the simplest
fact of the universe, and at
the same time the one which






Twenty Years of Coeducation
It is a fair assumption that most students take La
Salle University's identity as a coeducational institution
for granted. Twenty years ago. however, the introduction
of wotnen students to our campus was a big event. For
more than 100 years. La Salle College had been an all
male institution, and significant bravery and foresight
were required of administrators, faculty, and students
alike to make this change work. On this, the twentieth
anniversary of coeducation at La Salle, it is important
to remember and celebrate those who made the transition
possible and ultimately enriched the community we all
share in today.
Brother Daniel Burke was president of the college at
the time coeducation was introduced. The reasons for
the decision to admit women were pragmatic ones; in his
own words, "Everyone was doing it." The demographic
forecast for the 1970's predicted a 20-25% decline in
the population of high school graduates. It was a ne-
cessity to expand the applicant poolfor selfpreservation.
Admitting women was the most logical means of doing
this. In addition. Bro. Daniel and the administration tru-
ly believed that the educational experience at La Salle
would be improved by the presence of women, providing
a diversity that was already present in many areas of
the working world.
Although they receivedphenomenal supportfrom many
administrators and faculty, the real heroes of this storv
are those first women students whose strength and in-
telligenceforged a positive identityfor all La Salle wom-
en. Marianne Salmon Gauss, presently an instructor in
the Management Department, entered La Salle as a stu-
dent in the Fall of 1970. Choosing La Salle for its rep-
utation, convenience, and affordability, she didn't realize
that being a minority would present a problem. "Actu-
ally, it was more of a challenge than I probably ac-
knowledged at the time." Understandably, upperclass
students resisted the change and were sometimes insen-
sitive. One particular group ofmen would station them-
selves on the Union balcony and rate the women with
cards as they walked by. The cafeteria was so intimi-
dating to the women that they ate their lunches in the
bathroom lounge. But rather than be discouraged, these
women forged a type of "boot camp bonding," according
to Gauss, and actively sought the most from their ed-
ucations. Encounters with sexism were isolated, and gen-
erally handled with hunujr and class.
John Grady, current Director of the Honors Progratn,
also remembers that first class of women students for
their strength and spirit. By coincidence, the advent of
coeducation happened in close proximity to Vietnam War
protests and controversy over individual rights, making
La Salle "a very busy place." In this tumultuous time,
women students really made their mark, instantly be-
coming immersed in educational, extracurricular, and
service pursuits. Grady spoke fondly of such women as
Chris Long, an ardent and outspoken feminist; Janet
Papiano, who battled discrimination on the road to be-
coming a successful physician; and Ada Steinmetz, who
applied for a Rhodes Scholarship before women appli-
cants were accepted.
Women faculty started appearing a few years before
the transition to coeducation in the Day Division. These
wotnen provided much needed role tnodels for those first
women students. Dr. Barbara Millard was one such pro-
fessor and role model, and continues in these roles today.
Her experiences as a female graduate student, and as
one of the few women faculty members at La Salle
spurred a period of consciousness raising within herself
and a desire to contribute to the establishment of a re-
spected coi7tmunity of women on campus. Millard has
consistently worked hard to foster productive change in
the La Salle cotnmunity, a community which has become
her second family. Although there have been periods of
struggle and hostility, her values have always remained
the La Sallian values centered on providing a quality
Christian education for all students. As the first female
president of the faculty senate, Millard was able to voice
many of her concerns and foster positive change. As an
educator and counselor, she enriches the lives of her
students every day in small but praiseworthy ways.
Hopefully, Dr. Millard and others like her will be on
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Brother Craig Franz is a prime example of the accessibility and
dedication that the Christian Brothers are known for throughout the
La Salle community. He shares the belief that "the heart of teaching
is the relationship between students and teachers."
Bro. Craig received his bachelor's degree in biology from Bucknell
University, a master's degree in environmental science from Drexel
University, and a doctorate in marine ecology from the University
of Rhode Island.
In the Biology department, Bro. Craig teaches Ecology, Biometrics,
Marine Biology, and Invertebrate Zoology. Whether it is through
his warm smile and friendly teaching in the classroom, or his open
and inviting door, Bro. Craig's assistance, encouragement and advice
is always available.
— Katy Esposito —








Dr. Ann Mickle Bro. Craig Franz
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E„glish
All hope abandon, ye who enter here. College. In the long
past, perhaps best forgotten, days of high school the world
was no more than an abstraction, its reality so distant as
to stir merely an uneasy fear of the unknown. And yet
the day arrived in which this abstraction became intim-
idatingly tangible, and we found ourselves sitting in the
first class of our collegiate career. Looking around the
room— not too obviously— to scrutinize the people that
you will be spending the next four years with, you tried
to remain confident as nagging questions played on your
doubts. Who are all of these people? Will I make any
friends here? Will I date? Do I belong here?
Welcome now, my friends, to the show that never ends.
We're so glad you could attend; come inside, come inside.
No matter what your first class at La Salle was, it prob-
ably left an impression on you. In this case it is 9:30 a.m.
in frosty Olney Hall, and the class is The Literature Ex-
perience 150, a class almost everyone must take at some
point in order to graduate. After the small eternity in
which you attempt to look and feel just as cool as you're
sure everyone else in the class is, the Man with the Tie
enters the classroom, and nervous chatter gives way to
quiet anticipation.
Dr. John Seydow, a tall man with thick grey hair walks
into the room and wastes no time informing the class that
this is the most, if not the only, important course on the
roster. Dr. Seydow leads the class through such works as
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Beowulf, Othello, and
For Whom the Bell Tolls, is a manner that is interesting
and — would you believe it — entertaining! It is em-
phasized that the chief benefit lies not not so much in
reading classics in literature, as in learning to read in an
analytical way. Of course, while one is left enriched with
new means of analyzing literature, this new-found knowl-
edge often has the dangerous side effect of causing one
to take more English courses.
What a piece of work is man, how noble in reason, how
infinite in faculties. More English courses mean much
more reading to do and more papers to write; more, you
might think, than you could possibly stand. However,
there is more to it than that. It is Dr. Stephen Smith
giving life to contemporary poetry in animated explica-
tion and Dr. Marjorie Allen, who teaches the grammars
of English in a way which doesn't seem too much like
torture. It is Dr. Barbara Millard (and formerly Claude
Koch) leading a congregation in solemn worship of the
"greatest writer of the English language," Shakespeare.
And it is Dr. James Butler, the chairman of the depart-
ment, building monuments to the poets of the Romantic
period, Wordsworth, Keats, Shelley, and Byron. There
are many others in the department who are deserving of
mention, but time and space does not permit. Suffice it
to say that those who teach English here at La Salle,
from the University's president. Brother Patrick Ellis, on
down, do so with an enthusiasm that can only come from
a love of one's work.
Dr. John Seydow
Dr. James A. Butler, Chair
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Fiine Arts
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Ask Dr. George Diehl how he became in-
volved with music and he'll probably get a
perplexed look on his face like he were search-
ing for a profound reply. In the next moment
he'll grin as though he were amused at some
sort of inside joke, and probably laughingly
reply, "Well, quite literally by accident."
"One day when I was about eleven years old,
I was roller skating down a street near my
father's bakery when I saw a big truck coming
at me. So I quickly got on the sidewalk which
happened to be filled with large cracks. The
wheels of one of my skates got caught in one
of these and I fell over. When I did, I fell with
my full weight — and boy I was a fat kid! —
on top of my right arm.
"Originally when I broke my arm, the doctor
didn't set it correctly so my hand and arm
deteriorated to the point of atrophy. Even-
tually, my mother found a remarkable doctor
who set the arm properly with surgery. Once
I was discharged, the doctor recommended
that 1 do exercise on my own to strengthen
my arm and hand, so out of the blue he hap-
pened to suggest that I take piano lessons."
Despite the late start, Diehl's progress soon
began jumping to significant levels. And as
he became increasingly absorbed in music, he
realized that he would probably pursue a ca-
reer in the field,
Diehl entered the University of Pennsylvania
after graduating from Old Northeast high
School in 1942 at the age of 18. Taking sum-
mer courses, he completed his bachelor's de-
gree in three years. He received his master's
degree at Penn in 1947 and eventually re-
ceived his doctorate there in 1974.
Diehl's thirty-three year affiliation with radio
station WFLN began in 1957 with his duties
as a clerk-typist. He soon began writing and
producing his own programs for broadcast
which continues to this day. Diehl soon be-
came affiliated with The Philadelphia Or-
chestra and today he still functions as the pro-
gram annotator for the orchestra's summer
concerts and also the subscription concerts of
the Concerto Soloists of Philadelphia.
In the Spring of 1964, Diehl delivered his
daughter to Widner Memorial School for a
school luncheon. While waiting for the lunch-
eon to finish, he meandered down Olney Av-
enue and into the Academic Vice President's
office of then La Salle College to see if there
were any job openings. Twenty- six years later
Diehl has become a fixture at La Salle Uni-
versity.
In summing up his successful career, Diehl
states that luck and circumstance played an
important role, but something much more sig-
nificant was required. "You have to show your
wares. Luck is great and it often works in your
best interest, but once the opportunity arises,
you've gotta produce."
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Every expert debater becmes a prodigious
file-keeper. When you visit the Brother Ed-
ward Sheehy archives in Olney 366, you
can tour the Sheehy Files and examine
Gavel Society debate evidence dating back
to nineteen-sixty-something. Brother Ed-
ward made La Salle history in 1968 when,
as a member of the Gavel, he debated Ox-
ford University's Royal Debating Society,
and now he's making La Salle history again
— as one of the most recent additions to
the History Department faculty.
Brother Sheehy graduated from La Salle
College in 1968 and went on to earn his
Master's Degree from Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity and his Doctorate in American His-
tory from George Washington University.
In between, he taught at high schools in
Baltimore, New Jersey and Pittsburgh,
where he was principal of Central Catholic
for five years. Before his "homecoming" to
La Salle in 1988, Sheehy kept in contact
with the University as a member of the
Board of Trustees.
Now he's back, and he admits that many
aspects of La Salle have changed for the
better, but one thing he's glad to see intact
is the interactive student/faculty relation-
ship he appreciated as a student. Many will
quickly agree that Sheehy himself is re-
sponsible for some of the amity between
faculty members and students on the La
Salle campus. His attitude toward students
may explain why he is so often the subject
of praise. "I like to attend school events —
intramurals, other activities — that kind
of faculty support is important to me. and
hopefully to the students."
His three years on La Salle's faculty have
given Brother Edward many opportunities
to touch student's lives, but even as an un-
dergraduate, he left a legacy to the History
Department that is still alive today. Sheehy
was in the first class of members in La
Salle's Nu Psi chapter of Phi Alpha Theta,
the national History Honor Society. Today,
he conducts honor society installations and
also moderates the Historical Society.
Sheehy's philosophy of teaching involves
showing students that History is more than
what's in his extensive index card file. It
can be alive and vibrant. Indeed, he admits
that he never thought twice about majoring
in History, although he never dreamed as
an undergraduate that he would someday
teach at his Alma Mater. But his students
know that La Salle, history, and Brother
Edward simply belong together. It isn't even
debatable.
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Brother John Dondero has been a mem-
ber of the La Salle community since 1959.
He received a bachelor's degree in physics
from La Salle College, a master's degree
in mathematics from the University of
Pittsburgh, and both a master's and doc-
torate degree in psychology from Catholic
University.
In his thirty-one years here at La Salle,
Brother Dondero has accomplished many
things. .At one time, he was the moderator
of the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
Presently. Brother Dondero is the presi-
dent of the FacullN Senate, and maintains
his own practice. Bro. Dondero has also
been working on a survey instrument for
the Christian Brothers as an effort to find
out what the Brothers think about the
present and the future.
When asked what he likes about working
at La Salle. Brother Dondero said, "La
Salle is a good place to work because of
the way the faculty and students display
a sense of community." He also likes the
freedom La Salle offers him to pursue
Dr. Joseph Kovalch
new courses. He teaches Statistics, Com-
munications and courses in graduate The-
ology, Pastoral Counseling and Human
Services.
One of the more unusual answers given
by Brother Dondero was his response to
the question "What do you think you of-
fer your students?" With a smile, he re-
plied: "my life." In explanation, he spoke
of bringing to bear on all his interactions
with students the objectivity he acquired
through his training as a scientist and the
sensitivity resulting from training as a
therapist. Beyond that — his life — he
has nothing to offer. Brother Dondero al-
so feels the psychology department offers
La Salle students a lot. He feels it is a
very excellent undergraduate program and
it has a fine reputation. Many psychology
majors go on to earn their doctorate in
this field. But. like all other course and
fields it depends on the seriousness of the
students that determines their success.
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1st: Sigma Phi Lambda
2nd: Gamma Phi Beta




























The purpose of the Judicial Board is to ad-
judicate cases involving violation of the
University rules and regulations. Member-
ship includes five faculty members and fif-
teen students.
Back row: Sylvia Tina Becse, Robert Farrace, Br. Francis
Tri, Jason Fisher (chair), Traci Wilhelm, Michael Fanelli
(chair), Jennifer Kresge, Kori Walter, Susan Parker, Colleen
McGeehan, Front row: Nancy Brewer, Maria Honorio, Dr.
Joshua Buch, Missing: Rich Adamo, George Azizkhan, Sean
Carr, Christy Crawford, Stacy Gallagher, Barbra Rule




Gamma Iota Sigma is the Risk Manage-
ment Honor Society. One of their fun-
draisers for fall of 1990 was a pretzel sale
on the quad. Here Mark Aller, joined by
Karen and Kim Capalbo, samples the prod-
uct to insure its quality.
iVlarketing
Association
Since its founding, this Association, re-
alizing the major role that marketing
plays in America's economy, has been
keeping its members up-to-date in the
field.
Back row: Anthony Mignano, Colleen Brady, Ka-
thie O'Brien, Stephen Craney, Annie McGrath
(vice-president of finance), Michelle Justice, An-
drea Skaziak (president). Gigi Moretti (vice-pres-
ident of programs), Dan Toth, Kelly Bowen, Trish
Valentine, Pamela Stuart, Middle row: Ross
Crawford, Pat Donnelly, Ralph D'Ambrosio, Front
row: Steve Morrison, Anthony Gregario, Missing:




The Peer Educalion program is an organ-
ization of student volunteers. University
Peers, working with the student body to
provide information about alcohol and oth-
er drugs and other related topics.
Back row: Meredith V\agncr, Brett Novick, Gerry
Tarantolo, Dave Owsik, Joan Barr (vice-president).
Front row: James Petrik (senior peer educator), Ste-
phanie Giordano, Frani Wasserman (president), Al-




The Right-to-Life Committee seeks
to raise the awareness of students to
the harms done to the Constitution,
the law and to the fabric of the Amer-
ican political community by the le-
galization of abortion, infanticide and
euthanasia. The group discusses these
issues, organizes politically and does
volunteer work in support of the sanc-
tity of life.
Kathleen Lafferty, Melissa Corwell, Karen
Leoni, Dennis Kelly (public relations), Joseph
Hainthaler (president), Wendy Zagorski (vi-
ce-president), Marianne McEncaney, Theresa
Schmitt, Missing: Sean Mullen (treasurer)
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l^hymian Society
The Chymian Society, the student affiliate
chapter of the American Chemical Society,
was founded to provide chemistry majors op-
portunities to participate in both academic and
social activities on campus.
Back row: Jim Bugarelli, Rich Sullivan, John Mc-
Goldriclc, Front row: Jennifer Russo, Chris Putro. Dom-
inic Esposito
Geology Club
Welcome to all majors, the Geology Club performs periodic fundraisers
such as warm-up suit sales in the Fall and Spring, and sponsors field
trips as well as science workshops within the department.
Paul Mlodzinski (president), Wendy Zagorski (vice- president), Mike Pirner (treasurer),
Tom Petrecz (secretary) Missing: Dr. Alice Hoersch and Dr. Hank Bert (moderators)
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FAB
Since 1933, Phi Alpha Beta has encouraged
excellence in scholarship among students con-
leniphiiing a career in medicine or the allied
fields by sponsoring lectures and programs to
further interest in the field.
Back row: Lisa Rogers (secretary), Kim McAllister (pres-
ident). Lisa Wciiner, Steve Feden, Sean Bryan, Neil Val-
entino. Dorothy Soliwoda. Eve Weber, Leah Jones, Front
row: Marc Arnone (vice- president). Pal Costcllo, Rich
Virgilio, Joy Gianvittorio
AED
Alpha Epsilon Delta is an international premedical honor society whose object is to
encourage excellence in premedical scholarship, to stimulate an appreciation for the
importance of premedical education and to promote cooperation with a contact be-
tween medical and premedical educators and students. AED is an organization, ap-
proved by the university to give public recognition to the superior accomplishment
of its members.
Back row: Jen Rados, Dominic Mirachi, Alex Vu, Mark Reynolds, Terry Feehery, Steve Feden, Sean
Bryan, Dorothy Soliwada. Middle row: Nick LoPresti. Lori Radecki, Kathy Buchanan (vice-president),
Jeanne Gaughan (historian), .Andrea DiCicco, Shannon Conrad, Leah Jones, Front row: Paigeann Fugaro,





The aims of the Accounting Association are
to foster better relations between accounting
students and to promote greater interest in the
accounting profession. Also, the association is
designed to acquaint students with the op-
portunities existing in the accounting profes-
sion by having members of the profession ad-
dress club members.
President: Chrissy Glackin





The Health Care Administration Society works to prepare those planning to
enter the field of health care administration after graduation for the profes-
sional environment.
Back row: Tim Mellody, Richard Genoni (president), Joanne Hirschbuhl, Marc Avallone (vice-




The Accounting Honors Society, Beta Al-
pha is dedicated to Accounting excellence
on campus and within the community. Their
current membership is over fifty members
and growing.
President: Kevin McVeigh
Vice- President: Ken Brunetti
Secretary: Kristen Graham
Treasurer: Jennifer Beideman
Fundraising Chair: Joanne Campbell
f> J»
RNO
The Registered Nurses held a Health Fair in the Stu-
dent Union in November. The project is part of the
course Nursing 330 in the baccalaureate program. The
focus of the fair was health promotion and disease
prevention in the community. Topics included: exer-
cise, nutrition, drunk driving and drug abuse, heart
disease, the mumps epidemic and much more. RNO's
appearance in the Explorer is one step toward their
goal to becoming more visible on campus. They are
also active in planning guest speakers for the nurses.
President: Linda Cordelli-Soiomon
Vice-President: John R. Wood





The Committee for the Homeless is a group of
people who are concerned about the situation of
homelessness, especially as it affects our own cit-
y. It strives to understand more fully the reasons
underlying this situation and takes steps to lend
a hand toward the elimination of homelessness.
Their activities include raising campus aware-
ness, food and clothing drives, soup kitchen help,
street outreach. Habitat for Humanity and fun-
draising.
Standing: Nicole Horick (Outreach chair), Josephine Vald-
evieso, Doug LaVien, Mike Higgins (Awareness chair), Joe
McLaughlin (Habitat for Humanity), Christopher Bond
(Awareness chair), Valerie Lawfer, Mike Kokosky, Danielle
DeSimone, Rita Herbert, Julie Trainer, Kneeling: Katie Rilc-
y, Heidi Newhart, Diane Jeffers, Leah Barrett, Lisa Donahue
(co-ordinator), Jennifer Pomerance (Soup Kitchen chair).









This is an organization that aims to care
for and support runaway and homeless
children.
Back row: Amy Lynn, Brian Malone, Marylou
Primus, Peter Martin. Julie Trainer, Josephine
Valdevieso, Kelly Crankshaw, Doug LaVien, Rita
Herbert, Duffy, Middle row: unidentified, Dan-
ielle DeSimone, Diane Jeffers, Jana Nogowski,
Cheri Pelletier, Nicole Horick, Front row: Allison
Hughes, Beth Davis, Christa Johnson
A,
SjI Barrcca ico ciiii. : - ' ctler), Heidi Newhart, Lisa Sterling, Joe
McLaughlin, Ellen Lamond, Laura DiFrancesco. Mike Shellito (vice-presi-
dent), Tracey Hassell, Anne Distefano, Matt Taddei
mnesty
International
The overall purpose of Amnesty In-
ternalional is to relieve the politically
oppressed, to uphold what A I mem-
bers consider to be basic human rights
for those whose political superiors do
not endorse these beliefs. Though
Amnesty International is involved in
other pursuits as well, the La Salle
University chapter of the AI organ-
ization concentrates on the abolition
of torture, execution, imprisonment
and abuse of individuals solely for
their political beliefs. Members of the
chapter attempt to fuse this goal with
those of any campus organization;
maintenance of the Amnesty ideal in
a campus environment is what the La
Salle chapter of Amnesty Interna-





ing the Hemisphere) be-
lieves our planet is a fragile
ecosystem worth protecting.
Club earth's goals are to
increase awareness of envi-
ronmental problems, partic-
ularly those at La Salle, and
to affect change in our en-
vironment. Through
publications, like the Globe ,
speakers and direct action.
Club EARTH hopes to ed-
ucated the La Salle com-
munity and help us all be-
come partners with the plan-
et.
Mike Shellito, Sal Barreca, Katie Riley, Heidi Newhart, Rich Windisch (co-founder). Malt Craddock (recycling
committee chair), Fran Ryan, Brian Dean, Ellen Lamond, Janice lanelli Globe editor), Jennifer Jacobson, Tim
Ernst (Globe editor), Patty Findisch (CUPPS campaign chair), Kathy Duffy, Danielle DeSimone. Diane Jeffers,
Lisa Donahue (co-ordinator, co-founder), Jana Nogowski
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ukranian Club
Consisting of students of Ukrani-
an descent as well as those who
study Slavic languages, the
Ukranian Club sponsors guest
speakers from the Soviet Union
and other areas of Eastern Europe.
Back row: Larissa Bendiuk, Mike Wolosz-
czuk, Jessica Jones, Dr. Leo Rudnytzky
(advisor), Ray Cliilds, Markian Kaczaj.
Front row: Marta Senyszyn, Daureen Pap-
inchak, Areta Shpon, Lia Serbyn, Waller
Zinych, Missing: Anna Zielonka, Lisa
Chismar, Joanne Vassallo, Kim Aglidian
hi Sigma Iota
Phi Sigma Iota is the International Foreign Language
Honor Society, involving students of Spanish, German
and French.
Back row: Chris Bellini, Tina Mazza, Bob Farrace, Kendale Johnson
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The Hillel schedules events and activities that encompass the Jewish religion and culture.
Lisa Rogers (president), Larry Bernstine, Brett Novick (vice-president), Aaron Gordon, Missing: Stacey
Greenberg (secretary), Bert Strieb (moderator), Nina Israel (advisor)
I 1 Circolo Italiano
Students of Italian descent and those studying
Italian participate in II Circolo Italiano to en-
hance their awareness of the Italian culture.
Their display at Open House is famous for its
homemade pizelles.
Back row: Suzana Yastrebov, Steve Craney, Dana
DeAngelo (vice- president). Steve Cusano, Michael Zam-
bone, Domenico Mirachi, Gabriella Delia Valle (presi-
dent), Lanie Dirienzo, Front row: Mark DiCristino, Ka-




Psi Chi is a National Honor Society for psy-
chology majors. It is an organization that pro-
motes interest in the various aspects of the
profession of psychology.
Back row: Susan McGrath, Kristin Carickhoff, Michael
Fabiano, Maria Dempsey, Lorna Sullivan, Peter Martin,
Christie Roman (president), Dr. J. Kovatch (advisor).
Front row: Scott Atkins, Charles Miller
Gaelic Arts and Ethnology of La Salle, La
Salle's Irish club, was founded in the spring
of 1990 by students interested in learning
more about their Irish heritage and in en-
couraging Irish cultural events on campus.
Among the activities GAELS sponsored
this year were poetry readings, concerts and
movies. GAELS members also go to con-
certs, dances, and other Irish events in the
Philadelphia area. Membership is open to
all students at La Salle.
Back row: Kathy Hohenleitner, Sean Convery, Sean
Flannery, Michelle Brennan (treasurer), Susan Fisch-
er (secretary), John McPaul (vice-president), Fran
Ryan (president). Dr. Francis Ryan (moderator).
Colleen McGeehan, Middle row: Dennis Meredith.
John Flood, Beth McSherry, Joe McLaughlin, Front
row: Deirdre Lee, Kelly Crankshaw, Anne Marie Lav-
in, Maureen Gallagher, Stacy Dehner, Carolyn Sul-




The Psychology Club is an organization
open 10 all inlercsied psychology majors.
These activities include working on Open
House and sponsoring social events.
Back row: Christie Roman, Dr. Kovatch, Christy
Kimmel, Linda Lcwandowski. Zoc Kavanaugh.
Christa Johnson. Kimberlcc Farrugio. Wendy Za-
krzewski. Dean McGrady, Bruce Bradley. Peter
Martin, Charles Miller (vice-president), Philip
Armino. Middle row: Kristin Carickhoff, Mar-
yanne McEnoaney. Cheri Pelleticr, Michael Fa-
biano, Christine O'Donahue, Lisa Johnson, Lorna
Sullivan, Peggy Brim, Maria Dempsey, Front row:
Susan McGrath, unidentified, unidentified, Maria
Honorio, Theresa Schmitt. Elizabeth Scemecca.
Debbie Bogle, Scolt Atkins, Missing: Judith Bog-
den (president)
Lambda Iota Tau
The Beta Zeta chapter of the national English Honor Society was
chartered at La Salle in 1958. Its primary purpose is to give national
recognition to students majoring in English. Lambda also sponsors
events for the University community such as readings by well-known
authors, movies and graduate school discussions.
Back row: Mary Ann Buschka (treasurer), Christopher Bond. Valerie Lawfer. Beth
.'\nne McSherry (president), Cecile Candl, George Beschen, Front row: Carolyn Sul-
livan, Marlena Ryan, Kalhy Hohenleitner, Suzanne Brownholtz (vice-president), Kim
Kraus, Missing: Stuart Somershoe (secretary)
- S.J y^ .^^THw"
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Karate Club
The purpose of the La Salle Ka-
rate Club is to provide martial
arts instruction to La Salle stu-
dents and to enable them to
participate in promotions and
tournaments. Members of the
club also become members of
the World Kum Do-Tae Kwon
Do Federation. Among the ac-
tivities of the club is planning
self defense classes for La Salle
students.





Faculty Advisor: Dr. Stephen Andrilli
Members: Ryan Grinkewitz, Ralph
Maiolino, Ken Minnick, John Guazzo,
Kurt Neff, Patrick Costello, Lori He-
selton. Jeanne Gimpel, Evelyn Dowgiel,
Michael Gilbert. Steven Gingolowski,
Robert Covella, Steven Neumayer.
James Collins, Jr., James Mead. John
Bertucelli, David Timmons, Kelly Ann
Crankshaw, Deborah Martin, Thomas
Pedicone. Matthew Taddei, Missing:
Jamie Gilbert. Virma Ugras. John
Trogner, Mark McElwee, Joseph
Dougherty, John O'Leary, David Gaw-
el, Danielle Fagan
Ice Hockey Club
La Salle's Ice Hockey club plays against
area college hockey clubs such as Temple,
St. Joe's, Franklin and Marshall, Millers-
ville to name a few. The team practices at
Wintersports arena in Willow Grove dur-
ing their October to February season. This
year they travelled as far as Maryland to
compete.
Back row: Clay Bennett, Ed Rutkowski, Jay Moran,
Chris Dillon, Joel Lomurno, Doug Anderson, Ed
Johnson, Jay Grunwald, Mike O'Brien, Front row:
Steve Definis, Foster Garrison, Carl Labb, Kevin Lo-
nergan, Tom Sherlock, Dave Brown (captain). Miss-
ing: Coach Ed Austin, Tom Murt (moderator), Gina
Guinan (manager). Ken Mascaro
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ff LaSPAM m
La Salle Student Political Affairs Magazine LaSPAM
G
The La Salle Student Political Affairs
Magazine (more commonly known as
LaSPAM) is the student publication ded-
icated to bringing well- researched and non-
partisan or balanced political news and
commentary on the latest political issues to
the campus community twice per semester.
LaSPAM offers students and faculty a
chance to air opposing points of view on
issues in its Pro-Con section and the latest
addition to the format is the Religion/Ed-
ucation section which covers issues affect-
ing La Salle as a Catholic university.
Back row; Joseph Kelly. Denis
Olzinski. Joseph Hainthaler
(Edilor-in-Chief). Kori Walter,
Front row: Thaddeus Nowa-
kowski (editor). Tricia Giordan-
o. Mary Ann Buschka, Dominic
Esposito (publisher). Missing:
William Lobb (editor). Michele
Zclinsky (editor). Harold Haler
(editor), Edward Cutter
rimoire
The Grimoire is the annually published
student literary magazine, featuring the
short prose, poetry, art and photography
of students.
Back row: Kathy Hohenleitner, Laura Lee Zerns,
Middle row: Chris Davis, Fran Ryan, Kristen Kear,
Beth McSherry, Jen Manion. Ellen Lamond, Eun-
Shil Ahn. Mary Anne Buschka. front row: Marysa





League presents activities, programs,
speakers, concerts from a multicultural
perspective and plays a major role in
planning African/American History
Month.
Back row: Millie Carvalho (advisor), Michael
Keith, James Collins. James Revell, Dawn. Ki
yanna McGill, Carl Bogan, Peter Maignon, Ruth
Lane Charles, Middle row: Roger. Michele Mat
thews. Saliyah Foster. Tracey Enoch. Brady Smith,
Deitrich Felder. Kim Tolbert. Rousselle Turenne
Front row: Andrew Johnson, Dawn Tilley, Gina
Henry. Mary Anne Ridgely, Mary E. Thomas,





The Historical Society's mem-
bers include mostly history ma-
jors and minors. The purpose of
this group is to promote the his-
tory of LaSalle as well as his-
tory in general. It also promotes
membership in La Salle's Nu
Psi chapter of Phi Alpha Theta,
the National History Honor
Society.
Back row: Steve Morris. Fran Ryan.
Robin Jones. Ann Baldo. Maureen Gal-
lagher (president). Lindamaric Sands.
Adam Wright Kneeling: Mary Ann
Buschka. Deirdre Lee
avel Society
The Gavel Society, La Salle's speech
and debate team, is unique among
campus organizations in that its
members engage in competition with
other college students throughout the
country.
Back row: Dr. Vincent Kling (coach). Gregory
Vrato (vice-president), Matthew Fee. John
Farrington. Middle row: Dr. Stephen Smith
(asst. coach). Jeannette Feldmayer. Mary Ann
Buschka (secretary/treasurer). Joanna Vas-
sallo. Matthew Wright, Front row: Paigeann





As the largest student organization on campus, WEXP
is La Salle's radio station broadcasting at a frequency of
530 on the AM Dial. Broadcasting with a specialized
open format, WEXP offers all students professional,
hands-on experience in news, sports and music broad-
casting as well as public relations and promotions. WEXP
can be heard in all dorms and in the Student Union.
Back row: Tara Logan (traffic/continuity director). Shannon O'Shea
(sports/newsdirector), Ed Holub (public relations manager), Mike Kemic
{music director). Sieve Gelovich, Chris Calhoun. James Collins, Pat
Coregan, Maurice Champagne. Jeremy Buschnel. Tony Sorrentino, To-
ny Sorrentino, Nicole Dampf (business manager), Ethan Riley (general
manager), Vern Anastasio (promotion director) Middle row: Ron
Grunsby, Nick Caputo, Karen DeStefano, Joe Ippolito. Jen Ask, Fred
Kurtz. Front row; Sanjay Kotecha, Laura Zerns, Frank Nolan, Michelle
Brennan. Christine Smith, Corinne Caterini, Christine McMenamin /
Missing: Jason Lopes (program director)
AERho
NBS AERho is the National Broadcasting Society Al-
pha Epsilon Rho. As part of this national organization.
La Salle's chapter provides a link between the class-
room and the workplace for those students with in-
terest in the field of communications. Through guest
speakers, field trips and production of the radio pro-
gram "All About You," motivated students make val-
uable contacts for the future.
Back row: Wendy Krajewski, Eva Blackwell, Kelly Dando, Maurice
Champagne, Nate Kerr, Scooter Vertino, Fred Schwarzenbach, To-
ny LaRotta, Middle row: Ericka .Andrews, Suzanne Ely, Mary Ann
Carmody. Amy Moffitl, Elizabeth Wagner. Biagina Addiego, Anne
DiStefano, Front row: Courtney Bowmen, Kathy McCann, Laurie









Student Government Association offers a variety of programs and
services including Open House, Political Awareness Week, an
annual tuition raffle and an escort service to promote safety on
campus. In addition, SGA assists funding clubs and organizations
and advocates the expression of student opinion to the University
administration.
Back row: Laura Tebo (executive sophomore senator).
Stacey McKee, Melissa Rebl, Re Panico, Missy Parent.
Kathleen Howley. Nancy O'Brien. Heather Strict (vice-
president of public affairs). Christine Mancini. Tricia
McKenna (vice-president of business affairs). Amy Tag-
gert. Catherine Predergast. Front row: Steve Cusano (ex-
ecutive freshman senator), Raymond Hugget, Craig
DeFazio, Michael Ziff, Brian Shannon (vice-president of
academic affairs). Eric Toppy (president). Thomas S.
Cella (vice president of student affairs), Michael Mingh-
enelli. David Martin. Curt Burkholder (executive junior
senator). Robert Dougherty. Robert Slinkard, Brad Mau-
ry. Ray Kebart (executive senior senator)
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rench Club
This club promotes a wider
knowledge of and a greater ap-
preciation for the contributions
of France to world culture.
Tibbi Panea, Tricia Arabic (president),
Susan Schroeter (secretary). Nicole
Shelly (treasurer), Luz Hoyos (secre-
tary)
Pi Delta Phi
Pi Delta Phi is an honor society for those
students who have evidenced excellence
in the study of French.
Back row: Tina Mazza. Kendale Johnson, Marion
Ferry, Front row: Dr. Rita Mall (advisor)
SEA
The SEA is a group for anyone
interested in Economics. They
sponsor both speakers and social
events ranging from a mentor pro-
gram to hayrides.
Claire Bower (vice- president). Rich Bud-
ney, William Lobb, Cathleen Mackin.




Spanish Club sponsors events that
enable its members to gain knowl-
edge of the culture of Spanish speak-
ing countries.
Marylou Primus. Josephine Valdevieso. Su-
sanna Calkins. Norma Cruz. Johanna Munoz,
Listtc Gonzalez, Sandra Rodriguez. Luz San-
tiago. Teresa Ramos. Kim Rodock. \Vend\
Zakrzewski. Amy Welsh. Daniel Wcdzielski.
Christina Bellini. Rodney Abary. Maria Ca-
bungcal. Alvin Rodriguez. Rose Gentile. Kath-
ryn Duffy, Missing: Kendale Johnson, Daniellc
DeSimonc. Paula Connor. Wanda Santiago.
Martha Sierra. Leann Greene. Maggi Alba-
ladijo. Marguerite Kane, Sonia Gonzalez, Al
exis Jalon, Lisa Johnson, Luz Hoyos
1i1
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The German Club is an organi-
zation of students from various
majors who are interested in Ger-
man culture and language. The
club engages in such activities as
bake sales, food fests, Oktober-
fests and trips to German restau-
rants.
Back row: David Wigmore, Chris Nissley,
Beth Wrzesniewski (vice-president). Rob
Fischer. Bob Ilik (treasurer). Erika Blu-
menthal (president). Nanette Shirley,
Michele Zelinsky (secretary). Front row:
Arica Young. Nicolle Bulliard. Kathy
Hohenleilner
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La Salle's Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren chapter consists mainly of elementa-
ry/special education majors. They work
with "exceptional" children in swim ther-
apy for the handicapped, and Play Day in
the Spring where handicapped children
from nearby schools are invited to a day of
games and arts and crafts.
Charann White, Chris Madden. Sue Fi,scher, Allison
Hughes. Patty Findisch, Missing: Meg Haines, Deb-







Throughout the years, the La Salle
singers present a number of concerts
for members of the campus com-
munity. Highlights are the group's
Open House performance and
Christmas concert.
Back row: George Beschen, Dave Owsik, Tom
Conway. Anthony Carr, Cally Welsh (mod-
erator), front row: Jana Nogowski, Nicole West,
Maria Cabungcal, Catherine Cabungcal (ac-
companist'), Kelly Taylor, Maureen Higgins,
Christy Marrella, Missing: Sun-Hee Kim
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Resident Student Counci
members act as official
representatives of student
government and foster
their interest in student
government.
Back row: Jeanne Gimpel. Ste-
phanie Giordano, Gary Grosso.
Hap Aiieh. unidcnlified. Front
row: Allison Rush, DcLisa New-
some (president), Tina Becsc,
Karen Leone
Honors Board
The Honors Board consists of five elected members from
each class of the Honors Program. The board provides a
means of communication between students in the pro-
gram and teachers and the director of Honors, Mr. John
Grady. Freshmen are elected at the end of the fall se-
mester. The various committees that comprise the Honors
Board have had a productive year with revising a new
curriculum, initiating a new monthly newsletter, insti-
tuting a new format for freshmen elections and organizing
an off-campus dinner dance. The Board also sponsors
student-faculty on-campus socials, brown bag lunches,
picnics — including one with the children from Building
Blocks, La Salle's day care center— and a clothing dri\ c
at Christmas for St. Francis' Inn.
These pictures show students and faculty interactmg
in an informal setting at the Hallowe'en social, complete
with the friendly ghost of the Honors center (below).
Back row: Tony LaRotta, Christine Muffi, Michael Bodewig, Chris-
topher Bond, Paul Hughes, Chuck Lanutti, Kevin Rodewicz, Front row:
Andrea Kelly, Kathleen Hohenleitner, Dominic Esposito, Deirdre Lee,




Back ro»: Sue l.cc. Margaret Sung (secretary). Tat Shum.
Ray Nepomuceno. Takanobu Ogawa. Liza DeGuzman.
Steve Villacin. Belle Hernandez. Rachel Ravasco (pres-
ident), Tony Obfcnda. Kay Chung. Marietta Cabatu. Rhea
Juntereal. Ching Man. Phuong Ho. Cathy Cabungcal
(vice-president). Brother Francis Tri Nguyen. F.S.C..
Middle row: Sandy Rodriguez. Ryoko Yamada. Miya
Shimomoio. Joy Vilar. Va Phun. Neil Valentino (treas-
urer), Rodney Abary, Sokhey Muy. Alfic Salvador. Shan
Yuen. From: Maria Cabungcal. Michelle Elorma. Mel
Santos. Mike Vanho. Manola Abcndano. Kevin Trinh.
Lemuel Pidlaoan. Alex Vu. Missing: Eun-Shil Ahn. Vince
Azarcon. Eric Buhain. Irene Chan, John Dacri, Arnold
DeLcon, Maria Honorario, Susan Horsey, Lan Hyunh,
Keith Kim, Kyung Kim, Sun Hce Kim, Lalainc Lambo.
Tony Mangabat, Andy Nguyen. Emy Ochabillo. Sonny
Ochabillo. Ratha Tan
An organization open to everyone who wants
to have fun and to gain exposure to different
cultures, A/Asia is composed of members from
various cultural backgrounds. They sponsor
guest speakers, lectures and cultural events
such as Diversity Week and Relationship
Week as well as social events including a dance
party, picnics and volleyball intramurals. A/
Asia's Open House display of Asian/Ameri-





The Collegian's relocation several
floors south in the Union Building didn't
slow the editorial process a bit . . . well,
maybe a bit. With a late start, the ed-
itors shifted quickly into overdrive —
the only gear they seem to know, es-
pecially on Tuesday nights.
Editor-in-Chief Bob Farrace returned
to the office for a renewed performance
of last year's newswriting, crusading, and
late night wakening. Managing Editor
Jean Michelle Williams graduated from
the news desk to the business desk, where
she employed her organizational magic
under a strange juxtaposition of Duke
Ellington and Sinead O'Connor posters.
The editors didn't really mind the
sleepless night. Just imagine all they
learn from 4a.m. radio talk shows! Be-
sides, as they discovered long ago, it's
the only way to crank out a quality
newspaper week after week. "And we
know people read it," Jean Michelle said.
"We have the informal phone calls and
nasty letters to prove it."
When not pursuing hot leads, attack-
ing administrators, or shaking the La
Salle community out of its complacency
(full-time tasks in themselves), the ed-
itors usually spend their time taking flack
for pursuing hot leads, attacking . . .
Editor-in-Chief Bob Farrace checks
his files, "Who's next for editorial
assassination?" while Jean Michelle
Williams, Managing Editor, draws
up plans for the Collegian's new de-
luxe penthouse office.
The ever-changing editorial staff: (back row) Dave Brown, Mike Tanier,
Michelle Williams, Bob Farrace. Martin Murphy, Tim Ernst. Valerie La
Crises? They're easy to easy to deal
with. "We have a foolproof standard,"
Bob said. He just gazes at the icons above
his desk and asks, "How would Bogart
handle this?"
ierczynski. (front row) Jean
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Don't worry. Enlcrlainnicm lidiloi IJuaii
Features Editor Tim Ernst confers with "Student speak-cr" Marly Murphv about the
overpopulation of squirrels on campus.
Valerie Lawfer, assistant
Editor, keeps busy with
her many editorial re-
sponsibilities.
Sports Editor Dave Brown thinks up new ways to give the Ice Hockey team
















Assistant Editors Michael Tanier
Amy Welsh
Copy Editor Jenniler Russo
Business Manager Anne Marie Krause
Contributing Editor Martin G. Murphy. Jr.
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Paigeann Fugaro glares at the photographer,
"Have you missed ANOTHER photo assign-
ment?" Paigeann came through as faculty ed-




Business editor Leah Barrett searches through
her files, "Who's been requisitioning pizza on
the Explorer budget again?" Leah was voted
editor with the most paper cuts and office
phone calls.
Editors Not Pictured
These "invisible editors" contributed as many hours and sleepless nights as the
others, but just never ran into the photographer, Anne Marie Krause our Greek
editor created the Explorer office annex in the Student Life Office. Our (what's
a 250 word for "lots," Jenn?) thanks go to Copy Editor Jenn Russo for keeping
our grammar in line. Bill Keenan who was responsible for art in the yearbook
deserves kudos (or M&Ms) as well.
Editor-in-Chief
John McGoldrick
John McGoldrick, Supreme Dictator and
overall "cool dude" can be counted on for
a "How's it goin' guys" just when things
are most stressful. He has been known to
share his insights with the staff on every-
thing from Faulkner to Lithium to Copy-
fitting. His praise and trust in his staff
members is always welcome but not always






Michele Zelinsky, Commander-in-chief of
Explorer Affairs also helped with photog-
raphy assignments (when she remembered
to remove the lens cap). Michele kept the
office organized with her unique system of
"editorial bins." and kept our spirits up with
her cheerful encouragement. Hey Michele.
who finally won the Name-That-Mouse











"Mar, we have to re-schedule SGA's picture
for the FOURTH time!" says student life co-
editor Kathy Hohenleitner to co-editor Mary
Ann Buschka. Kathy and Mary Ann kept the
phone lines busy calling club presidents while
counting their blessings. At least no safes have









Sports editor and master photographer Jim McDonald is
still trying to find the field hockey team. Jim's enthusiasm
and dedication was unmatched and he thought of a good
name for the mouse.
Seniors
Debbie Rabberman
Student teacher Miss Deb-
bie only had time to be pho-
tographed at 7AM on the
way to school. She kept up
the spirits of the staff with
her dead raccoon imitations





The Math/Computer Science Club is a
social organization that plans Open
House and sponsors various social ac-
tivities throughout the year.
Back row: Dr. Stephen Andrilli (advisor), Kathy
Hohenleitner, Bob Wilkowski, Judi Ann Drobile
(president), Lisa Martinez (treasurer), Christina
Foley (secretary), Kathy Robinson, Ismael Santos,
Tony Obfenda, Front row: IVIilce Vanho, Steve
DeLabio, Missing: Tony Ruhberg (vice-president)
ACM
La Salle's chapter of the National As-
sociation for Computing Machinery is a
group of students primarily interested in
the professional aspects of computer sci-
ence, who sponsor speakers from area
companies and universities.
Baelt row: Scott Pirello, Chris Foley, Steve
DeLabio, Front row: Tony Obfenda, Missing: To-
ny Rhuberg
Kappa Mu Epsilon
Kappa Mu Epsilon is a mathematics fra-
ternity which is open to all students who
have completed 17 credits in math and
computer science courses and have main-
tained a "B" average.
Bacl4 row: Geralyn Bowers, Kathy Robinson, Charles
Nyce, Scott Pirollo, Chris Foley




Advisor: Brother Tom McPhillips. F.S.C.
President: Theo Brown
Vice President: Andrew Bergerson
Treasurer: Dan DeSlefano
Members: Andrew Beauchamp, Michael Brescia,
Malt Castrina, Kimberly Craven, Kevin Crowth-
ers, Steve Cusano. Kelly Ann Doner, Kathryn
Duffy, Ed Gapsis, Bill Keenan, Kalhy Klasler,
John Lenox, James Monahan, Denis Olzinski,
Melinda Padlo, Lem Pidlaoan, Jim Reed, Mark
Reynolds, Christine Buben. Anthony Riggi, Rich





La Salle Entertainment Organiza-
tion plans and schedules campus en-
tertainment and social events such as
concerts, films, comedy/variety acts,
including coordinating the annual
Spring Fling.
Back row (standing): Bill Beilel. Anne Marie Krause
(president), Saliyah Foster, Tim Tilson. Ada Smith,
Chris Curtis. J. P. Bell, Middle row (standing): Mary
Anne Buschka, Rob Fuller, Mike Brescia, Christine
O'Brien, Charlotte Todd. Jeanine Hargrove. Ruth-
Lande Charles. Francine Calafati (advisor), Maureen
Burke (secretary). Kneeling: Susan Turcmanovich, A.J.
Tilson. Silting: Gidge Hernandez. Eileen McAllister,




The Masque is La Salle's student theatre organization, per-
forming drama, comedy and musical productions through-
out the school year. The Masque's fall drama performance
was The Crucible .
Back row: Janine Lyczck. Richard Lewis, Bob Hermann. Jim McDonald.
Valeric Lawfcr, Maria Bilolti. Laura DiFrancisco. Malt Castrina, Ed Lay-
Ion, Paul Conwav (trca.surer), Frank Wilkinson, Gabriela DellaVallc
(chancellor). Middle row: Deirdrc Lee, Jennifer Curran, Karen Hagcrty,
Lindaniaric Sands, Kim Kraus (.secretary), Sam Fulginiti (vice-president).
Mark Gornto. Bob Casey (president). Front row: Maria Cabungcal. Kathy








dent), Karin Nyberg (secretar-
y), Joseph Hogan (vice-presi-
dent)
Drill Team
Karin Nyberg (drill team com-
mander). Boina McGuinness, Jeff
Prosser
1950-1991: ROTC Makes La Salle History
A Field Artillery ROTC unit
was first established at La Salle
in September of 1950. For the
first two years of its existence,
participation in ROTC was on
a voluntary basis. In September
of 1951, the ROTC Basic
Course became a requirement
for all physically fit freshmen
and sophomores who had not
had prior military service. La
Salle had an all male student
body at that time. In 1965, the
requirement for attending the
second year ROTC training was
removed, and in 1969, the re-
quirement for attending the first
year of ROTC was dropped.
From 1969 until closing in
1991, all participation was vol-
untary.
La Salle's ROTC program
offered courses in Political Ge-
ography, Organizational Lead-
ership, as well as Military
Management, Geography, and
History. To earn a commission,
the cadets had to complete both
Basic and Advanced ROTC
courses. Additionally the ca-
dets had to successfully com-
plete ROTC Advanced Camp.
This grueling six weeks of
training and observation at Fort
Bragg, North Carolina. There
the students from La Salle and
more than 100 other colleges
and universities underwent a
physical and emotional experi-
ence that tested their ability to
remain calm and make deci-
sions under extreme pressure.
Graduates can attest, it was not
your typical way to spend the
summer since only the strong
survived.
Aside from the classroom
training, cadets attended field
training exercises at Gunpow-
der Falls, Maryland; Fort Dix,
New Jersey; and Indiantown
Gap, Pennsylvania. They also
attended Airbourne training at
Fort Benning, Georgia to earn
the right to wear the proud
wings of an Army paratrooper.
For those who did not want to
jump from a plane, there was
the Air Assault course at Fort
Campbell, Kentucky. There ca-
dets could earn Air Assault
wings for mastering the fun-
damentals of air- mobile oper-
ations. For those who do not like
flying at all there was the
Northern Warfare Training
Center in Alaska. That three
week course taught cadets how
to survive the cold and become
proficient at winter combat. In
addition to this there had been
the opportunity to attend Jun-
gle Warfare Training, Russian
.Language School and the Mas-
ter Physical Fitness Course.
The 41 year partnership be-
tween La Salle and Army
ROTC was built upon a warm
and mutually supporting rela-
tionship. The strength of this
bond is evidenced by the nearly
total absence of campus pro-
test, even at the height of the
Vietnam era. Nearly 1,000 of-
ficers were commissioned here
during the life of the program.




The Criminal Justice Association is a co-cur-
ricular organization for criminal justice ma-
jors. Their main function is to provide career
information to their members. Their activities
include sponsoring speakers within the field,
field trips and other pertinent events.
Back row: Carl M. Bradley. Rich .\damo, Larry J. Burn-
stinc. Michael Bond (vice- president) Middle row: Kim-
berly Zelner, Jacqueline Doherty. Phil Romagnoli. Kelly
Stumpp Front row: Pamela McGuoirk, Jennifer Bossard.
Nicole Horick (president)
s,. Thomas More Law Society
The Saint Thomas More Law Society was formed to
promote the study of and interest in law and to stimulate
the practice of the traditional ethics of the legal profes-
sion. A fundamental service of the society has been the
dissemination of information to the members concerning
the requirements of the various law schools throughout
the country.
Back row: Pat McCann. Mike Mumni. Larry Burnstinc. Kori Wal-
ter. Rich Adamo (president). Eric Fillipone, Suzana Yastrebov. mid-
dle row: Mike Melzler, unidentified. AiiTiee Taggart. Kim Toomey,
Kim Craven. Phil Romagnoli, front row: Bucky Wallace, Sean Dur-





Sunday masses without the music ministers
would lack the vitality and celebrational
aura that this group brings to each cu-
charisi. Two separate groups lead the con-
gregation in song each week at 1 1:00 and
6:30.
11:00 Croup: Matthew Taddci, John Spinale. Andrea
Sauter. Diane Brady, Andrew DiNardo. Jana No-
gowski, Tom Conway. Jeanne Gimpcl
6:30 Group: Jana Nogowski. Pam Haydn,
Jim Knepp, Chrissy O'Brien, Tom Conway
L^iturgical
Ministers
These volunteers participate in the liturgy in the
form of reading the Word of God, planning lit-
urgies throughout the year, distributing the Eu-
charist, acting as hospitality ministers, and bak-
ing bread for the Eucharist.
Back row: Judi Ann Drobile. Jill Prendergast, Tom Conway,
John Meagher, Pete Eberhart. Kristen Meagher (daily mass
coordinator!. Deirdre Lee. Tracey Malone. Tim Tilson, Doug
La\ ien, middle row: Lorie Radecki, Marc Arnone. Shawn
Southard. Allison Hughes, Karen Leone, Liza deGuzman,
front row: Lisa Johnson (eucharistic minister coordinator),
Kathy Hohenleitner (bread bakers coordinator). Colleen
McGeehan (reader coordinator). Missing: Peggy Brim, Lor-






Vice President: Dave Owsik
Secretary: Mark VanVeen
Treasurer: Brian Rayca
Advisor: Fr. Rick Wojnicki
Members: Martin Brovin, Ray Mu
Nickname: Crows
Colors: Garnet and White
Motto: Be Men
Charity: Church of the Redeemer
Founded: 1895 Nationally
La Salle"s chapter of Alpha Chi Rho, Omega
Phi was issued and granted its charter on Saint
Valentine's Day, 1975. Omega Phi prides it-
self on being an academic as well as social
service organization. Socially, they have a
myriad of interests. Academically, Omega Phi
accepts no one with lower than a 2.25 GPA.
Omega Phi, as well as all chapters of Alpha
Chi Rho. extends the hand of brotherhood to
any man, regardless of race, creed, or nation-
ality.
, Jay Romeo. Tat Sbum. Eric Sulliv
Nickname: Delta Sig
Colors: Old Gold and Royal Purple
Motto: A Chain is only as Strong as Its Weakest Link
Founded: April 20, 1 963
Delta Sig has been a part of the Greek com-
munity at La Salle since 1963. They are a
professional fraternity organized to foster the
study of business in universities, to encourage
scholarship, social activity, and the associa-
tion of students for their mutual advancement
by research and practice. They promote a clear
affiliation between the commercial world and
the students of commerce. They also further
a higher standard of commercial ethics and




Senior Vice PresJdenl: Kevin Ragonesel
Vice President of Pledge Education: Fran Bruno
Vice President of Chapter Operations: Vince Ranicri
Vice President of Professional Activities: George Raiko
Sec re tar)': Brian Haughey
Treasurer: Brad Hoyt
Chancellor Tom McNamara
Advisor Mr. Alvino Massimini
Members: Joe Burke, Joe Cscrcsevits. Jerry DIeckhaus. Randy Giandoni
Voscavage, Steve Wonsiewski




Colors: Royal Purple and White
Mono: Friendship, the Sweciesi Influence
Charity: Reyes Syndrome
Founded: 1848 Nalionalh
Founded upon the external values oi' Friend-
ship, Knowledge. Service. Morality and Ex-
cellence, the Upsilon Lambda chapter at La
Salle University continues to exemplify these
qualities. While chartered on campus only six
short years ago. the chapter has gained a rep-
utation for its unity and excellence in all ac-
tivities. In fact, FIJI currently holds the high-
est group GPA on campus. FIJI is also known
for the incredible diversity among its brothers,
ranging from the dean's list scholars to tal-
ented athletes to campus leaders.
When a young man pledges FIJI, he does not
lose his individuality but instead adds it to the
colorful mixture that is brotherhood.
Presidenl: Michael Glaze




Recording Secretan: Peter Campiliello
Treasurer: Chris Settembrino
Historian: Jeff Dillon
Adiisor: Dr. William Price
Members: Rodnev Abary. Chris Bcnce. John Bennett. Brian Bilia. Chuck Bodncr. Joe Canonica, Dave Calrambone. Mike Charllon. John DeLury, Rick
DiRienzo. Sean Durkin. Mike Fabiano. Brian Fennel. Don Gelna». Brian Gerrard. Mike Goetter. Sam Ha. Joe Huth. Eian Kesselman. Bob La»rie. lx>u
Lemieux. John Lubas. Mike Ma\»cll. Jim Sheppard. Bill Small. T.J. \ anieer, Steie Weaier. Chris Wright
hi Kappa Theta
Nickname: Phi Kap
Colors: White. Gold, and Cardinal Purple
Motto: Give. Expecting Nothing Thereof
Charity: Leukemia Foundation
Founded: 1959 Nationallv
Phi Kappa Theta. Epsilon chapter was
founded at La Salle University on Novem-
ber 9, 1968. Phi Kappa Theta at La Salle
has won many national fraternity awards.
These include the Founder's Cup and award
for the best national fraternity in 1982,
i 987, and 1 989, and the Father Wisenburg
award, for the brother who most exempli-
fies brotherhood.
President: John Poling
Mce President: John Heenan
Secretary: Jose Mallabo
Treasurer: Jeff Aimone
Pledge Educator Scott Besler
Adtisor: Dr. Arthur Sbuinan
Members: Oiris Altier. Erik Bailey. Elhen Baumholtz. Kdam Becthel. ?
Bill Cranford, Daie D'Allessandro, Lou D'Oiidio. Colin Daigle. Rob Dam
Tom Furer. Foster Garrison. Shawn Grottola. Chris llinman. Phillip llinlzc. Mike Johnson. Kenny Jones. Ron Kashofl. Bill Kershner. Jii
Lord. Jim Lynch. Mike Mackler. Brian Mahony. Da>c McCubbin. Tom McDonald. Jim McDonough. Kevin McVeigh. Aaron James Moore.
Bill Muller. Tom O'Malley. Matt Phelan. Mike Ragan. Sean Saldan. Bill Schmidt, Brian Scoilo. Rick Sipe. Paul Stanley. Gene Stc
Stephenson. Dave Thomsen. Steve Tracanna. Pete Tronosky, Brad Wabh. John Woosnam
t Blanchard. Michael Bolt. Steven Ftontempo. Mar









Colors: White, Gold, and Royal Blue
Vfotto: Nothing Shall Ever Tear Us Asunder
Charity: People Understanding the Severely Handi-
capped
Founded: 1904 Nationally
Pi Kappa Phi defines brotiierhood through
their actions as a chapter and as individual
brothers. They are united by their common
interest — the fraternity. Their motto pro-
claims "nothing shall ever tear us asunder"
and they live by it, staying together, acting as
one. Of course they enjoy the social scene like
any other fraternity but that is only part of
being a brother. Pi Kappa Phi is a success
because they realize that Greek life involves
service and commitment.
Pi Kap was introduced to La Salle in 1982,
and they have grown into the largest frater-
nity on campus. They have established them-
selves as a strong Pi Kappa Phi chapter by
raising thousands of dollars for their national
project — P.U.S.H.
President: Joe McGuire
Vice President: Dave McCarthy
Secretary: Chris Day
Treasurer Tom Erikson
.Advisor: Mr. Joseph Ugras
Academic Advisor: Br. Chip Echelmeter
Alumni Initiate: Br. Gerald Fitzgerald
Members: Scott Atkins, Dennis Bachman, Dave Bariletto, Jason Barna, Keith Becker, Scott Hello, Brian Bray, Anthony Brtmo. Shay Caheriy, John
Ca>anaugh, Patrick Oeary. J.R. DeFeo. Brian Ferko, Daniel Flynn. Gregory Gallen. Jason Gmnwald, Edward Hale. Michael Harris, Brian Kraft, Daniel
Lafond, Charles Lannutti. Michael Lannutti, Thomas Lester, Christopher LoBiondo. Chrb Locateli, Andrew Maginnis, Damien Mogavero, Francb
Morrison, Matthew O'Boyle, Dom Paciolla. Chris Parisi, John Pellegrino. Craig Peters, Peter Fbelan, EUl Quigley, James Ricchini, Marc RoUa, Fred
Romano. John Ross, David Santos. Thomas Sherlock, Thomas Siriannl. John Sivel, Michael Smith. Donald Stantoa, Carmen Strazzeri, Phillip Tt^no,
Alberto Trujillo. David Vitaiie, Scott Vogt, James Wallner, Paul Williamson, Anthony Wilson, Christian Wood, Adam Wright
»igma Beta Kappa
President: Steve Gelovich
Vice President: Rudy Sanlorc
Secretary: Ed Holub
Treasurer: Pete Fiorentino
Advisor: Dr. William Crosnick
Members: Vero Anastasio. Anthon.v AvicoUi, Scan Bryan, Steve Burdziak, Domir
Frank Krewda. Joe Lombardi, Tom Miraglia. Dominic NardinL Sam Valente
Nickname: The Crusaders
Colors: Green, Gold, and White
Motto: A Friend to the Altars
Charity: Children's Hospital
Founded: December 11, 1 988
A famous Buddhist saying asks "What is the
sound of one hand clapping?" The logic in-
herent in this phrase is simple. The essential
nature of unity is stressed by this question, as
well as by the entire Buddhist school of
thought. And, like the Buddhists, Sigma Beta
Kappa is concerned with unity, the corner-
stone of life itself. Without unity with one's
environment. La Salle University, or with one's
cohabitants, the assemblage of students who
make up the University body, there can be no
happiness, no satiation . . . Tao, as the Bud-
dhists say. Sigma Beta Kappa's goal is simply
to seek out the Tao, to be there for one another
and for others who may need a helping hand,
a comforting word, a spot for lunch.
; Capoce. Ralph D'Ambrosio, Joe Egan. Eric Fillipone, Ron Crumby,
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Siigma Phi Epsilon
Presidml: Mike C unsicliu
Vice President: Jcro Kulig
Setr. : Pele LafTert>
I Ban
Conirolter: Gene N'oipe
Vd'ivirii Dr. Pele Filicelli and Dr. Hei
MemlKrs: Mike Arnold. \ ince Azarcon. Rob Bo>er. Rich Cadigan. Tom Cella, Eric Crisl. Jeff Cruz, Dan DeStefano. John Eadeh. Jcrr> Emens. John-
Hcnr> Eierj, Frank Genoiese. Jason Cilberl. Brian Gillespie, John Cuazzo. Joe Hohenleilner. Paul Hughes. John Lenox, Mall Leonardis. Rob Logan,
John Meagher. Jeff Meiers, Mark Montrose. Perry Mortillite, Daie Murphy. Marty Murphy, Jim Niland, Brett Notick, Keiin OKeete. Tony Pagano,
Charles Perkins, Tom Pelrecz, Mark PheUn, Chris Pomrink, Jack Reilly, Mike RiccL Chrb Robinson, Pal Smith, Craig Strimel, Duane Swicrczynski.
Jerry Tarantolo. Dan Zmuda
Nickname: Sig Ep
Colors: Purple and Red
Viollo: Virtue. Diligence, and Brotherly Love — The
Balanced Man
lounded. IWl Nationalh
Sigma Phi tpsilon was founded nationally in
1901. Since thai time, Sig Ep has grown fas-
ter than any other fraternity. This growth is
exemplified in the chapter here at La Salle
University. Founded here only a short time
ago, Sigma Phi Epsilon has become a driving
force within the campus. They have also be-
gun a strong tradition of campus and com-
munity service, and a belief that the good fra-
ternity is a diverse fraternity, accepting men
of any race, creed, or nationality.
Men who pledge Sig Ep deserve the very best,
so they were naturally one of the first to re-
alize the importance of positive developmental
programs, devoid of hazing and immature
foolishness. To be a part of Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity is to make the very most of one's
college education.
Nickname: Lambda
Colors: Blue and Gold
Motto: One .Above the Rest
Charity: De La Salle in Towne
Founded: 1935
Sigma Phi Lambda has been a tradition here
at La Salle since 1935. They are the oldest
fraternity on campus, in these last fifty- five
years Lambda has been instrumental in the
development and preservation of the values
and ideals of this Catholic university. Through
fifty-five years of continuous service and ded-
ication, Lambda has fostered an unbreakable
bond between the fraternity and the Univer-
sity. As the oldest fraternity, Sigma Phi
Lambda's essence is rooted deep in Explorer





Vice President: Rob Stinkard
S«retary: Andy Clauhs
Treasurer: Joe Schwab
Advisors: Dr. Joseph IHuhacher and Dr. Vince Kting
Moderator Br. Gerald Molyneaux
Members: Frank Basile, Dan Brown. Joe Brown. Curt Burkholdcr. Kc<in Carroll. Jerry < ollins. Brcndhan Crowley. John Cullen. Craig DtFazio, Bob
Donahue, Jim Doran. Rob Dougherty. Scan Elm, Mike Oorenlino, Rob Fuller. Terry Gallagher. Sean Hughn. Bryce Kasuba. Rich Kropinski. Pat
Ijrr.
Ron Lupi, Scott Malack. Harry McGoiem. Dan McOaien. Joe McMahon. Mike Minghenelli. <sean Neiin, Ken O'Brien, John Porter. Rick
Poulson.
Brian Reagle. Joe Rchl, Da.e Rhodes, Joe Romano, John Schaeffer, Terry Shea. Mike Stahl, Mall Stecher. Eric Toppy, Greg
Vrato. Joe Walsh, John








Advisor: Mr, Frank Fislier
Members: Zak Bergdoll. Ed Bleacher. Kevin Blenke. Mark Carr. Mark Carroll. Andy Coale. Ross Crawford. Fred DeGrool. Pat Donnelly. Marcello
Espinosa, Jeff Grasso. Mark Green. Tom Haldis, Dan Hansen. Al Janneck, John Lavvler. Toni Masucci, Bill Maus. Kevin Milhause. Paul Miranda,
Pal Morgan. Rich Nocello, Paul Roman. Pat Ryan, Malt Scheur. Mike Schwartz, Jay Shino. Ben Suit, Mike SuLivan, Jeff Unwsella
Nickname: TKE
Colors: Red and Grey
Motto: Love, Charity, Esteem
Charity: Respiratory Distress Syndrome Foundation
Founded; 1899 Nationally
Founded at La Salle in 1963, TKE has es-
tablished a strong tradition of community
service as well as social activity on campus.
Each semester TKE is in charge of running
the Red Cross blood drive at La Salle. TKE
has also been involved with anti-drug pro-
grams in the local neighborhood, as well as
the Respiratory Distress Syndrome Founda-
tion. Socially, TKE sponsors campus wide
parties and has various other social functions
with sororities on campus. TKE also has very
competitive athletic teams that participate in
every intramural sport at La Salle. Most im-
portant of all TKE is a great place to make
friends.
Nickname: ATA
Colors: Kelly Green and White
.Motto: Sisters Growing Together
Founded: July 1978
ATA is a social/service organization which
was established at La Salle in the Spring of
1978 to grow together in sisterhood and
friendship while providing the campus with
social and service activities. ATA is the sole
chapter of the sorority which accounts for their
uniqueness and underlying pride. Their mem-
bers come from a variety of backgrounds, in-
terests, and majors which only enhances the
unity among this diverse group of young wom-
en. They pride themselves on loyalty, dedi-
cation, and concern for the La Salle com-
munity. Their colors, kelly green and white,
have become a trademark for the sorority's
strength and bond. Their service projects in-
clude assisting on campus as well as in the
Philadelphia area. The sisters of ATA are de-
voted to enhancing the college experience




Vice President: Patricia Browne
Corresponding Secretary: Krislen Hodgkiss
Recording Secretary: Krissie Sipos
Treasurer: Jodi Morris
Advisors: Ms. Marj Helen Driscolt and Br. Gerald Fitzgerald
Members: Mary Agnes Bamelt. Christine Baur. Jane Bomberger. Courtney Bowman, Aimee Brimley, Mary Anne Carmody. Beth Caslclli. Andrea
Cappachionc, Marcie Colello, Megan Dero, Angela DcStefano, Jennifer DiCati, Stephanie Diloro. Irene Doran, Beth Fabritius. Carlton Gardner, Rit
Gillespie, Ellie Giordano, Maureen Gradcl. Krislen Graham, J.J. Hammond, Jill Hcrshey, Bridget Hoffman, Kelly Hough, Nancy Kazlauskos, Maura
Kelly. Natasha Kraulh, Colleen Lafferty, Karen Malerba. Ginny Mallhens, Jody Mazzei, Judy McElderrj. Christine McGovern. Maryrose
McGovem, Sara McNeil. Angela McNelis, Amy Mofflt, Helen Monaghan. Laura Mullen, Sarah Mulready, Kristinc Offshack, Kcllcy O'Malley,
Suzanne Pappas, Marta Perfecky. Tricia Pindcr, Jill Prendcrgasl. Dora Price. Desirec Reil. Melissa Schubert. Debi Scimeca, Elizabeth Scimeca.
Tricia Sitko. Sara Smith. Catherine Spano. Krislen Tabbcr. Jennifer Terracciano, Denise \ espc, Eileen Wagner, Cindy V\ alden. Christine Weir,
Denise Voune
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Nickname: D Phi E
Colors: Royal Purple and Pure Gold
Mono: To Be Rather Than Seem To Be
Charities: Cystic Fibrosis Foundation and Anorexia
Nervosa
Founded: 1917 Nationally
Founded at La Salle in June of 1985, Delta
Phi Epsilon is the campus" youngest social/
sei^ice sorority. They are a rapidly growing
organization looking to the future. In the past,
the sisters of D Phi E have participated in
many sen'ice projects such as Play Day for
handicapped kids and a dance-a-thon to raise
money for the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. The
sisters also strive towards personal achieve-
ment and successful futures by dedicating
themselves academically.
Each sister of Delta Phi Epsilon is special. She
is a unique individual with her own recogniz-
able talents. The bond they share is one they
share with thousands of sisters across the con-
tinent. It is a bond of sisterhood, friendship,
loyalty, and love that cannot be fully de-
scribed — it must be lived.
Delta Phi Epsilon
Presideol: Tira Pizzulo
Vice President: Liz Wagner
Secretflr>: Cath> Frtsko
Treasurer: EJsa Sterling
Ad>isof: Dr. Suzanne Bo>il
Academic Adnsor Br. Mike McGinness
Ntembefs: Bee Addiego. Traci Ambrose. Maria Ardizzi, Liz Barone. Jud> Bogdan. Karen Brown. Liz Buseman. Joani
Cook, Belh Csercsetits. Chris DeFeo. Gina DePiefro. Stephanv Dukes. Lisa Emerick. Kim Farruggio. Karen Ferel. \lai
Fossen. Mar> Ann Frazier. Dani Cenack. Donna Gilbride, Erin Hicke>, Man' Ellen Kane, Jennifer Klaltenberg. Jai
Kem McCormack. Theresa McDonnell. Danielle Masin, Joanne Madonna. Christine Mueller. Chi
Christine Rose. Andrea Sheplock. Sue Socbodolski. Natalie Tibensk), Sari Ting. Lisa Walson, Marl
Campbell, l^ura CcNaro. Maria
mne Finn. Jen Fleming, Michelle
10 L)sczek. Laurie MacPherson.
>tine Pagan. Michelle Pagan. Sand> Rodriguez,
WjTine. Cberie ^annich. Wendv Z4tkrzcMski
Gamma Phi Beta
Tfe^Mirer Sue;
Advisor Mr. Francis Nalhans
Mwnbefv karen Allison. Soe Xmato. Lisa Baum. Jennifer Black. Donna Boccuri. Coleen Brad>. hiersten Brav. Cherie Capobianco. Kara (arbone. Kalic
Carroll Vle^n Case. L>nda Cicala. Erin Corcoran. Katie Davis. Molly Dennehy. C)ier\l Domich. Palt> Drumgoole. .Stephanie Eriel. Daniela Falta.
Tina Fltzfierakl. Tricia Calante. Heatber CrofT. Melissa Gpnther. Mar? Beth HaR\, Chriss? Herrick. Renee Holmes. Nanc) Jewell. Alexa Knapp. Calh>
Koor>. Maria Kozel. Suzanne Kozischek. Sue Landers, Andrea LapusheskL Antoinette l^eonard, Kathy Lewis, Amy Luushney. Sberri L^lw. Jen Luowski.
Carroll Luiz, Kristi Manzo. l.ori Manzo, Tina Mazza. Cat McAlee, Anne Marie McBride. Shauna McKee. Tricia McKenna. Nicole MordelL Ntary
Motley. Lara PallaoL Laurie Prete. Bemadette Prozillo. Kristen Reardon. Stacey Russello, Sue Schwab. Gina Scipione, Chrisia Scott. Caroline Thorlon.
AKsa Toscano. Jen \ anCilder. Tonya W eater. Lauren ^^ heeler
Nickname: Gamma Phi
Colors: Light Brown and Dark Brown
Motto: Founded Lpon a Rock
Charily: Camps for Special Girls
Founded: 1874 Nationally
Gamma Phi Beta is proud to be the first
international sorority on La Salle's cam-
pus, founded here in 1983. The object of
this organization is to promote the highest
form of womanhood through education, so-
cial life, and service.
Sisterhood in Gamma Phi Beta is an ex-
perience that expands your horizons. You
meet new people different from yourself,
and participate in social activities with oth-
er organizations both on and off campus.
Sisterhood is a lifetime experience that does
not end upon graduation. Whatever path
you follow after college, you will be sure
to find a Gamma Phi Beta sister close by
to share it with vou.
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Nickname: Gamma Sig
Colors: Maroon and White
Motto: Unity in Service
Charities: Sunshine Foundation and March of Dimes
Founded: 1974
In 1974, Gamma Sigma Sigma was granted
a charter at La Salle College — making it
the oldest sorority at La Salle. They are based
on the ideal of service — not only here on
campus, but also in the community and the
nation. Their purpose is to assemble college
and university women in the spirit of service
to humanity. This serves to develop friendship
among women of all nationalities and creeds
through the medium of working side by side
toward the fulfillment of these goals. Al-
though service is their bonding goal, they also
offer numerous social activities. Gamma Sig-
ma Sigma is the social/service blend that pro-




Vice President: Janet Keogh
Corresponding Secretary: Lisa Johnson
Recording Secretary: Maria Cabungcat
Treasurer Jeanette Diaz
Advisor Ms. Karen Simmons
Members: Nicole Anderson, Debbi Blaist , Keiiy Blasco, Tina DiCerbo. Latira DiLuUo, KcllvAnne Dotter. Mona Fairciough, Diane Junikka, Tracy
Malone. Lisa McGuigap. Johanna Munoz. Terri Pisani, Sandra Rodriguez, Keara Ryder, Kelly Taylor. Dawn Tilky. Lisa Watkins
hi Gamma Nu
President: Dawn Wilson
Vice President: Catliy Standaerl
Secretary: Kim Pregartner
Treasurer: Dawn Watson
Advisor: Ms. Kathleen .VlcNicliol
Members: Kalhy Allen. Tonya Boot), Kelly Bowen. Rose Daiis, M
Keil. Patty McCabe. Sheila Merson. Elena Snyder. Trish Valentir
Colors: Cardinal Red and Gold
Motto: To Be Rather Than Seem To Be
Charity: Jean Sable"s Program for Drug and .'Mcohol
Abuse
Founded: 1924 Nationally
Phi Gamma Nu is a professional business fra-
ternity. Nationally, Phi Gamma Nu is co-ed,
however. La Salle's chapter is all women. All
sisters are business majors or business-related
majors in fields such as computer science, ec-
onomics, and political science. Their business
related activities include a speaker program
and a mentor program. They also hold social
events such as hayrides, semi-formals, partic-
ipation in Greek Week events and all of the
other fun associated with being Greek.
As they approach their fifteenth year at La
Salle, they have a lot of good times ahead,
celebrating friends, sisterhood, and Greek life.
Get to know them, they prove that you can
mix business with pleasure.
ria Denisi. Jill Foreste
, Margie Withers
. Stacy Gallagher. Nicole lanorelli, Banoo Karanjia, Denis
Inter-Fraternity Sorority Council
All Greek social groups are coordinated through the Inter-Fraternity Sorority Council
President: John Ross
Vice President: Sean Durkin
Secretary: Kelley O'Ma Hey
Treasurer: Craig DeFazio
Advisor: Ms. Karen Shields
Members: Kathy Allen, Chris Bence, Kiersten Bray,
Curt Burkholder, Tina DiCerbo, Matt Finley, Tom
Furer, Renee Holmes. Denise Keil. Jerry Kulig,
Maryrose McGovern, Tom McNamara, Pat Mor-
gan, Christine Mueller. Greg Post. T.J. Vanleer,
Mark VanVeen
Fraternities and sororities were a part of college
campuses as early as the 18th Century. They began
as clubs but took on the form of service and pro-
fessional organizations. La Salle offers many Fra-
ternal and Hellenic organizations to students. Be-
coming a brother or a sister of a greek organization
enhances the college experience. Pick an organi-
zation that shares your interests: learn about others
as you learn about yourself. Work, friendship and
contributing to your school is what greek life is all
about. Take part in the experience.
Missmg





It is our feeling that we would be doing our class
of 1991 an injustice if we did not take time here
10 reflect on the career of a Certain alumnus of the
class of "90. Lionel Simmons after all, has not mere-
ly been a major figure on the La Salle sports scene,
but his career has been an event for three of our
four years here at La Salle. His achievements on
the court are unparalleled in La Salle basketball
history and virtually unequaled in the larger, na-
tion-wide world of college hoops. Yet, what is per-
haps the most surprising thing about this record-
making career, is the relatively quiet and unassum-
ing way in which he made his mark in college bas-
ketball history.
Never the spectacularly dominating in-your-face
type player — such as a Michael Jordan, who daz-
zles fans and opponents as he scores 40 or 50 points
in a game — Lionel Simmons played within the
bounds of teamwork and his own few limitations.
wonder what the big deal is all about. While his
team-oriented game might seem less than spectac-
ular, his presence was always felt, wearing away at
the opposition as the points added up. His 3,217
points make him one of only five men to have ever
reached the 3,000 point mark, and he surpassed
this milestone while pulling down 1,429 rebounds.
With such astounding numbers and the massive me-
dia attention they attracted, one might expect a
certain amount of humility to have escaped the L-
Train's character. Yet in this age in which arro-
gance in athletes is the rule, Lionel Simmons is an
exception, revealing as he did, an attitude of gen-
uine humility when conducting his many interviews,
in which he frequently spoke of achievements in
terms of team goals.
Coming, along with Bob Johnson, to our univer-
sity from South Philadelphia High in 1986, Lionel
Simmons led the Explorers to a record of 100-31
during his four years here, the last of which will
live in the collective memory of the La Salle com-
munity for a very long time. The Explorers ended
that season with a record of 30-2, with 22 of the
victories being won in succession. The Big 5 Title
came to La Salle for the first time since 1975, and
the team won the MAAC Tournament for the third
straight year, despite being shaken by the crushing ;<
news of Hank Gathers' death, which occurred dur-
ing a game he was playing in California as the
Explorers were finishing off Siena in the semifinal.
The news was especially hurtful because Gathers
was a friend not only of Lionel Simmons, but also
of Bob Johnson, Randy Woods, and Doug Overton.
Yet the team won the MAAC despite this tragedy, *^
electing not to accept the generous and sensitive
gesture by opposing Fordham coach Nick Macar-
chuk, who offered to forfeit the title game to La
Salle, enabling the Explorers to qualify for entry
into the NCAA Tournament without having to play j^-
the MAAC title game so close on the heels of the
tragedy. In that tournament, Lionel and the Ex-
plorers realized a long elusive goal: winning a game
in the NCAA Tournament. This they did against
Southern Mississippi (whose team prevented the ||
Explorers from taking the National Invitational in p
LioneFs first season) before being eliminated by '"
Clemson.
Lionel's great accomplishments are all the more
special because of the way in which he handled
himself amid all of the attention. A perfect example
of this occurred on the night that the L-Train scored
his 3,000th point at the Convention Hall Civic Cen-
ter. After scoring "The Basket" at the foul line the
building erupted, as streamers poured onto the court.
The game was stopped, as, after the mayhem, a j
lengthy awards ceremony took place. The moment I
served the purpose of allowing the student body an 0h
opportunity to express its admiration and gratitude,
*"'"
not merely for Lionel's accomplishment on the court,
but also for the poise and quiet dignity with which
he gracefully and humbly stood in the spotlight of
local and national attention. A further indication
of how appreciated he is by the La Salle community,
is the large turnout of La Salle students and well-
wishers at the Spectrum for an early season Sixers-
Kings game which featured the L-Train's return,
this time as a member of the Sacramento Kings.
In this age of cockiness and arrogance within the
sports world, Lionel Simmons has demonstrated the
meaning of class, which not only is a credit to him-









New Team, Same Story
Winning Continues
Coming off one of the greatest seasons ever posted .-&
by an Explorer basketball team, one which brought
to a close the Lionel Simmons era at La Salle, the
team, as one might expect, appears radically dif-
ferent from the one we have become accustomed to
seeing these last three years. And yet some things
have not changed at all. Besides the loss of Sim-
mons, only Bob Johnson was lost to graduation after
last season, so the personnel is largely the same as
before, and something else is largely the same as
last year also: winning. '
Ofcourse there is a difference in the way in which ,. p^^^w
the games are being won. The team cannot help but ^'
have a different style of play now that opponents
no longer have to double-team Lionel Simmons for T ^- .^
an entire game. While the adjustment has not al- - t*^"^*^*^
ways been a smooth one — particularly in the be- i
ginning of the season — the players have come
together and steadily gained confidence in one an-
other, looking less for someone else to carry the
load. In fact, in following the team this year, one
cannot help but be struck by a curious thought; '-
perhaps the presence of such a great talent as Lionel ,,- "'
Simmons had the negative effect of stunting the ^
growth of the individual players. Certainly, some





"While the adjustment has not al- f
ways been a smooth one . . . the play- a
ers have come together and steadily
gained confidence in each other."
The play of many team members, such as Jack Hurd,
Milko Lieverst, Bron Holland and Randy Woods,
has matured noticeably this season, as they have
shaken off the hesitation that comes from indecision
and shouldered responsibility with confidence. Doug
Overton in particular, has shined this season, ex-
hibiting strong leadership skills in addition to ex-
plosive scoring ability, as he has directed the offense
with the assurance of one who believes in himself
and in his teammates.
The end result of this metamorphosis is a winning
basketball team. Already the Explorers have posted
big victories — victories in which much help was
also provided by seniors Broderick President and
Mike Stock — against Big 5 rivals Penn and Vil-
lanova. Having established the ability to succeed in
the post-Lionel Simmons era. La Salle can look







L-R; Sitting: Mike Bergin, Jeff Holland. Don Shelton. Milke Lievcrst.
Neubauer. RandJ- Woods. Doug Ray Schultz, Brodcrick President. Jack
Overton. Keith Morris. Lamont Carter. Hurd. Assl. Coach Randy Monroe.
Mike Stock. Standing: Head Coach Asst. Coach Joe Mihalich. Assl. Coach





Doug Overlon has had a remarkable care
doing an injustice if we did nol take a
achicvemcnls. Though his final season sli
we go to press, he has:
— Twice been selcclcd to the MAAC reguli
— Set a La Salle record for career assists w
— Earned a share, with Randy Woods, of
scored in a game, conlribuling'45 of ihi
Eve.
— Roekeled past the 1.000 point mark, scoi
Congralulalions. Doug, and good luck in ihe
congratulations to Jack Hurd. who scored his
Canisius.
;er with the Explorers.
;
moment here to single
II has at least seven gar
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Team Reaches Milestone in '91
While the 1990-91 season has been one of improve-
ment for the women's basketball team, the squad
has had to overcome a number of disappointments
and setbacks as it has struggled to push its record
above the .500 mark. The otherwise promising sea-
son has been marred by the necessity of junior Jen-
nifer McGowan sitting out the remainder of the
season due to medical problems, and by the Ex-
plorers' failure to win, for the first time in four
years, their own La Salle Invitational, placing third
in the tournament.
Yet, while there have been disappointments, the
team has won more often than it has lost, and there
have also been some pretty special moments that
have come along the way. The team's captain, sen-
ior guard Denise Kayajian, who has made her last
season one of her best, scored 20 points in a victory
over Loyola-Maryland, for a career high. With a
February victory over Siena, the team earned its
300th win as Head Coach Jon Miller chalked-up
his 100th victory with the Explorers. Senior forward
Mary Greybush has again had an outstanding sea-
son, scoring a career-high 32 points in a win over
North Texas State. The big news this season has,
of course, been the milestone that Mary Greybush
reached, scoring her 1,000th point in an important
peowAt,
"While there have been disappoint-
ments . . . some pretty special mo-
ments have come along the way."
victory over Big 5 rival. Temple. Her achievement
makes her only the ninth player in La Salle history
to score 1 ,000 points.
Despite losing Kayajian and Greybush to grad-
uation, the Explorers, with a strong returning line-
up, can look forward to continued improvement.
That returning lineup will feature Jennifer Mc-
Gowan, Laura Reigstad, and Mimi Harris, all of
whom have had great seasons. Also returning will
be sophomore Jennifer Cole, who already holds the
La Salle record for three point shots attempted,
with seven, equalled that mark again this season,
sinking five of them as she posted a career-high 29
points in a big victory over lona. With this kind of
talent on the team La Salle's women's basketball




L-R; 1st Row: Laura Reigslad.
Mary Grcybush. Dcnisc
Kayajian. Jenny McGowan.
Mimi Harris. 2nd Row: Assl.
Tom Lochncr. Grad Assl. Gail
Bcally. Head Coach John
Miller. Li.sa Auman. Tina
Tunink, Dolores Seibcrlich.
Lori Hamillon. Mary Heller.






The banners inside Hayman Hall's Kirk Pool tell
the story: success has been a constant in Explorer
swimming. In just the last fourteen years the men's
swimming team has won an astounding 10 confer-
ence titles, with six of them coming in the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference, and the remaining
four in the East Coast Conference. This does not
include the repeatedly high finishes La Salle swim-
mers have achieved at the Eastern Seaboard Cham-
pionships and the National Catholics.
Having already set a total of 32 individual and
1 3 relay La Salle University records under his guid-
ance, the Explorers enter their ninth season under
Head Coach and Aquatic Director John Lyons, op-
timistic of continued excellence. Indeed, the season
has been marked by success as the team has de-
feated Villanova, Boston University, etc. The team
has been led by a very talented corps of seniors.
Eric Buhain, who competed for Team Philippines
in the 1988 Summer Olympiad, holds the school
record in both the 100 and 200 breaststroke, and
has a share in the school's 200 and 400 medley
relay and in the 200 freestyle relay records. Mike
Travcrs holds the La Salle record in the 100 back-
stroke and a share in the school's 800 freestyle relay
record. William Wiebking has been an Eastern fi-
nalist three times and registered first place finishes
in the 200, 500 and 1000 freestyle.
With such talented swimmers as juniors Cliffton
Johnson and David Wilkins returning to the squad
for the 1991- 92 season, the Explorers can expect






Led by senior co-captains Liz Jiacoppo and Chris-
line O'Connor, the Explorers arc looking for the
same kind of success that has brought the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference title to La Salic in
1984 and 1986. Far from being isolated instances,
the Explorers finished second in the MAAC Cham-
pionships on five other occasions and last year fin-
ished fourth in the East Coast Championships, while
finishing sixth at the National Catholics. There have
also been a number of new school records estab-
lished since Head Coach and Aquatic Director John
Lyons took over in 1982: 24 individual and 14 relay
records, to be exact.
The Explorers have good reason to believe that
the team will continue to improve in the future.
While Christine O'Connor has earned a place in
the La Salle record books with a share of the 200
freestyle relay record and Liz Jiacoppo has been a
National qualifier, the team is blessed with talented
juniors. Cindy Meehan not only holds the individual
school records in the 100 and 200 butterfly events
and in the 400 IM, but she also shares in La Salle's
400 and 800 freestyle relay as well as the 800 free-
style relay at the 1990 MAAC Championships.
Freshmen Karen Hafner and Holly Barnetle, both
of whom shincd against Villanova this season, should





In Women's Diving, the La Salle team dominated
the .MAAC tournament, placing I si. 3rd and 4th
in the three meter and 2nd. 3rd and 4ih in the one
meter event. Freshman Sheryl Coppola was named
diver of the meet. In the Men's Diving events. La
Salle was well represented by juniors: Craig Brews-





While the majority of La Salle students were still
vacationing, the devoted field hockey team returned
to school early for camp— ten long, enduring days
of hockey. New coach, Tracey Griesbaum, was just
recently hired. Tracey is a graduate of Westchester
University and currently plays for the United States
Field Hockey Team. She is an organized, energetic
and patient coach. This past season has been a
learning and rebuilding experience. Our record,
however, does not reflect the vast improvement that
we have made. Unfortunately, a few of our players
were injured (some more than once), but the team
spirit prevailed.
Field Hockey is a sport of talent and skill which
takes a special athlete to master the game. No four
players have a better understanding of the game
than our four seniors. Captains Tracy Edwards and
Melissa Schubert kept the team together by en-
couraging the team to always play its best. Tracy
"Track" Edwards with her lightning speed and tal-
ented stickwork created many break aways that left
the opposing defense in amazement. Melissa
"Schubby" Schubert, an Academic All American
and an enthusiastic defensive player, had a knack
for stopping the opponents in their tracks. Then
there's Katie Breslin at sweeper, the backbone of
the defense. Being the last in line before the goalie.
Katie would aggressively snag the ball and clear ii
to the eager defense. Mary Ann Gilmore, who re-
turned after a two-year absence, functioned as back-
up goalie. These seniors contributed greatly to the
spirit of the team and deserve the best of luck in
the future.
Juniors also provided invaluable skills to the Field
Hockey team: Amy Horsey with her incredible
speed, Gina Russo with her goal- scoring ability,
Jen Miller and Jeannie Sgro with their solid de-
fensive skills. Miller and Russo were also named to
the Academic All American Team, along with
Schubert.
Our leading scorer, Kelli McGahey, was named
to the Mid-Atlantic Regional All American Second
Team. Her sister Kerri, along with Pamela Russo,
supplied the team with both offense and defense.
Other sophomore players included: Colleen Flem-
ing, Sharon Gerhardt, Jen King, Jenny Moulis, and
Julie Zimmerman. Goalie Michelle Richmond, who
had a good year, recorded two shutouts and a save
percentage of 85%. No team would be complete
without the freshmen: Dawn Auferio, Nicole Ma-
nente and Rachel Raffile.
With eight returning starters the team is anx-
iously looking forward to producing a winning sea-
son next year!!!
— Gina Russo & Jeannie Sgro
L-R; Sitting: Colleen Fleming. Michelle Rich-
mond. Melissa Schubert. Traccy Edwards. Mary
.•\nn Gilmore. Sharon Gerhardy. Kneeling: Jenny
Moulis. Nicole Manent. Kerri McGahey. Rachel
Raffile. Kelli McGahey. Jen King. Gina Russo.
Standing: Mgr. Tara Palmisano. Jen Miller. Julie
Zimmerman. Amy Horsey. Jeannie Sgro. Pam




Explorers Finish 2nd in MAAC
The men's soccer team can be very proud of the
season they had in 1990, posting an 11-10- 1 record
— 6-2 in the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
— while placing second in the MAAC playoffs,
where, after defeating Manhattan, the team lost to
Loyola in the final. Because it was a young and
inexperienced squad that took the field in 1990.
with as many as 16 freshman on the roster, the
Explorers needed to lean heavily on the leadership
of seniors Bob Bradby (midfielder), Joe Joyce (goal
keeper), Sean Conroy (goal keeper/forward), and
Mike Viola (forward). They shouldered the re-
sponsibility well, as the Explorers had a great sea-
son, the success of which exceeded all expectations.
The offense, while always steady, was explosive at
times, and was led, along with Bradby and Conroy,
by junior midfielder Georg Montag who led the
team in goals scored with 14, and Jeff Van Tiem,
who registered 1 1 goals. The defense remained solid
in front of sophomore goal keeper Rich Scholer,
being led by junior defenseman Bill Pancoast and
sophomore defenseman Mike Lee. Four Explorers,
Bradby, Van Tiem, Montag, and Herb Lottier, were
honored for their performance in the MAAC
Championships by being named to the All-Tour-
nament team. La Salle soccer fans can be optimistic
of future success from the Explorers, with juniors
Bob McCarthy (midfielder), John Williams (for-
ward), and Herb Lottier (forward) returning to the
team with Pancoast and Montag in the Fall of 1991.





L-R; 1st Row: Kevin Meisler, Ed CairrL\. Tim
Lucas. Joe Veneziale. Bill Pancoast. Gcorg Mon-
lag, Rob Rendier, Chris Kane. Rich Scholcr. 2nd
Row: Mark Eckert, Rich Cadigan. Marc William-
son, Bob McCarthy. Mike Viola, Jack DaBose,
John Williams. Bob Bradby, John Sakal. Chris
lin/\, \d.iiii \l,:l../i ,Vd Rc.»: I ic :.i i -.:ch Pat
Rarrell, As.>l. Jim Caolcnun. :^e.u, I^rvcs. Jeff
Van Tiem, Walter Bielecki. Mike Lee. Sean Con-
roy, Mike Sullivan. Mark Olcxa. Joe Ochipinti,




If there is any one thing that Head Coach Betty
Ann Kempf and assistant Craig Dorman can be
pleased with, it is the effort they got from their
1990 squad. In 1990, the Explorers doubled the
previous season's total of victories, and three of their
eleven losses came in overtime. Led by senior cap-
tains Meg Cardie (midfielder), Jeanne Gaughan
(defense), and Jean Needham (goal keeper), the
Explorers worked with the kind of intensity that
can only come from a deep seeded hunger to win,
and in so doing achieve a degree of perfection. While
the defense was led by senior defender Bridget
McCIernon and the goal-keeping of sophomore Sue
Cuba, the offense was ignited by sophomore Linda
Madeja, who led the team with eight goals, and
senior Meg Cardie, who led the Explorers with six
assists. Though unsatisfied with the overall results
of this season, having fallen short of the preseason
goal of a .500 season, Kempf and La Salle soccer
fans can look forward to continued improvement in
the future. Returning to the team along with Cuba
and Madeja, will be such talented players as soph-
omores Jeannine Cridge (midfielder), Laura Cesaro
(midfielder), and Dawn Jaffee (forward). Also re-
turning will be the entire defense— excepting grad-
uating senior Jeanne Gaughan — which was the
strength of the squad.
— ed.
134
L-R; 1st Row: Wanda Stojna\, Nicole Mirano.
Jeanne Gaughan. Meg Cardie, Laura Cesaro, Jen-
nifer O'Neill. 2nd Row: Linda Madeja. Bridget
McClernon. Sue Cuba. Denisc Scheidell. Debbie
Marks. 3rd Row: Jean Nccdham, Julie Orlale. Tina
Basile, Jeanninc Cridge, Sue Gasper. Dawn Jaf-
fec. Coach Betty Ann Kcinpf.
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Baseball
A SEASON OF INS & OUTS
The La Salle Explorers' baseball team had a season
of in's and out's in 1990. Led by head coach Bob
Vivian with the assistance of coach Bob Weidinger.
the Explorers ended their season with an overall
record of 1 1-36-0, a record of 5-12-0 in the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC) and a 2-7-
record in the Florida Atlantic Tournament. How-
ever, the Explorers never disappointed the over 1 ,000
fans who came to cheer them on during the season.
The team played tough and gritty and never lost
their "give-it-all-you-got" attitude.
Senior outfielders Rich DeVincent and Tom For-
te, pitcher and second baseman Gary Roberts, and
pitchers Bill O'Neill and Bill Sullivan and their
teammates played hard against all opposing teams.
The Explorers rallied to win in games against Bos-
ton University, Manhattan and lona. The team de-
feated St. Joseph's in a 1 8-6 game guided to victor\
by the strong arm of pitcher Bill Sullivan in a com-
plete game for Sullivan. Other outstanding pitchers
on the team included senior Gary Roberts and jun-
ior Jeff LaPorta. LaPorta maintained a 5.13 ERA
while pitching 79 innings for the Explorers this sea-
son, with a 5-6 record for the season. Overall, the
Explorers' pitching ERA stands at 7.37 for the 1990
season. Four complete games were pitched by Jeff
LaPorta and three by senior Bill O'Neill, with three
saves by Mike O'Connor and a shutout pitched by
senior Gary Roberts. Sophomore catcher Mike
Moffa ended the season with a .333 batting average
and an on-base percentage of .556 in six at-bats.
Team members batting over .300 in over a hun-
dred at-bats included senior outfielder Rich De-
Vincent (.315), senior pitcher and second baseman
Gary Roberts (.313), Dave Mastropietro (.310),
and sophomore shortstop Martin Lewin (.308). The
Explorers' overall batting average came in at .270.
Team leaders in batting included senior outfielder
Rich DeVincent with 30 runs, 53 hits and 38 RBI's
in 168 at-bats; sophomore shortstop Martin Lewin
with 25 runs, 41 hits and 24 RBFs in 133 at-bats;
Dave Mastropietro with 22 runs, 40 hits and 20
RBFs in 129 at-bats; sophomore third baseman and
shortstop Doug Lopian with II runs, 31 hits and
19 RBFs in 116 at-bats; and senior pitcher and
second baseman Gary Roberts with 18 runs, 35 hits
and 17 RBFs in 1 1 1 at-bats. Dave Mastropietro
was the home run leader, hitting ten, with senior
outfielder Rich DeVincent hitting nine for the Ex-
plorers in the 1990 season.
Despite their disappointing season, the Explorers
intend to fight hard in the 1991 season to reclaim
their winning edge. It will be a challenge, but with
returning talent such as pitchers Bill O'Neill and
Bill Sullivan, pitcher and infielder Gary Roberts,
and outfielders Tom Forte and Rich DeVincent,
success in the upcoming season is sure to be real-
ized.
— Allison A. Auld
1991 ROSTER
Gary Roberts P-2B Bill Sullivan P
Jeff Carlin 2B-SS George Thorp P
Dan McNally OF John Ricchini OF
Brendan McGowan P Bill O'Neill P
Steve Rydzewski 3B Doug Lopian 3B-SS
Jeff LaPorta P Brian Ratner P
Bill Artz C Tom Forte OF
Dan Karbach IB-P Rob Dwyer 2B
Tim Foley P Carey Molloy OF
Martin Lewin SS Taras Dennedy C
Bill Wats OF Tim Glavin IB
Rich DeVincent OF Doug LeVein
Anthony Cosseti 2B Kenin Korbal P
.lohn McGee OF Brian Kopec P
Tom Poehlman OF Ron DeLucca P
Charles Walsh P-OF Bob Vivan Coach





The La Salle Explorers' Softball team ended the
1 990 season with an impressive 29- 1 5- 1 overall team
record. Driven to victory by the strong pitching of
senior Kale Carroll, junior Andrea Huck and fresh-
man Vicki Dougherty, the team demonstrated their
superior playing skills to all who came before them
lui the field. Seniors on the team included pitcher
Kate Carroll, third baseperson Jean Doncgan, left
fielder Kathleen Ginley, first baseperson and short-
stop Kim McAllister and center fielder Mary
McGrath. Sophomore catcher Jennifer Cole main-
tained a .319 average in 47 at-bats. Team players
batting above .300 with more than a hundred at-
bats included shortstop Pam Sawyer with .306 in
hundred at-bats, sophomore shortstop and third ba-
seperson Sheila Thurston with .309 in 136 at-bats,
sophomore right fielder Kelli McGahey with .322
in 1 21 at-bats and sophomore first baseperson Kerri
McGahey with .331 in 145 at-bats. A particularly
outstanding player on the team in the 1990 season
was senior center fielder Mary McGrath. McGrath
maintained a .348 average in her 135 at-bats, scor-
ing 34 runs, 47 hits and 37 RBTs. She also achieved
the team's highest on-base percentage of .513, in
addition to hitting seven of the team's thirteen home
runs during the season.
The team will strive to retain their winning record
this season behind returning seniors Kate Carroll,
and infielders Lorraine Marchiano. Kim McAllister
and Jean Donegan and outfielders Kathleen Ginley
and Mary McGrath.



























ll was a beautiful Sunday afternoon on November
4th. as La Salle held its 37th annual Open House.
Everywhere campus organizations had erected dis-
plays and were putting on exhibitions for potential
La Salle class of '95 candidates, as meanwhile, in
Hayman Hall, the women's volleyball team was
putting on a display of its own at the MAAC Cham-
pionships. The Explorers beat both Niagara and
Loyola MD, and then defeated Canisius in the sem-
ifinals to advance to a showdown with St. Peters
for the final match. Though the Explorers looked
unbeatable at times, taking a two games to one lead
in the match, St. Peters' squad proved to be over-
^*:.
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"The Explorers looked unbeatable at
times but St. Peter's squad proved to
be overpowering.''
powering, winning the match 3-2 as the last rally,
begun with senior Mary Lalor serving, fell short.
Despite losing the title match, the team's outstand-
ing effort was not without its rewards. Sophomore
Dana Shepherd and junior Jennifer Wutzer were
named co-MVP's of the MAAC tournament, and
junior Jill Carozza was named to the All-MAAC
first team. The coaching was rewarded also, with
Head Coach Arnie Rosenbaum, along with St. Pe-
ter's Head Coach Sheryl Minter, was named co-




L-R; Front Row: Justine Slane. Mary Lalor. Dana
Shepherd. Jill Carozza. Back Row: Eileen




La Salle's women's tennis team, working hard
under the tutelage of Head Coach Joe Simmon,
put forth a valiant effort this season. As the team
consists of underclassmen — not a senior among
them this year — we expect that their hard work
and dedication will come to fruition in future
seasons. Certainly, La Salle tennis fans will have
much to look forward to, as the Explorers look
forward to reaping the rewards of their labors,
and returning to the winning tradition which has
characterized Explorer tennis in the past. We
certainly wish them all the best.
— Beth McSherry & ed.
Men's tennis Head Coach Jeff Marmon is look-
ing forward to repeating the success that the Ex-
plorers enjoyed last year, finishing their season
with a 9-2 record. Senior team captains Darryl
Mack and Scott Piro will attempt to rally the
Explorers to another quick start in the Spring of
1991, and we look forward to another winning
season. The team this year includes: Tony Obfen-
da, Jeff Grasso, Robert Boas, Bill Browne, Ed
Holmes, Keith Kim, and Rob Totalo.
WOMEN'S TENNIS L-R: Head Coach Joe Simmon. Tricia Schafer, Mary Beth Hagy, Elaine
LaFlamme, Nancy Jenkins, Sara McNeil. Tracy Flood. Ryoko Yamada. Memie Myers, Kris Hirsch-





Row . . •
It takes a special type of person to row. Those lack-
ing strength, determination, commitment and lots
of heart need not apply.
The crew team practiced about eighteen hours
weekly this season in preparation for a number of
regattas, most of which took place on the Schuykil
River. They sacrificed their social lives and free
time and focused instead on academics and athlet-
ics.
They rose at dawn daily to practice before classes.
They returned to practice after classes and before
tackling their schoolwork. Their Saturdays, and
sometimes Sundays, were spent at races, where their
rowing ability was tested against other crews. And
yet, as usual, they managed to have a great time
all season.
The La Salle crew organization is divided into
four teams: Men's and Women's Varsity, Novice
Men and Novice Women.
The Varsity Men's team is coached by Pete Sig-
mund, and Mark Valenti coaches the Varsity Wom-
en. The Men's and Women's Novice teams are
coached respectively by Frank Cataldi, and Julie
Yentz and Tricia Breslin. All five themselves are
former La Salle rowers. The four teams are separate
entities that form one united organization.
Featuring seniors Liz McGirr, Dan Hoover, Russ
Mellott and John Fitzpatrick, the Crew team did
well this Spring and hopes to fare even better at
the Dad Vail Regatta, the culmination and high-
light of the season
Jean Gallagher
Xrack & Wrestling
WOMEN'S TRACK L- R: Nicole Fiorella, Christine Clark. Melissa Corcoran, Sheila Regan, Rita
Gillespie. Jennifer Quigley. Teresa Lewandowski. Head Coach Phyllis Keyes. Missing: Christine Rock-
lage. Joyce Jellig. Laura Rigolizzo. Teresa Manzo, Melanie Johnson, Coach Jim Gulick, Asst. George
Williams.
The Explorcr.s arc once again quite literally, off and
running, as preparations are underway to post a
winning season for La Salle in the 1991 Indoor and
Cross-Counlry Track competitions. The women's
indoor track team is led by seniors Melissa Cor-
coran and Rita Gillespie, who also led the cross
country team with the additional help of juniors
Sheila Regan, Christine Clark, and Christine Rock-
lage; while the leadership of the men's team falls
upon the shoulders of seniors Bob Ilik, Tom Sau-
vageau, and David Thompson.
— ed.
Under the leadership of tri-captains Chris Shalbert.
Shannon Watson, and Vinnie Ernst, La Salle's
wrestling team has once again had another solid
season. Individual performances of the Explorers
speak well of Head Coach Eddie Lawless and spe-
cial recognition is given to Shalbert and Ernst, both
of whom placed in this year's National Catholics
Championships. We would especially like to con-
gratulate graduating seniors, Troy Mayo, Shannon
Watson, Tom Weeler, and Rob Wright, for fine
careers with the Explorers. Best of luck to you all.
— Beth McSherry & ed.
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EERLEADERS
What can one say about the La Salle University
cheerleaders? Perhaps more than any other aspect
of Explorer basketball, the cheerleaders are a con-
stant. The team has moved from the cozy Palestra
to the greener pastures of the Convention Hall Civic
Center, and Lionel Simmons, the "L-Train," has
come and gone (for the greener pastures of the
NBA), yet one can always count on the cheerlead-
ing. The leading of cheers is what gives college bas-
ketball its character. As much as the band ^ and
La Salle is blessed with a great one — the cheer-
leaders enhance the atmosphere of a basketball game
in a way that can never quite be duplicated on the
professional level.
Nor is it easy work. The cheerleaders, as well as
the dance team, practice hard; in the case of the
cheerleaders, Coach Carl Smith has them practic-
ing three hours at a time, three times a week. Their
work starts with a camp in the summer, has them
perform at Open House, and often takes them on
the road with the team — this year, all the way to
Japan. Throughout, the cheerleading squad, under
captains Andrea Cappachione and Leo Hegarty,
maintains an undying enthusiasm, as they form dif-
ficult pyramids with seeming ease, and lead the
cheers to make a mere game an event.
— ed.
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L-R; 1st Row: Ann Marie Monlaldi, Andrea Cap- Donald Hanrahan, AM Hynian, Gary Jones, Coach
pachione, BcLsy Sanchez-Santo.s. 2nd Row: Pally Carl Smilh, .icfr Kravcc, Dean McGrady. Leo He-





Who arc these people? They look like cheerleaders.
They dress like cheerleaders. But they are not
cheerleaders! They are La Salle's Dance Team. So
what does it take to be a dance team member?
Dedication. Besides the everyday/every game rou-
tine, some of the senior members found themselves
traveling half way around the world to strut their
stuff, in Japan. In order to raise money so that they
too may travel with the basketball team, the dancers
conducted a dance clinic which involved high schools
from all over the Philadelphia area coming to learn
routines and techniques.
Headed by coach Jennifer Nelson, a former dance
team member herself, the team practices three to
four times a week, for two hours, constantly drilling
dances and moves to make sure everything looks
clean and neat. Although they don't travel every-
where with the basketball team, they perform at
half lime and time outs at every home game. The
team also performs every year at Open House and
offers tours of Hayman Hall throughout the day.
Tryouts are held every semester in September and
again in April. Could the Dance Team be for you?
— Traci Wilheilm
L-R; 1st Row: Maria Prendergast. Shannon Skahan.
Tori Clisham. Kellv Anderson. Lynclle Matthews.
2nd Row: Jennifer Ebert. Denisc '






German Reunification — World leaders welcomed a united Germany
into the international community on October 3 (1990). but concerns
about the balance of power tempered some European enthusiasm. "A
new era is beginning for Germany, for Europe and indeed, we hope,
for the world," Secretary of State James A. Baker III declared in New
York. In a message to governments worldwide. Chancellor Helmut Kohl
pledged that Germany would never again pose the territorial claims
that marked Germany from its initial unification in 1871 to its defeat
and division in World War II. "In the future, only peace will emanate
from German soil." Kohl said. His message came after Germany held
a night-long nationwide celebration with fireworks and music. The na-
tion united at the stroke of midnight when a giant German flag was
raised in front of the battle-scarred Reichstag building in Berlin. Kohl
and other leaders joined in singing the national anthem. The unification
came 1 1 months after the Berlin Wall fell in a peaceful revolt that cast
aside Communist East German overlords.
Earth Day — On April 22, 1990 an estimated 200
million people all over the planet celebrated the
20th anniversary of Earth Day as activists pleaded
for the rise of a new "conservative generation" to
care for the fragile environment. In Washington,
Earth Day founder Gaylord Nelson urged more than
100,000 people massed at the foot of the Capitol
to work to motivate politicians and corporate lead-
ers to environmental action. Earth Day was cele-
brated in more than 3,600 U.S. communities and
in 140 other nations, according to organizers.
Homeless Count — A legion of clipboard- toting
counters sought out shelters, subways and steam
grates during March of 1990 in the broadest at-
tempt ever to find out the extent of homelessness
since it became a national disgrace in the 1980"s.
Some homeless didn't mind the intrusion. "It shows
that they're starting to recognize us as humans and
not the scum of the earth," said one young man of
the streets. Another homeless man said, "What are
they going to use the numbers for anyway? To tell
us there ain't no homeless problem? I'm a living
example that there is a problem. We need jobs, not
surveys." The U.S. Census Bureau is spending $2.7
million to tally homeless Americans, but critics fear
an undercount will allow the government to justify
cuts in services. The homeless, now estimated to
number 250,000 to 3 million, were asked their name,
age, sex, race and marital status.
Flag Protection Act — The U.S. Senate rejected a
constitutional amendment against flag burning on
June 26 with critics arguing that it was already
dead and being debated largely as ammunition for
use against them at election time. The Senate voted
58-42 in favor, leaving it nine short of the required
two thirds majority needed to approve amendments.
President Bush called for approval of the measure,
but the House rejected it with Democratic leaders










Southern Floods — The Southern U.S. spent much
of the Spring wringing itself out after weeks of
Hooding turned entire towns into muddy lakes where
buildings poked up like knotty tree stumps, and the
toll of shattered lives was tremendous. While parts
of the Mid-West dealt with heavy rainfall and floods,
those states suffering the most damage were Texas,
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi. In Texas
alone, agricultural damage was estimated at $700
million and at least $60 million to residences.
David Souter Joins Supreme Court — David H.
Souter, a mild-mannered, well-read and previously
little-known judge from New Hampshire, became
history's 105th Supreme Court justice in October
(1990) after pledging to "do equal right to the poor
and to the rich." In a brief ceremony in the crowded
courtroom, Souter, 51, was administered the judi-
cial oath of office by Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist and almost immediately went to work
hearing high court arguments with his eight new
colleagues. Souter joins the court at a pivotal time
in its history.
Earthquake in the Philippines — A major earth-
quake jolted Manila and surrounding Luzon Island
on July 16, killing at least 193 people and leaving
hundreds more trapped in collapsed buildings. Most
of the victims in Baguio, about 50, were at the
Hyatt Hotel. The entire front section of the Hyatt,
the city's plushest hotel, collapsed. It appeared that
floors containing guest rooms had crashed down
onto the lobby, which includes the main restaurant,
bar and shops. Aftershocks continued the following
day, forcing many residents to sleep on the streets
after the quake, which measured 7.7 on the Richter
scale. A 7.8 quake struck the Philippines in 1976,
killing 8,000 people. Most died in a tidal wave that
struck Mindaneo.
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Nolan Ryan wins 300 — Defeating the Milwaukee
Brewers on July 31, Texas Rangers' pitcher Nolan
Ryan won his 300th game. "I feel more relieved
than anything else after all the buildup," Ryan said
after joining the 300 Club. A crowd of 51,533
showed up to cheer Ryan on at Country Stadium.
Ryan has become one of ten major league pitchers
to win 300 games.
Deutschland ist Weltmeister— German fans chant-
ed, sang and screamed their pleasure on July 8,
1990 when West Germany dethroned Argentina and
won the World Cup. Many Germans headed into
central Rome to celebrate the victory that came
after the frustration of losses in the previous two
World Cup finals.
Reds win World Series — The Cincinnati Reds,
given no chance to beat the Oakland Athletics,
needed only four quick games to win the World
Series in one of the biggest upsets in baseball his-
tory. The Reds completed their improbable sweep
on October 20 (1990) in spite of losing two star
players, Eric Davis and Billy Hatcher, to injuries.
Cincinnati relied on Jose Rijo and rallied for two
runs in the eighth inning to win 2-1, and that was
it. The Athletics' third straight trip to the World
Series ended with yet another disappointment. In
1988, they lost to Los Angeles, last year's cham-
pionship was overshadowed by an earthquake and
this season, the Reds.
Douglas is World Heavyweight Champ — James
"Buster" Douglas wore a world heavyweight cham-
pionship belt after his stunning knockout of Mike
Tyson in Tokyo earlier this year. At 1:23 of the
10th round, Douglas knocked Tyson out with a five-
punch combination. The title was in limbo during
three days of bickering over the long count. Two of
boxing's governing bodies undertook an investiga-
tion of whether Douglas, the underdog, was knocked
out first. The final decision was in his favor. "He
pulled the greatest upset in history," said Douglas'





Bush and Gorbachev Summit Agreements — Cele-
brating the fruiiN o\' their summit diplomacy. Pres-
ident Bush and Soviet President Mikhail S. Gor-
bachev shook hands and signed a sheaf of agree-
ments, including a conditional trade accord. During
the June (1990) summit, the leaders also embraced
a preliminary deal to cut long-range nuclear arms.
The centerpiece arms agreement, banning chemical
arms production, was a foregone conclusion. But
last-hour negotiating was necessary to settle dif-
ferences on a framework for strategic arms cuts and
a five-year grain deal. The two leaders also agreed
to strive for an elusive agreement on reduction of
troops, tanks and other conventional weapons in Eu-
rope. From twin lecterns, the two presidents spoke
of what they had done and what they hope to do.
'! think what is happening now . . . represents an
event of momentous importance, not only for our
two countries but for the world," said Gorbachev.
Free Elections in Romania — Excited Romanians
voted May 20 (1990) in their first free elections in
53 years. Interim President Ion Iliescu won in a
landslide victory, but the two opposition candidates
alleged numerous instances of election fraud. Ilies-
cu had been heavily favored to win the presidency.
His Front, a loose grouping of former communists,
workers and technocrats that has dominated gov-
ernment since December's revolution, also led in the
parliamentary vote. The main issues of the cam-
paign included moving Romania's centralized so-
cialist system to a free-market economy and dis-
mantling the Communist system.
Chamorro Victory— Violeta Barrios de Chamorro,
publisher of Nicaragua's opposition newspaper, led
a 14-part coalition to victory over Sandinista rule
despite political inexperience. "The Nicaraguan
people have shown that they want to live in de-
mocracy, in peace, and in freedom," Mrs. Cha-
morro told more than 1,000 cheering supporters at
her election headquarters on February 26, 1990.
The general election was monitored by more than
3,000 international observers, including the United
Nations, the Organization of American States and
a delegation led by former U.S. President Jimmy
Carter. They all pronounced the voting free and
fair and the count clean.
Nelson Mandela World Tour — Massive crowds
turned out for African National Congress leader
Nelson Mandela at every stop on his six-week tour
of three continents. Mandela visited 14 nations in
Europe, North America and Africa, achieving his
goals: urging foreign governments to maintain sanc-
tions against South Africa, raising funds for the
ANC and explaining the goals of his movement.
The ANC says it aims to create a non-racial de-
mocracy and to distribute the nation's wealth more
equally. Mandela, the ANC's deputy president, has
said he favors a mixed economy. Nelson Mandela,
one of the world's most celebrated political pris-
oners, was freed by the South African government
in February after 27 years in prison. He was serving
a life sentence for allegedly plotting sabotage to
overthrow the white government.
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U.S. Tanks Reach Saudi Arabia — The U.S.
Army's heaviest ground firepower reached Saudi
soil in August for deployment behind Arab forces
manning the front line in the standoff with Iraq.
Dozens of Ml-lP tanks and M2 Bradley ar-
mored infantry fighting vehicles, and scores more
heavy support vehicles, rolled off two huge trans-
port ships at a port in northeastern Saudi Arabia
and made their way north into the desert.
"There's no doubt in my mind that we'll succeed
here if we have to," said Col. Barry Willey. "Bring
them (the Iraqis) on," said a U.S. sergeant. "We
have the training and technology; they've got the
numbers. We'll take them out."
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein — The portrait
of Saddam Hussein shows a man with a strange
duality: tough, yet fearful; inspiring fear in his
own people, yet also basking in a kind of populist
veneration from many of the region's Arabs. The
portrait is one of a poor orphan who rose to power
through opportunism and brutality, whose anti-
Western views were shaped in childhood, and
who now— commanding the world's fourth larg-
est army — is trying to deliver on his nationalist
dreams. Fear and terror surround the 53-year-
old Iraqi President, and U.S. intelligence offi-
cials and other analysts believe that this climate
could be his undoing.
U.S. Troops Leave for Middle East— As of mid-
October (1990), more than 200,000 U.S. troops
had been deployed to Saudi Arabia, Pentagon
sources said. They are preparing to defend the
desert kingdom from a possible Iraqi attack. Iraq
has about 430,000 men in Kuwait and southern
Iraq, according to the Pentagon. Among the lat-
est forces to arrive in Saudi Arabia are elements
of the 1st Cavalry Division, which includes a
brigade of the 2nd Armored Division, from Fort
Hood, TX. The soldiers are being flown on com-
mercial jetliners, meeting up with their roughly
300 Mi-Abrams tanks and other equipment
which was shipped from their bases several weeks
prior. By February (1991), over 500,000 U.S.
troops had been deployed in the Persian Gulf and
the battle to liberate Kuwait had begun.
La Salle R.O.T.C. Displays Equipment at Open
House — For many La Salle students, with
friends or family members in the Persian Gulf,
watching the news for updates on the war be-
came compulsive. Loved ones on the home-front
hung yellow ribbons on doors and book-bags. For
many La Salle alumni, participation in R.O.T.C.
came to mean a post in Saudi Arabia. Their com-
mitment now requires a great deal more than










Richard N. Adamo Vernon Thomas — Michael
Anastasio
Michael Anzalone David Sean Archer Kevin Armillotti Marc Arnone
Adamo, Richard N. BA, Criminal
Justice. Forest Hills. NY. St. Thomas
More Law Society, College Republi-
cans, WEXP, Criminal Justice Asso-
ciation
Angelo, Anthony P. BA, Human Re-
search Management. Phila, PA.
Anzalone, Michael BS, Marlton, NJ.
Tau Kappa Epsilon — vice president,
treasurer, public relations director.
Anastasio, Vernon Thomas-Michael BA, Armillotti, Kevin BA, Communications,
Communication Arts. Phila., PA Sigma Business Minor. Phila, PA. Intramural
Beta Kappa — Sgt. of Arms, Colle- Basketball, Intramural Football.
gian. SGA, AERHO.
Anton, Robert Christopher BA, Com-
munications. WEXP.
Archer, David Sean BA, Communica-
tions. Toms River, NJ.
Arnone, Marc BA, Biology. Wilming-
ton, DE. Phi Alpha Beta, Eucharistic




Aromando, Joseph Jarrett BS, Market- Aumiller-Brettell, Doris BS, Account- Avallone, Marc M. BS, Finance. Nep- Babilino, Gina Marie BS. Accounting.
ing. Toms River. NJ. Varsity Swim
ming. Novice Crew. Varsity Cresv
Leader of the Rebellion. S.C.
ing. Phila. PA. tune, NJ. Investment Club. Health Care Turnersville. NJ.
Organization.
Badolato, Jane Marie BS. Accounting. Barnett. Mary Agnes BA. English. Jen-
Phila., PA. Beta .Alpha. Accounting Bahmiller, Denise H. BS. Accounting. kintown. P.A. .-Xlpha Theta .Alpha
Association. National Association of Bensalem. PA.
Accountants. Basile, Franii BS, Business Manage-
Bartol, John M. BS, Finance. Phila, PA. ment. Ft. Monmouth, NJ. Sigma Phi
Barreca, Sal BA. Communications. Barrett, Melissa Ann BA, Elementary/ Lambda.
Phila., PA. Intramural Bowling, Club Special Education. Rockville, MD.
E.ARTH, Project Appalachia, Amnesty
International.
Bachman, Dennis M. BS, Accounting
Richboro. PA. Pi Kappa Phi.
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Baum — Bleacher
James Bell Teresa Jean Benetz Brian C. Bennett Scott R.S. Besler
Baum, Lisa BS, Marketing. Doylcs-
town, PA. Gamma Phi Beta, Campus
Ministry. Varsity Crew, Committee for
the Homeless.
Becker, Jerry BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
Bell, James BS, Finance. Annandale,
VA. Resident Assistant, Men's Basket-
ball Manager, RSA.
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Bayers, Jeanne BA, Communication Beauchemin, Michele D. BA, Criminal
Arts. W. Keansburg, NJ. Justice/Sociology. Phila., PA.
Becse, Sylvia Tina BA, Communica- Beideman, Jennifer BS, Accounting,
tions. Pittsburgh, PA. Judicial Board, Quakertown, PA. Beta Alpha — treas.,
RSA — secy.. Gavel Society, Varsity Intramurals, Business Honor Society,
Crew. Project Appalachia.
Benetz, Teresa Jean BA, Psychology. Bennett, Brian C. BA, English. Naples,
Phila., PA. PA.
Becker, Christopher J. BS, Finance.
Lynbrook, NY. Business Honor Soci-
ety, Gamma Iota Sigma, WEXP, As-
soc, for Bus. Excellence.
Beitel, William E. BS, Marketing. Yar-
dley, PA. Crew, American Marketing
Association. LEO, Student/Athlete
Advisory Committee.
Besler, Scott R.S. BS, Accounting.
Trenton, NJ. Phi Kappa Theta — Sgt.










Kelly Marie Blasco Edward B. Bleacher III
Bess Kathleen BS. Computer Science.
Phila.. PA
Bethea, Pamela K. BS, Accounting.
Phila.. PA. .Academic Discovery Pro-
gram — peer counselor & tutor.
Bevivino, Maria BA. Communications.
Phila.. PA.
Bilotti, Maria Saveria B.^. Russian.
Wildwood, NJ. Masque, St. Thomas
More Law Society. Foreign Language
Honor Society, Gavel.
Blasco, Kelly Marie BA. Elementary/
Special Education. ."Vbingdon. MD.
LEO, Inter Fraternity — Sorority
Council, La Salle Singers, Gamma Sig-
ma Sigma.
Beynon, Bridget BA. Elementary Spe-
cial Education. Facloryvillc. P.-\. Res-
ident Assistant. RS.A. Conflict Medi-
ation. CEC.
Blake, Erin M. BS. Organizational Be-
havior Management. Cumberland. MD.
Delta Phi Epsilon.




Albert Bommentre Michael C. Bond
Bleshman. Pamela BA, Spanish. Cher-
ry Hill, NJ. Spanish Club.
Blumenthal, Erika A. BA, German.
Phila., PA. German Club — president.
Phi Sigma Iota. Kappa Iota Chapter—
president.
Boccuti. Donna Leigh BS, Marlceting.
Holland, PA. Gamma Phi Beta, Coun-
cil of Professional Leaders, Business
Honor Society.
Bogdan, Judith H. BA, Psychology.
Robbinsville, NJ. Delta Phi Epsilon,
Psychology Club — president.
Bond, Michael C. BA. Criminal Justice.
Bommenlre, .Albert BS. Operations Sunbury, PA. Resident Housing Ad-
Management/ Marketing. Phila.. PA. visory Board, RSA, Army ROTC,
Bus. Honors Society, Assoc, for Bus. Criminal Justice Association.
Excellence, Varsity Track, Marketing
Assoc.
Boell, Laura M. BS, Human Resource
Management. Maple Glen, PA.
Bomberger, Jane BA, Elementary/Spe-
cial Education. Lancaster, PA. Pro-Life






Bond, T. Christopher BA. Biology Eng-
lish. Chalfom. PA. Committee for the
Homeless. Honors Board, Writing Fel-
lows.
Borden, Sara BrOHn BA, English. .Moo-
restown. NJ. RHB.
Bo>le, Christopher T. BS
Bontempo. Stephen BS. Marketing/
Management. Marllon. NJ. Phi Kappa
Theta. Inter- Fraternil) Sorority Coun-
cil — vice pres., .American Marketing
Assoc.
Bowen, Helen Kelly BS, Marketing,
Elikins Park, PA. Phi Gamma Nu,
IFSC
Boyle, Tammy Jane BA, Elementary/
Special Education. Pittsburgh, P.A.
Boob, Tonya R. BS. Marketing/Organ-
izational Behavior. Phila., P.\. Phi
Gamma Nu. Varsity Crew, ROTC, La
Salle Singers.
Bower, Claire Diane BA. Economics.
Accounting Minor. Phila., PA. Ac-
counting Association. Student Econom-
ic .Association — vice president.
Bradby, Robert J. BA. Criminal Justice.
Phila.. PA.
Booth, Jr. Thomas T. BA. English. Phi-
la., P.\. Collegian. St. Thomas More
Law Society.
Boyer, Michele L. BSW, Social Work/
Psychology. Macungie. P.\.
Brady, Colleen Elizabeth BS. Market-
ing. Chalfont. P.A. Gamma Phi Beta,








Brady, Diane Marie BA, Political Sci-
ence. Furlong, PA. Campus Ministry,
Honors Board, Resident Assistant, In-
tramurals.
Brennan, Michelle M. BA, Communi-
cations/English, Business Minor. Phi-
la., PA. WEXP, AERHO. Field Hock-
ey, Irish Club — treasurer.
Broskey, Stan BS, Operations Man-
agement. Holland, PA. Intramurals.
Brady, Mark A. BA. Biology. Morr
ville,"PA.
Brady, Donna Marie BA, Biology. Fur-
long, PA. Resident Assistant, Alpha
Epsilon Delta.
Breslin, Catherine BA, English. Jenkin-
town, PA. Field Hockey.
Brown, Jeffrey Sean BA, Secondary „ , . „ r>c- K.t . .
cj . \t .K I1.I 1 cu J TvT I Brown, Joseph Brannan BS, Marketmg.Education — Math. Maple Shade, NJ. , . n. ,, /- c-
. J . r>- n . , Levittown, PA. Varsity Crew, SigmaAcademic Discovery Program — tutor. _, . , ,' ,, , . •
Phi Lambda, Marketing Association,
RSA.
Brand, Werner H. BA, Communica-
tions. Phila., PA.
Brim, Margaret A. BA, Psychology/ Brimley, Aimee Therese BS. Account-
Religion, Eric, PA. Committee for the jng. East Hartford, CT. Beta Alpha.
Homeless, Campus Ministry, Resident Dean's List, .Alpha Theta Alpha.
Life Staff.




Joseph Eric R. Buhaln
Brownholtz, Suzanne BA, English.
Pennsauken, NJ. Explorer, Bus. Man-
ager, Lambda lola Tau, Project Ap-
palachia. Writing Fellow
Bruno, Anthony C. BA. English/Busi-
ness. Boardman. OH. Pi Kappa Phi —
historian. St. Thomas More Law So-
ciety.
Bucci, Nicola M. BS. Finance. Phila..
PA.
Bruder. Charles A. BS, Psychology.
Collingswood. NJ.
Bruno, GIna BA, Elementary/Special
Education. Phila, PA.
Buchanan, Kathleen M. BA, Biology.
Hatboro. PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta —
vice president. Campus Ministry. FAB,
Senior Gift Com.
Brumbach, Michael BS, Finance. Phi-
la., PA. Business Honor Society, As-
sociation for Business Excellence.
Bryan Sean Timothy BA, Biology, Phi-
la., PA. Intramural Basketball, Honors
Program, Alpha Epsilon Delta. FAB.
Budnev, Richard R. BA. Economics.
Phila., PA. Student Econ. Assoc. Om-
icron Delta Epsilon, St. Thomas More
Law Society. PEW.
Brunetti, Kenneth L. BS. Accounting.
Phila.. PA. Beta Alpha — vice presi-
dent. Investing Club — treasurer.
Bubka, Richard W. BA, Computer Sci-
ence, Phila., PA. Malh/CSCCIub.
Buhain, Joseph Eric R. BS. Finance.
Philippines. Business Honor Society,
Varsity Swimming. A-Asian Club.
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XDulgarelli — Campese
Lawrence I. Burnstine Elizabeth A. Buseman Craig S. Butkiewicz Kellv-Marie Byrd
Bulgarelli, James P. BS, Chemistry.
Havertown. PA. Resident Assistant.
Chymian Society, Intramurals.
Burke, IVIaureen E. BA, Biology/Eng-
lish. Neptune, NJ. LEO — Executive
Secretary, Discover the Difference Pro-
gram, Spring Fling Com. Pre College
Counseling Program.
Burnstine, Lawrence I. BA, Criminal
Justice/Sociology. Phila., PA. Criminal
Justice Association, Hillel.
Bullock, Jill M. BA, Communications. Buoncristiano, Patricia BS, Marketing. Burke, Joseph Patrick BS, Marketing.
Devon, PA. National Association of Mctuchcn, NJ. Phila., PA. Delta Sigma Pi.
Black Journalists.
Burns, Melissa BA, English. Phila., PA. Burns, Robert T. BA, Public Admin-
istration. Phila., PA.
Butkiewicz, Craig S. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Accounting Association — Byrd, Kelly-Marie BS, Human Re-
secretary, source Management. Phila., PA. Health
Care Administration Society, African
American Student League.
Burleigh, James W. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Hatfield, PA.
Buseman, Elizabeth A. BA, Commu-
nications. Southampton, PA. Leo,
Spring Fling Committee, Delta Phi Ep-
silon.
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Christopher Michael Calhoun Richard M. Cameron Joanne Campbell Catherine C ampese
Cabe, Alex BS. Finance/Marketing, In- Cameron, Richard M. BA, Communi- Campbell, Joanne BS. Accounting. Cabungcal, Catherine Marie BA. Biol-
lernational Studies Minor. Lebanon, cations. Ambler, P.\. Huntingdon Valley. PA. Business Hon- ogy. Cheltenham, PA. A/Asia, Alpha
NJ. Varsity Track. Assoc, of Bus. Ex- or Society — vice pres.. Beta Alpha, Epsilon Delta. Covenant House, Var-
cellence, .Amer. Marketing Assoc. Delta Phi Epsilon. sily Soccer.
Caherly, Shay S. BS, Finance/ Market-
ing. Wyoming. PA. Pi Kappa Phi, Rug-
bv.
Cairns, Jonathan S. BA, Communica-
tions. Essex. M.\. WEXP. Intramural
Basketball, Intramural Softball.
Calhoun, Christopher Michael BA.
Communications. Penllyn. P.A. .'\ER-
HO. Collegian. WEXP, Cheerleading.
Campese. Catherine BS. Human Re
source Management. Phila.. PA.
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/^^ ampitiello — Cavanaugh
Kim Ann Capalbo Andrea Dyan Cappachione Steven Caranielo Edward F. Carangi
Campitiello, Peter BA, Political Sci- Cappachione, Andrea Dyan BS, Fi- Caranielo, Steven BA. Management Carangi, Edward F. BS, Accounting.
ence/Economics.Staten Island, NY. Plii nance. Scotch Plains, NJ. Alpha Theta Phila., PA. Phila.. PA. Beta Alpha.
Gamma Delta, SGA, Honors program. Alpha — vice president, Chcerleading
— capt.. Bus. Honors Soc.
Capalbo, Karen A. BA, Marketing/Fi-
nance. Erial, NJ. Marketing Associa-
tion, Society of Advanced Manage-
ment.
Capalbo, Kim Ann BA, Accounting. Er-
ial, NJ. Society of Advanced Manage-
ment, VITA Program, Accounting As-
sociation.
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Robert E. Casev, Jr. Corinne Elaine Caterini Christine Jane Catrambone John Ca\anaugh
Carchedi, Daniel BS. Communications.
Huntingdon Valley. PA.
Carroll, Kate A. BA, Criminal Justice/
Sociology. Levittown, PA. Softball, In-
tramurals.
Casey, Jr., Robert E. BA. English.
Providence. RI. Masque.
Cardie, Meg BA. Elementary/Special
Education. Warminster. PA. Soccer —
captain, Softball.
Caruthers, Jeannie BA. Elementary/
Special Education. Jenkintown, P.\.
Caterini, Corinne Elaine BA, Commu-
nications, Spanish .Minor. Wildwood,
NJ. WEXP.
Carey, Michele Monica BS, Marketing,
International Studies/ French Minors.
Phila., PA. La Salle In Europe. Mar-
keting Assoc.
Case, Megan Christine BS. Marketing/
International Studies. Ambler, P,'\.
Gamma Phi Beta. La Salle in Europe,
Marketing Assoc.
Catrambone, Christine Jane BA, Com-
puter Science. Hatboro, PA.
Carnivale, Danielle B. BA. Communi-
cations. Trenton, NJ.
Casey, Colleen BS, Accounting, Phila,.
P.\. Varsity Soccer. Accounting Club,
Cavanaugh, John BS, Marketing. Ma-
ple Glen, Pi\. Pi Kappa Phi. Intramural






Patrick J. Cimerola Scott J. Ciocco
Jane M. Collins Paula L. Connor
Marcie Colello Elizabeth Anne Collins
Cebular, Lisa Marie BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Beta Alpha, Accounting
Association.
Cimerola, Patrick J. BS, Finance. Mer-
cerville, NJ. Tau Kappa Epsilon —
treasurer.
Colello, Marcie BA, Elementary/Spe-
cial Education. Phila., PA. Alpha Tlie-
ta Alpha.
Chiorazzi, Catherine .\nn BS, Human Christoffel, IV, Frank A. BA. Political
Resource Management. Phila., PA. Science. Lancaster, PA.
ROTC; Scabbard & Blade — presi-
dent. Ranger Team, Personnel Admin. ^lauhs, Andrew W. BA, Economics.
^°'^' Flemington, NJ. Sigma Phi Lambda—
secretary.
Ciocco, Scott J. BS, Finance. Pine Hill,
N I
Collins, Jane M. BS, Accounting. Phi-
la., PA. Beta Alpha, Association for
Collins, Elizabeth Anne BS, Finance/ Business Excellence.
Spanish. Cheltenham, PA.
Chuang, Janet BS, Accounting. Clark
Summit. PA. Accounting Association.
Colasurdo, Ralph BS, Finance/Market-
ing. Toms River, NJ. Varsity Soccer.
Connor, Paula L. BA, English. Mil-
lington, NJ. Gamma Phi Beta, Spanish
Club. St. Thomas More Law Society,
Collegian.
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Connor, Stacy A. BS. Accounling. V ar-
dley. PA. Beta Alpha.
Comille. Ill, Thomas J. BA. English.
Erdenheim. P.-\.
Corcoran, Maureen F. BS, Accounling.
Phila., PA. Beta Alpha, Accounting
Association.
Conroy, Sean Patrick BA. Biology. Al-
pha Epsilon Delta — treasurer. Varsity
Soccer.
Coppinger, III, John E. BS. Marketing.
Phila.. P.\. Bus. Honor Society, Assoc,
for Bus. Excellence. Personnel Admin.
Soc. Baseball.
Corcoran, Melissa Ann BA. Elemen-






Dennis A. Cribben, Jr.
Comely, Thomas C. BA, Computer Sci-
ence, Jenkintown, PA. Kappa Mu Ep-
silon.
Cowley, Lisa Ann BS, Marketing. Phi-
la., PA. Dance Team, Marketing As-
sociation.
Cribben, Jr., Dennis A. BS, Criminal
Justice. Mt. Laurel, NJ.
Cosenza, Don BS, Management. Phila,,
PA.
Craney, Stephen J. BA, Marketing.
Business Minor. Phila., PA. American
Marketing Association, Finance Club,
Health Care Admin.
Csercsevits, Joe BS, Communications.
Mount Holly, NJ. WEXP, Delta Sigma
Pi, Fraternity/Intramural Football &
Basketball.
Costanzo, Michael S. BA, English. Phi-
la., PA.
Crawford, Ross B. BS, Finance/Mar-
keting. Oceanside. NY. Tau Kappa Ep-
silon. Marketing Association.
Cummings, Darrin C. BS, Finance.
Skillman, NJ. Finance Club, Business
Honor Society.
Costello, Patrick BA. Biology. Phila.,
PA. Biology Honor Society — treas-
urer. Karate Club, WEXP.
Crease, III, Alfred Poole BS, Organi-
zational Behavioral Management. Hat-
boro, PA.







Curzie. Todd E. BA, Biology, Psychol-
ogy Minor. Delran, NJ.
Daly, Lisa A. BS, Human Resource
Management. Phila., PA. Bus. Excel-
lence Soc. Bus. Honors Soc. Health
Care Admin. Soc.
D'Arcy, Jr., William F. BS. Finance/
Management. Holland. PA.
Dampf, Nicole Paget BA. Secondary
Education — History. Cromwell. CT.
WEXP. Collegian. Spring Fling Com-
mittee. Battle of the Bands.
D'Orazio, Janet Marie BA. English/
Business .Administration. Ft. Washing-
ion. P.'\. Crew. Intramurals.
Daukaus, Stephen M. BS. Accounting.
Phila.. PA. Beta Alpha Psi. Accounting
Association.
D'Ovidio, Lou A. BS. Finance. Haw-
thorne, NJ. Investment Club. Business
Honor Society. Phi Kappa Thela.
Davis, Christopher BA. English. Rich-
boro, PA. La SPAM — cartoonist, Gri-
moire. Honors Program.
Davis, Leonard J. BA, Secondary Ed-
ucation — Math. Leviitown. PA.
Day, Christopher Joseph BA, English.
Willow Grove, PA. Pi Kappa Phi, Inter
Fraternity — Sorority Council, St.
Thomas More Soc.
DeCesare, Kelly Ann BA, Communi-
cations/English. Huntingdon Vallc\,
PA. Masque, LSTV. AERHO.
DeCocinis, .\nthony BS. Accounting/
Finance. Phila., P.V Beta Alpha. Com-




Sean V. de Groot Anastasia Mary Dehner Steven R. DeLabio Gabriella Delia Valle
DeFazio, Craig C. BS, Management/ DeFeo, Christina M. BA, Biology. Run-
Marketing. Clark Summit. PA. Sigma nemcdc, NJ, Delta Phi Epsilon, Schol-
Phi Lambda, Inter- Fraternity-Sorority
Council — treasurer, SGA.
DeFulvio, Cherie Lynn BA, Criminal
Justice. Bethlehem, PA. Intramural
Volleyball/Football, Business Honor
Society — secretary, Comm. for the
Homeless.
de Croot, Scan V. BA, Criminal Justice.
Norwich, CT.
arship Chairman.
de Groot, Fred BA, Political Science.
Norwich, CT.
Dehner, Anastasia Mary BS, Account-
ing. Lansdale, PA. Gamma Phi Beta—
treasurer, Acct. Assoc. — treasurer.
Beta Alpha psi. Bus. Honor Society.
DeLabio, Steven R. BA, Computer Sci- Delia Valle, Gabriella BS, Organiza-
ence. Art History Minor. Baltimore, lional Behavior Management/English.





DeMarco, James G. BS. Markeling.
Brielle. NJ. Inlramurals.
Di Domenico, Traci M. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila.. PA. Criminal Justice
.'Association. Club E.-ARTH, Committee
for the Homeless.
DiRienzo. Elaine BS. Finance. Yardley.
PA. .Association for Business E.xcel-
lence. Bus. Honor Soc. Council for
Professional Leadership.
DeVice. Frank R. B.A. Communica-
tions. Glenolden. PA. LSTV. Open
House Committee. Discover the Dif-
ference Program Committee. Comm.
Workshop.
DiGiulio. Danylle BS. Marketing. Phi-
la.. PA.
DiRienzo, Enrico J. BA. English. Yar-
dlev. PA. Phi Gamma Delta.
DeVincenl. Richard T. BS. Marketing.
Huntingdon Valley. PA. Baseball —
captain. Finance Club.
Dillon. Christopher M. BA. Criminal
Justice. Phila.. PA. Ice Hockey, Crim-
inal Justice Association.
DiSiro, Joseph BS. Operations Man-
agement. Warrington. P.A.
De>lin, Megan Patrice BS. Sociology.
General Business Minor. Phila.. PA.
Irish Club.
DiLullo, Laura BA. Elementary/Spe-
cial Education. Lafayette Hill, PA.
Gamma Sigma Sigma — Historian,
Comm. for the Homeless, Prison Tutor.
DiStefano, Anne G. BA. Communica-
tions/ Marketing. Phila.. PA. Alpha Ep-
silon Rho — vice president. WEXP.
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D istel — Edwards
Joan Ellen Donegan Patrick J. Donnelly Christopher L. Donoflio Edmond Doran
Distel. Michael Gerald BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Volunteer Income Tax As-
sistants.
Dolack, Joanne M. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Beta Alpha. Accounting
Association.
Donegan, Joan Ellen BA, Criminal
Justice/Sociology. Atco, NJ. Varsity
Softball. Criminal Justice Club, Wres-
tling — manager.
DItoro, Stephanie BS, Finance. White
Plains. NY. Alpha Theta Alpha, In-
vestment Club.
Dolan, Erika BS. Marketing. Hyde
Park, NY.
Donnelly, Patrick J. BS. Marketing.
Princeton, NJ. Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Marketing Association.
DIugokecki, Bernadette BA. Psycholo-
gy. Phila., PA. Psi Chi — public re-
lations director. Psychology Club,
Campus Ministry
Donaher, Kathleen BA, Elementary/
Special Education. Phila., PA.
Donoflio, Christopher L. BS, Organi-
zational Behavior. Mt. Laurel, NJ. Ice
Hockey Club, WEXP.
Doherty, Jacqueline BA, Criminal
Justice/Sociology. Maple Shade, NJ.
Criminal Justice Association.
Donahue, Lisa Michelle BA, Biology.
Churchville. PA. Committee for the
Homeless — coord.. Community Serv-
ice Network — founder. Club EARTH
— founder.
Doran, Edmond BA, Marketing/Eng-
lish. Conshohocken. PA. Resident As-
sistant. Business Honor Society.
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Jennifer \I. Ebert Tracv L. Edwards
Dougherty, Eileen T. BA, Sociology. Dougherty. Robert BA, Communica- Doyle, Thomas P. BS, Marketing. Drobile, Judith Ann B.A. Mathematics.
Health Care Admin. Minor. Jenkin- lions. Dresher, PA. Sigma Phi Lambda. Whitehouse Station. NJ. National As- Phila., PA. Math/CSC— president,
town. P.'X. Health Care .Admin. Soc. SG.A. Intramurals. sociation of Accountants. Marketing Mathematical Sciences Dept. Board,
Intramural Volleyball Association. Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Dunn, Doreen Marie B.A. Psychology.
Chatham, NJ.
Ebert, Jennifer M. BA. Psychology.
Richboro, PA.
Durltin, Sean P. BA. English. Allen-
town. P.-\. Phi Gamma Delta. Inter
Fraternity — Sorority Council — vice
president.
Edwards, Tracy L. BA. Elementary/
Special Education. West Chester, PA.
Field Hockey, Student/Athlete Advi-
.sory Board — pres.
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£8an — Fanelli
Alvson Emmons Thomas Francis Erikson
Egan, Joseph J. BA, Computer Science.
Phila., PA. Sigma Bela Kappa.
Ehmann, Kathleen N. BS, Human Re- Elhajj, Heather Anne BA, Political Sci-
source Management. Phila., PA. Treas- ence/Philosophy. Millville, NJ. 1990
ury of Health Care Administration,
Congress of Professional Managers.
Justice Week Committee, Philosophy
Club.
Elser, Susan M. BA, Biology. New Rin-
golgold, PA. Phi Alpha Beta.
Elick, Charles P. BS, Marketing. Tunk-
hannuck, PA.
Emerick, Lisa V. BS, Finance. Borden-
town, NJ. Delta Phi Epsilon.
Erikson, Thomas Francis BS, Market-
ing. Paoli, PA, Pi Kappa Phi — treas-
Emmons, Alyson BA, Biology. Browns urer. Management Club. Intramurals.
Mills, NJ. Soccer, Alpha Epsilon Delta,
FAB.
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Ernst, Timothy J. BA, Communica-
lions/English. Glenside, PA. Varsity
Crew, Club EARTH, Collegian, Writ-
ing Fellow.
Esposilo, Karen F. BS, Accounting.
Phila,, PA.
Every, John-Henry A. BS, Accounting/
Finance. Aruba.
Ertel, Stephanie L. BA, English. Dresh-
er, PA. Gamma Phi Beta.
Eshow, Bert R. BS. Finance. Absecon,
NJ. Association for Business Excel-
lence, Investment Club.
Esposito, Dominic BA, Chemistry. Phi- Fafalios, Penelope T. BA, Education,
la., PA. La SPAM, Honors Board, Phila., PA.
Chymian Society — vice president/
treasurer.
Evans, John BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Eves, Michael E. BA, CriminalJustice. Fabiano, Michael BA, Psychology.
Glenside. PA. Phi Kappa Thcta. Trenton, NJ. Phi Gamma Delta, Psi Chi
Chapter — treas.. Psychology Club,
Resident Assistant, tutor.
Fanelli, Michael W. BA, Secondary Ed-
ucation. History. Glendora, NJ. Judi-










Fareno, David BA, Biology. Ricliboro,
PA. Ptii Alpha Beta, Intramurals.
Feehery, Terrence M. BA, Biology.
Springfield, PA. Swimming, Alpha Ep-
silon Delta.
Ferry, Marion BA, Biology. Roslyn, PA.
French Club, FAB.
Farrace, Robert N. BA, English/Span-
ish. Phila., PA. Collegian — editor. La
SPAM — editor. Judicial Board,
WEXP.
Fenerty, Megan Elizabeth BA, Com-
munications. Jenkinlown, PA.
Filipone, Diane M. BA, Communica-
tions. Phila., PA.
Farro, Claudine A. BA. Political Sci-
ence, French Minor. Toms River, NJ.
Varsity Crew, La Salle in Europe.
Fennell, Brian P. BA, Criminal Justice.
Cinnaminson, NJ. Phi Gamma Delta
— fund raising & ritual chair.. Crim-
inal Justice Assoc.
Filippone, Eric Mark BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Investment Club, Beta Al-
pha, St. Thomas More Law Society,
Sigma Beta Kappa.
Feden. Stephen BA, Biology. Sou-
thampton. PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta,
FAB, Crew.
Ferrante, Michele Leigh BA, Elemen-
tary/Special Education. Phila., PA.
Finley, Matthew BA, Human Resource
Management. Vineland, NJ. Phi Kap-
pa Theta, Personnel Administration
Society.
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Finn, Maryanne BA, Criminal Justice/
Sociolog). Yardle>. PA. Delta Phi Ep-
silon. Irish Club.
Flanders. William BA. Communica-
tions. Ml. Laurel. NJ.
Foley, Christina BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Richboro. PA. Math/CSC. As-
sociation for Computing Machinery,
Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Fischer, Robert Francis BA. German/
Bilingual Education. Phila.. PA. Ger-
man Club. Phi Sigma lota. Police Ath-
letic League.
Flannery, Daniel M. BA. English. Ben-
salem. PA. Collegian. WEXP, Rugby,
Lambda lota Tau.
Forrestal, Megan BA. Communica-
tions. Phila., PA. LEO, Italian Club.
Fisher, Jason C. BS. Finance. Reading.
PA. Judicial Board — Chairman. RSA.
Freshman Orientation Leader. Varsity
Tennis.
Florax, Michiel Fernand BS. Manage-
ment. Phila.. PA. Marketing Club.
Management Club.
Forte, Thomas Gaetano BA. Commu-
nications. Doylestown, PA.
Flaherty, Jennifer BS, Marketing, Phi-
la., PA. Varsity Basketball. Intramur-
als. Marketing Assoc. National Mar-
keting Assoc.
Fodor, Daniel Jerome BA. Finance.
Newtown. CT. Crew.




Kathleen Ann Gallagher Robert A. Gallagher Stasia Lynn Gallagher Terence Gallagher
Frazier, Maryann BA, Secondary Ed-
ucation, History. Fallington, PA. Irish
Club, Delta Phi Epsilon.
Gable, John R. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Gallagher, Kathleen Ann BA, History/
English. Broomall, PA. Campus Min-
istry, Explorer, Honors Board, Curric-
ulum Committee.
Frisko, Catherine Lucy BSW, Social
Work. Somers Point, NJ. Project Ap-
palachia. Delta Phi Epsilon — secre-
tary. Student Social Work Association.
Gabriel, Jr., Jeffrey S. BA, Political
Science. Clarks Summit, PA. Resident
Assistant, Student Leadership Com-
mittee, Orientation Leadership Comm.
Gallagher, Robert A. BS, Marketing.
Cherry Hill, NJ.
Fulginiti, Samuel J. BA. English, Psy-
chology Minor Turnersville, NJ.
Masque, Explorer.
Galasso, Ellen V. BS. Finance, Mar-
keting. Phila., PA. Alpha Beta Epsilon.
Gallagher, Stasia Lynn BS, Finance/
Accounting. Hawthorne, NJ. Business
Honor Society, RSA, Alpha Beta Hon-
or Accounting Soc, Phi Gamma Nu.
Furlong, Henry J. BS. Finance. Phila.,
PA. Alpha Sigma Lambda. Investment
Club — pres.. Business Honor Society,
Alpha Chi Rho.
Gallagher, lU, Charles A. BA. Com-
munications/English. Lansdowne. PA.
Intramurals. Wrestling.
Gallagher, Terence BA. Economics.
Wcstmont. NJ. Sigma Phi Lambda.
Track. Cross Country.
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Anne Garritv Jeanne Marie Gaughan Donald W . Gelnaw Stephen P. Gelovich
Gallo, Daniel BS, Accounting. Phila.. Gaughan, Jeanne Marie BA, Biology. Gelnaw, Donald VV. BA, Political Sci- Gannon, Cynthia B.^i. Secondary Edu-
PA. Alpha Beta. .Accounting Associa- Southampton, PA. Varsity Soccer — ence. Park Ridge, NJ. Phi Gamma Del- cation. English. Somerdale, NJ.
tion. Business Honor Society.
Gannon, Marie E. BS. Marketing. Phi-
la., PA.
Garritv, Anne BA. Spanish, Narberth,
PA.
captain. Alpha Epsilon Delta. Club ta. Upsilon Lambda Chapter, Inlerna-
EARTH, Committee for the Homeless. tional Studies Program. Garcia, Ramon J, BA, Biology. Roslyn,
PA.
Gelovich, Stephen P. BA. Biology. Phi-
la., PA. Sigma Beta Kappa — Pres. Phi
Alpha Beta, Alpha Epsilon Delta,
Writing Fellow.
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G enoni — Greeves
Brian P. Gerrard Lvnn A. Gibbons Rita Margaret Gillespie Mary Ann Gilmore
Genoni, Richard A. BS, Operations
Management, Health Care Admin. Mi-
nor. St. Davids, PA. Financial Invest.
Club, Club EARTH, Health Care Ad-
min. Soc.
Gibbons, Lynn A. BA, Elementary/Spe-
cial Education. Moosic, PA.
Gillespie, Rita Margaret BA, Biology.
Aston, PA. FAB, Alpha Theta Alpha
— president. Cross Country, Track.
Gilmore, Mary Ann BS, Finance, Eng-
lish Minor. Phila., PA, Field Hockey,
Business Honor Society, Assoc, for Bus.
Excellence.
George, Kathryn S. BS, Accounting.
Thorndale. PA. Beta Alpha, Gamma
Phi Beta — president & treasurer.
Gerrard, Brian P. BA, Criminal Justice.
Harrisburg, PA. Phi Gamma Delta —
treasurer & pledge educator.
Kristen Graham Marcal Andre Graham Charles W. Greenberg. Jr. Luke J. Greeves
Ginley, Kathleen P. BA. Elementary/
Special Education. Phila.. PA. Field
Hockey. Sol"tball. Intramural Football.
Glaze. Michael W . BA. English. Phila.,
PA. Phi Gamma Delta — president &
secy., Italian Club, Honors Program.
Graham, Kristen BS, .Accounting.
Wapwallopen, PA. Alpha Theta .-Mpha.
Beta Alpha — secy.. Business Honor
Society, Dance Team.
Girardi, Gina Marie BS, Finance. Phi-
la.. PA. Business Honor Society. In-
vestment Club.
Gorski. Richard J. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Delta Sigma Pi, Accounting
Association.
Graham. Marcal .\ndre BA. Political
Science. Phila., PA. .African-American
Student's League, Law Society. La
SPAM, Acad. Disc. Prog.
Glackin, Christine Ann BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Accounting As,sociation —
president. Beta .Mpha Psi, Business
Honor Society.
Graff, Francis J. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA. Intramural Soccer. Intramural
Basketball.
Greenberg, Jr., Charles W. B.A, Fi-
nance. Abington, PA,
Glass, James B.A, Communications,
Phila., PA.
Graham, Denise BS. Human Resource
Management. Phila., PA.
Greeves, Luke J. BS. Finance/ Manage-






Harold Dean Haler David F. Halfpenny
Edward M. Hale
m
Michael Christopher Harris Michelle Harrison
Daniel W. Hansen Jason M. Lagana
X-^X
Creybush, Mary T. BA. Biology/Eng-
lish. Bethlehem, PA. Alpha Epsilon
Delia. FAB, Varsily Basketball.
Hainthaler, Joseph R. BA, Political Sci-
ence. North Haledon, NJ. Right-to-Life
Committee, La SPAM, Amnesty In-
ternational.
Hansen, Daniel W. BS, Accounting.
Flourtown, PA. Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Accounting Association.
Griffith, Peggy
Hale, Edward M. BS, Accounting. Lin-
wood, NJ. Pi Kappa Phi, Intramurals.
Lagona, Jason M. BS, Management In-
formation Systems, Dre.xel Hill. PA.
Sigma Phi Lambda, Gamma lota Sig-
ma, Cross Country, Track.
Hahn, Colleen M. BA, Communic
tions. Phila., PA.
Haler, Harold Dean BA, Political Sci-
ence. Phila., PA. Phi Gamma Delta.
Harris, Michael Christopher BS,




Haines, Margaret M. BA.
Special Education. Phila.
for Exceptional Children
Halfpenny, David F. BS.
Blue Bell. PA.
Harrison, Michelle BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA.
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Tracev Lea Hassell Kathleen A. Hatt
WK
Charles L. Haub III John J. Heenan
James A. Heisler Timothy Heitzman
Hassell, Tracev Lea BA. English/ Rus- Hatt. Kathleen A. BS, Finance. Read-
sian. Lancaster, PA. Amnesty Inter- ing. PA. .-Association for Business Ex-
national — pres.. Collegian. Grimoire. cellence.
Haub. Ill, Charles L. BS, Finance. Phi- Heenan, John J. BS. Marketing. Lan-
la.. PA. Intramural Basketball. ghorne. PA.
Heisler, James A. BS. Finance/Man- Heitzman. Timothy BS. Marketing/
agement. Phila.. PA. Investment Club. Psychology. Pennington. NJ. Business










Henry, Gina BA. Communications. Henry, Laurie A. BS, Accounting. Phi-
Merion, PA. Alumni Board, RSC. Di- la.. PA.
versity Week Organization.
Hickey, Elizabeth BA, Communica-
Herrick, Christine Elizabeth BA. Re- tions White Plains, NY.
ligion/Business. Ailentown, NJ. Gam-
ma Phi Beta — corresponding secy. & Holt, Claryce Eleanor BS, Finance,
ritual chairman. Phila., PA. Business Honor Society.
Hohenleitner, Kathleen E. BA, English,
Phila., PA. Lambda Iota Tau, Honors
Board, Grimoire. Explorer.
Hepburn, Julie L. BA, English. West Hernandez, Grisselle BS, Accounting
Hartford, CT. ACE Foreign Students Leola, PA.
Organization, Fribourg, Switzerland.
Hinckle, Robert C. BS, Management.
Higgins, Michael BA, Secondary Ed- Merion, PA. Business Honors Society,
ucation. Phila., PA. Project Appala-
chia, Intramurals. Hoover, Daniel Jennings BA, Psychol-
ogy. Ocean City, NJ. Crew.
Holub, Edward J. BA, Education. Tren-







Houghton. Thomas D. BA. Ps>cholog\.
Prospect Park. PA.
Huth, Joseph K. Connolly BS. Business
Vlanagemenl. Warminster. PA. Intra-
murals. Phi Gamma Delta.
Jewell, Nancy Ellen BA. Communica-
tions. Business Minor. English Minor.
Blue Bell, P.A. Collegian. Gamma Phi
Beta.
Hoyos, Luz .4driana B.^. Political Sci-
ence. Phila., PA. French Club — sec-
retary. Spanish Club.
Illk, Robert J, BS, Accounting. Gil-
bertsville, PA. Business Honor Soc.
Beta Alpha, German Club, Interna-
tional Foreign Lang. Society.
Jiacoppo, Elizabeth BS, Human Re-
source Management. North Massape-
qua. NY. Swimming — captain.
Hudak, Christopher M, BA. Commu-
nications. Morris Plains, NJ. Pi Kappa
Phi.
Imler, Shelby L, BA, Psychology. Dov-
er. DE. Gamma Sigma Sigma — pres..
Pep Band. Jazz Band, Inter Fraternity
— Sorority Council.
Johnson, Carol Yolonda B.A, Finance.
Phila., PA. Delta Sigma Theta — vice
pres., African-American Student's
League, peer counselor.
Hulsc, Karen S, BS. Finance, Manage-
ment. Yardley. PA. Swimming.
Jenkinson, Mark G, BS, Marketing.
Phila.. PA.
Johnson. Kendale BA. Spanish/ French.
Plcasantville. NJ. Spanish Club, French
Club, International Foreign Lang.




Somonya J. Jorden Michelle Justice Stephen Michael Juszczyszyn Markian A. Kaczaj
Johnson, Lisa Maria BA, Psychology. Johnson, Michael D. BA, Psychology. Juszczyszyn, Stephen Michael BS, Fi- Kaczaj, Markian A. BS. Marketing/
Phila.. PA. Spanish Club, Psychology Moscow, PA. Phi Kappa Theta, Jazz/ nance. Marlton, NJ. Ice Hockey, Gam- Ru,ssian. International Studies Minor.
Club, Gamma Sigma Sigma, Campus Pep Band, Committee for the Home- ma Iota Sigma. Cheltenham, PA.
Ministry. less.
Jones, Jonathan R. BS, Accounting. Jones, Leah J. BA, Biology Gardenville,
Phila., PA. PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta, FAB, Com-
mittee for the Homeless.
Jorden, Somonya, J.
Justice, Michelle BS, Marketing. War-






Kamper, Julius N. BA, Economics, In-
ternational Studies Minor. Huntingdon
Valley. P.A.
Karanjia, Banoc BS, Human Resource
Management. Marlton, NJ. Business
Honor Society. Phi Gamma Nu.
Kebart, Raymond C. BA. Political Sci-
ence/History. Arlington, TX.
Kanak.DanielJ. BS. Marketing. Phila.. Kane, Jennifer Elizabeth BS, Human Kane. Mary Ellen BA. Communica-
PA. Marlceting Association. Resource Management. Gillette. NJ. tions. Fair Lawn, NJ. Delta Phi Epsi-
lon. Aerobics Instructor.
Kashon, Ronald S. BS, Finance. North- Kasperski, III, Leon J. BS, Marketing.
field, NJ. Phi Kappa Theta, Ice Hock- Phila., P.^. Golf team. Marketing As- Kear, Kristen Laura BA. Secondary
ey. Intramural Hockey/ Football. sociation. Education, English. Bethlehem, PA.
Grimoire — Literary Ed., RSA, Lead-
Keifer. Kathleen R. BS. Accounting. Keil, Denise E. BS. Finance. Holland, ^''^jiiP
Development, Intramural Vol-
Phila.. PA. PA. Phi Gamma Nu, Dance Tean levball.
Kelly, John J. BS, Accounting. Sewell,
NJ. Accounting Association.
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1^ erper — Labrum
Pete Kimchuk Colleen Ann Kirby Kathryn Anne Klemm Anne Bridget Koch
John Kovatch Suzanne Lee Kozischek Deanna Kozub Kim Marie Kraus
Kerper, David BS, Human Resource
Management/ Marketing. Wyndmoor,
PA.
Kimchuk, Pete BA, English. Phila., PA.
Grimoire, Lambda Iota Tau.
Kovatch, John BS, Finance/Marl(eting.
Lansdale, PA. Track & Field, Volley-
ball, Investment Club.
Kesseiman, Evan L. BA, Criminal
.lustice. Phila., PA. Phi Gamma Nu.
Kirby, Colleen Ann BSW, Social Work.
Park Ridge. NJ. Social Work Associ-
ation, Campus Ministry, Softball, RHB.
Kozischek, Suzanne Lee BA, Commu-
nications, Business Minor. Easton, PA.
Inter-fraternity Sorority Council,
Gamma Phi Beta.
Kidd, Kevin Michael BA, English. Rich-
mond, VA. Phi Kappa Theta, Jazz
Band, La Salle in Europe.
Klemm, Kathryn Ann
Kozub, Deanna BA. Criminal Justice.
Burlington, NJ. Softball.
Kilker, Thomas A. BA, Economics/ Fi-
nance. Churchville, P.i^. Novice Crew,
Varsity Ice Hockey, Student Economic
Association.
Koch, Anne Bridget BA, Elementary/
Special Education. Haddenfield, NJ.
Kraus, Kim Marie BA, English. Spots-
wood, NJ. Masque — secretary.
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Christopher J. Kurtz Jennifer Anne Labrum
Krause, Anne Marie BA, English. Phi- Krause, Lori Anne BA. Communica- Krauss, Thomas Charles BS, Account- Kresge, Jennifer C. BA, Criminal
la.. PA. LEO — Chair, Collegian.
Writing Fellow, Lambda lota Tau, E.x-
plorer.
Justice. Broheadsvillc, PA. Criminal
Justice Association, RSA, Women's
Organization.
tions. Lebanon, PA. Gamma Phi Beta ing. Cinnaminson, NJ. Accounting A
vice president. Relationship Week sociation, German Club
Student Panel Participant.
Krzeminski, Margaret C. BA, English.
Cherry Hill, NJ. Soccer. Club EARTH, Kube, Kenneth BA, Biology. Hatboro
POWER, Committee for the Homeless. PA.
Kurtz, Christopher, J. BS, Accounting. Labrum, Jennifer Anne BA, Elemen-
Phila., PA. Business Honor Society, Be- tary/Special Education. Huntingdon
ta Alpha. Valley. PA.
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T afferty — Log
Valerie J. Lawfer Sharon Lawler
Lafferty, Colleen Grace BA, Secondary Lafond, Dan BS, Accounting. War- Lagomarsino, John Michael BA, Phys-
Education, English. Warminster, PA. minster, PA. Pi Kappa Phi, Business ics. Langhorne, PA.
Alpha Theta Alpha — corresponding Honors Society, Beta Alpha.
secretary. Landgraf, Linda Marie BA, English, Art
History Minor. Haddonfield, NJ.
Lawfer, Valeric J. BA, English. War-
minster, PA. Masque, Lambda lota
Tau, Collegian. Grimoire.
Lalor, Mary E. BS, Human Resource
Management. Phila., PA. Volleyball,
Intramurals.





Lcmanowicz, Edward P. BS. Account-
ing. Fori Washington. PA. Beta Alpha.
Accounting .Association. VITA.
Leszczynski, Carolyn S. BA. Commu-
nications/English. Holland. PA. AER-
HO.
Liptak, Katherine L. BS. Finance.
Greenville. SC. Com. for the Homeless,
Investment Club. Marketing Assoc,
Gamma Iota Sigma.
Lemay, Barbara J. BS. Biology. New-
town. P.A,
Lettieri, Thomas
Little, .Andrew BS. Accounting. Ar-
dsley. P.A. Business Honor Society. Ac-
counting Honor Society.
Lenny, Kevin M. BS. Marketing. Cher-
ry Hill. NJ. American Marketing As-
soc. WEXP. Business Honors Soc. In-
tramurals.
Leyden, Kenneth James B.'\. Commu-
nications. Richboro. P.A. Collegian.
Lobb, William James BA. Economics.
Orlando, FL. Omicron Delta Epsilon
— pres.. Grimoire. La SPAM. Student
Economics Association.
Leonetii, Charles B.A. Communica-
tions. Phila.. PA. WEXP, AERHO.
Linkewich, Matthew J. BS. Marketing.
Churchville. PA.
Logan. Tara M. BA, Communications.






Lombardi, Joseph BA, Biology, Com-
puter Science Minor. Phila.. PA. Alplia
Epsilon Delia — pres.. Phi Alpha Beta,
Sigma Beta Kappa. Intramural Bas-
ketball.
Mackin, Cathleen B. BA, Economics.
Phila., PA. Student Economic Associ-
ation, Economic Research Assistant.
Matek, Michelle Lynn BA, Communi-
cations. Lambertville, NJ. CSS — tu-
tor. Intramural Volleyball.
Long, Paul BS, Accounting. Phila.. P.'\.
Mackler, Michael J. BA, Criminal
Justice/Sociology. Margate, NJ. Phi
Kappa Theta, Rugby Club.
Mallabo, Jose BS, Communications.
Westbury, NY. Phi Kappa Theta —
secretary.
LoPresti, Nicholas Philip B.A. Biology.
Mount Laurel, NJ. Phi Alpha Beta, Al-
pha Epsilon Delta — fund-raiding
chair., Tac Kwon Do.
Maher, Kelly E. BSW, Social Work.
Andalusia, PA. Project Appalachia,
Student Social Work Assoc, Assoc, of
Undergrad. Social Work Students,
Mancinelli, Kathleen BA, Elementary/
Secondary Education. Yardley, PA.
Varsity Crew, CEC, Delta Phi Epsilon.
MacFarland, James E. BS, Marketing.
Horsham, PA. Marketing Association,
Crew.
Maiolino, Jr., Ralph R, BA, Manage-
ment. Churchville, PA. Army ROTC,
Ranger Club, Karate Club. Scabbard
and Blade.
Mancini, Christine Ann BS, Human
Resource Management/ Marketing.
Beach Haven, NJ. BHS — pres., Ital-
ian Club, Personnel Society.
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Manle>. Alison Marie BS. Manage-
menl/Organizational Behavior. Flour-
lown, PA. Business Honor Society. •'\s-
soc. of Bus. E.\cellence.
Marion, Brennan M. B.A. Criminal
Justice. Piscalaway, NJ.
Mastropietro, David BS. .Accounting.
Phila.. PA. Baseball.
Manzo, Kristi A. BA. Communications.
English Minor. Levittown. PA. Gamma
Phi Beta.
Martinez, Lisa A. BA. Computer Sci-
ence. Phila.. PA. CSC/Math Club. Ac-
ademic Discovery Program — peer
counselor, tutor. & editor.
Masucci, Michelle Alene BA. English
Phila.. PA.
Marchiano, Lorraine BS. Marketing.
English Minor. Phila.. PA. Business
Honor Society, Softball. F.-^B. Inlra-
murals.
Maryanski, Kyle V. BS. .Accounting.
Langhorne. PA. Business Honor Soci-
ety. Assoc, for Bus. Excellence, Ac-
counting Honors Soc.
Masucci, Thomas BS. Accounting.
Lansdale. PA.
Marcinkienicz. Patricia BA, English.
Phila.. PA.
Mastrogiovanni, Mark R. BS. Finance/
Economics. Turnersville. NJ.
Maltei. Jeanne M. BS. Finance. Lawr-




Troy C. Mayo Christina Mazza Kimberly McAllister Anne Marie McBride
mMmk
James J. McBride Robert Michael McBride Patricia Ann McCabe
David J. McCarthy Patrice McCaulley Matthew J. McCloskev Matthew John McCloskev
Mayo, Troy C. BA, History. Lancaster,
PA.
McBride, James J. BS, Finance/Man-
agement. Marlton, NJ. Business Honor
Society, Crew, Investment Club.
McCarthy, David J. BS, Marketing/
Management. Warminster, PA. Pi
Kappa Phi, Intramurals.
Mazza, Christina BA, English/ French.
Broomall, PA. Gamma Phi Beta, Pi
Delta Phi — pres.. Phi Sigma Iota.
McBride, Robert Michael BS, Finance
RMl. Norristown, PA. Phi Gamma
Delta, Resident Assistant, Bus. Honor
Society.
McCaulley, Patrice BA, Mathematics.
Longport, NJ. Math/CSC Club, Math
Department Board, Kappa Mu Epsilon.
McAllister, Kimberly BA. Biology. Phi-
la., PA. Phi Alpha Beta — pres. Soft-
ball, Intramural Football/Basketball.
McCabe, Patricia Ann BS, Human Re-
source Management. New City. NY.
Phi Gamma Nu.
McCloskey, Matthew J. BA, Commu-
nications/English. Aston, PA. WEXP,
AERHO, Rugby Club, Project Appa-
lachia.
McBride, Anne Marie BS, Finance.
Fairless Hills, PA. Gamma Phi Beta,
Business Honor Society, Association for
Business E.xcellence.
McCaffrey, Jr., Leo F. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA.
McCloskey, Matthew John BS, Human
Resource Management. Narberth, PA.
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Thomas P. McDonald Theresa Catharine McDonnell Elizabeth McGirr John A. McGoldrick
McCubbin, Da»id E. BS, Finance. York, McDonnell, Theresa Catharine BA, McGirr, Elizabeth BS. Finance. Olney. McDaid, Patrick J. B.\. Biology. War-
PA. Phi Kappa Thela. Criminal Justice. Wynnewood, PA. MD. Crew. minster. P.A. Resident Assistant, Con-
flict Resolution Team, .ADP. Karate.
McDermott, Lisa Anne BA, Criminal
Justice/Sociology. Hatboro. PA. Var-
sity Soccer, Intramural Soccer.
McDonald, Jr.. James J. B.\, English.
Willow Grove. PA.
McDonald, Thomas P. BS, Marketing.
Quincy, MA. Phi Kappa Theta.
McGoldrick, John A. BA. Chemistry.





Ann T. McGrath Mary A. McGrath Joseph E. McGuire Pamela McGuoirk
McGovern, Harry Egan BS, Marketing. McGrath, Mary A. BA, Criminal McGuire, Joseph E. BA, Communica- McGuoirk, Pamela BA, Psychology.
Turnersville, N,l. Sigma Phi Lambda Justice/Sociology. Phila., PA. Softball, tions. Easton, CT. Pi Kappa Phi — Havertown. PA. Prison Tutoring.— social chairman. Marketing Assoc. president.
Sgt. at Arms.
McGovern, Martin J. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Accounting Association.
McGrath, Ann T. BS, Marketing/Hu-
man Resource Management. Phila., PA.
Marketing Assoc, Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Intramurals, St. Miguel Community
Assoc.
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McKenzie, Elizabeth Anne BA. Psy-
chology/Spanish. Washington Cross-
ing. PA. Varsity Crew, Psychology Club.
Com. for the Homeless, Spanish Club.
McLernan, Bridget E. BA. Elementa-
ry/Special Education. Phila., P.'X. Var-
sity Soccer.
McVeigh, William S. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Beta Alpha, Accounting
Association.
McLaren, Daniel C. BS, Finance. Lev-
ittown. PA. Sigma Phi Lambda.
McPaul, John P. BS. Public Adminis-
tration/Political Science. Phila.. PA.
Irish Club — vice president.
McWilliams, Deidre L. BA. Elemen-
tary/Special Education. Reading. PA.
Intramural Football. Swimming.
McLaughlin, Jr., Joseph P. BS, Fi-
nance. Warrington. PA. Com. for the
Homeless. Masque, Amnesty Interna-
tional, GAELS.
McSherry, Beth Anne BA. English. Or-
eland. PA. Lambda lota Tau — sec-
retary. Grimoire GAEL, Italian Club.
Medura, Jr., Leonard Carl BA. Crim-
inal Justice. Shavertown. PA. Sigma Phi
Lambda — president.
McLaughlin. Siobhan C. BA. Com-
munications. Phila.. P.^. Project Ap-
palachia. Irish Society.
McVeigh, Ke>in M. BS. Accounting.
West Berlin. NJ. Phi Kappa Theta,
BHS, Accounting. Assoc. Beta Alpha
— vice pres. & pres.
Meenan, Ceraldine A. B.\. Political Sci-
ence. Phila.. PA.
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M ellor — Morgan
Apolinar Miranda Paul MIodzimski
Thomas Miraglia
Mellor, Jennifer M. BA, Economics.
Phila., PA. Gabel, Student Economics
Assoc. Omicron Delta Epsilon — vice
president.
Mignano, Anthony M. BS, Marlteting.
Blenheim, NJ. American Marketing
Association.
Miraglia, Thomas BA, Psychology.
Phila.. PA.
Menna, Joan Diane BA, Elementary/
Special Education, Italian Minor.
Doylestown, PA. Italian Club, Council
for Exceptional Children.
Miller, Charles T. BA, Psychology.
Shillington, PA. Psi Chi, Psychology
Club — vice president. Intramurals.
Miralles, Albert J. BS, Finance/Risk
Management. Hatboro, PA. Tau Kap-
pa Epsilon, Business Honor Society, In-
vestment Club. Gamma lota Sigma.
Mercurio, Jennie A. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Beta Alpha, Accounting
Association.
Miller, Timika Renee BA, Political Sci-
ence. Phila., PA. Science Tutor.
Miranda, Apolinar BA, Communica-
tions. Hammonton, NJ. Tau Kappa Ep-
silon, Communication Association,
Marketing Association.
Merson, Sheila K. BA. Economics/Pub-
lic Administration. Baltimore. MD. Phi
Gamma Nu, Student Econ. Assoc,
Omicron Delta Epsilon.
Minghenelli, Michael S. BA, Political
Science. Mt. Laurel, NJ. Sigma Phi
Lambda, Club EARTH, SGA, Senior
Gift Committee.
MIodzinski, Paul BA. Geology. Geol-




Moreno. Cruz III. Rodolfo Raul BS.
Marketing. Panama. Spanish Club,
Tennin Team.
Moretti, Gigi BS. Marketing. Wash-
ington. D.C. Marketing Association,
American Marketing Association.
Morgan, Patrick G. BA. Communica-
tions. Wilmington. DE. Tau Kappa Ep-
silon. IFSC. Crew.
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M oritz — O'Neill
Dominic V. Nardini
Gina M. Musumeci
Moritz, Francis BS. Criminal Justice/
Sociology. Phila., PA. Phi Kappa The-
ta.
Mullan, Laura BS, Finance. Church-
ville, PA. Alpha Theta Alpha — treas-
urer, Association for Business Excel-
lence.
Musumeci, Gina M. BA, Elementary/
Special Education. Swedesboro, NJ.
Italian Club.
Morris, Jill C. BA, Elementary/Special
Education. Howell, NJ. CEC.
Mullin, Martha BS, Finance/Market-
ing. Merchantvillc, NJ. Assoc, for Busi-
ness Excellence, Intramurals, BHS,
Honors Program,
Nardini, Dominic V. BS, Finance. Phi-
la., PA. Investment Club.
Morrison, Steven BS. Marketing/ Fi-
nance. Phila., PA. Assoc, for Business
Excellence, Marketing Association,
Gamma lota Sigma.
Murphy, Dina Lorraine BA, Political
Science. Roebling, NJ.
Needham, Jean BA, Political Science.
Phila., PA. Swimming.
Mulhern, Noreen M. BA, Communi-
cations/English. Bristol, PA. LEO,
Crew.
Murphy, Richard BS, Finance. Swe-
desboro, PA. Gamma lota Sigma, BHS,
Investment Club. Council for Profes-
sional Leadership.
Nemeth, Michael BS. Psychology. Nor-
thampton, PA. Swimming.
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Steven C. O'Donnell ^¥
Christi O'Donogh
X-^X-^X
Newsome, DeLisa Venette BA. Second-
ary Education. Spanish. Neslianic, NJ.
RS,'\ — pres.. Phi Sigma lota. Aspira,
Spring Fling Com.
O'Brien, Beth BA, Elementary/Special
Education. Phila.. V.\.




Nissley, Christopher B. BA. English.
Lancaster, PA. Volleyball.
O'Brien, Kathryn Alys BS, Finance. So-
mers Point, NJ.
O'Donoghue, Christi BS. Psychology/
English. Ambler. PA. Psychology Club.
Kimberly Marie O'Keefe
Bill O'Neill
Nolan. Francis X. BA. Communica- Norman Benjamin E. BS. .Marketing.
tions. Jenkintown. PA. WEXP. Jazz Mt. Holly. NJ. Men's Baskclball —
Band, AERHO, Irish Club. head manager.
O'Connor, Christine R. BS. Human Re-
source Management. Chicago. IL.
Swimming — captain.
O'Keefe, Kimberly Marie BA. Elcmen-
larv/Special Education. Gwynedd, PA.
CEC. Play Day. RSA.
O'Connor, Sean P. BA. English. Tren-
ton. NJ. St. Thomas More Law Society,
Spanish Club.
O'Neill, Bill BA, Business Manage-
ment. Richboro. PA. Baseball.
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O' Neill — Paules
Garrett J. Olexa Joseph A. Opferman Tamara C. Orliw Tanva Orliw
O'Neill, Francis P. BA, Psychology/ O'Shea, Shannon Elizabeth BA, Com-
Philosophy. Phila., PA. munications/English and French Mi-
nors, Sayre, PA., WEXP, Intramurals.
Obfenda, Anthony A. BA, Computer
Science. Mt. Laurel. NJ. Math/CSC Ochabillo, Maria Salome B. BS, ORB.
Club, A/Asia. Cheltenham, PA. A/Asia, Covenant
House.
Olexa, Garrett J. BS, Human Resource
Management. Phila.. PA. St. Thomas Opferman, Joseph A. BS. Finance. Wil-
More Law Society. '"^ Grove. PA. Gamma lota Sigma.
Investment Club. Business Honor So-
ciety, AT & T Investment Challenge.
Orlow, Tamara C. BS, Finance, Inter- Orliw, Tanya BS, Marketing. Phila, PA
national Studies Minor. Phila., PA. As- Marketing Association. Association for








Osinupebi. Banky O. BS. Finance Ac-
counling. Phila.. PA.
Pancoast. Tami BS. Accounting. Phi-
la.. P.A. Beta Alpha. Association for
Business Excellence.
Parkes, Stephen Charles BS. Opera-
tions Management. Phila.. P.A. Ice
Hockey. .Association for Business Ex-
cellence.
Paciolla, Dominick BS. Finance. War-
minster. PA. Phi Kappa Phi. Intra-
murals.
Panella. Gina M. BS. Marketing. .Am-
bler. PA.
Parkhouse, Julie B.\. Communications.
WEXP. Catering.
Palerino. JodI B\. English. Polls
PA.
Panchella. Gina M. BS. Accounting.
Phila.. PA
Pappas. Suzanne BS. Markeling/Hu- Parker, Patricia .A. BS. Business Man-
man Resource .Vlanagement. Rednor, agcment/Organizational Behavior.
P.A. .Alpha Theta Alpha. Levittown. P.A. Varsity Soccer. Board
of Student Athletes.
Patzelt, Karen E. BA. Elementary/Spe-
cial Education. Fairfield. CT. Varsity Paules, Jonathan BS. Accounting.
Crew. Project Appalachia. Intramur- Warminster. PA. Beta .Alpha. Associ-
als. ation for Business Excellence.
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IDecora — Quinn
Scott M. Pirollo Tara Pizzuto Richard G. Poulson Kimberly Pregartner
Pecora, Jr., Sylvester J. BS, Finance.
Greenwich, CT.
Peters, Craig John BA, Communica-
tions. Roslyn, PA. Pi Kappa Phi.
Pirollo, Scott IM. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Levittown, PA. ACM, KME.
Penswater, Jr., John J. BA, Political Perfecky, Marta Christina BA, Ele-
Science. Delran, NJ. Tau Kappa Ep- mentary/Special Education. Glenside,
silon. PA. Alpha Theta Alpha.
Phelan, Thomas F. BA, Communica- Phun, Va N. BA. Computer Science,
tions. Oreland, PA. Phila., PA.
Pizzuto, Tara BS, Operations Manage-
ment/ Marketing. New City, NY. Delta
Phi Epsilon — pres. & philanthropy
chair., BHS.
Poulson, Richard G. BA, Communica-
tions. Phila., PA. Sigma Phi Lambda.
Perfidio, Pasqualina BS, Accounting.
Williamstown, NJ. Spanish Club, VI-
TA.
Pinter, Leslie BA, Elementary/Special
Education, English Minor.
Pregartner, Kimberly BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA. Phi Gamma Nu — secre-
tary. Crew.
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Christopher M. Putro Joseph D. Quinn
Prendergast, Jill A. BS. Marketing. La- Prete, Laurie M. BS. Marketing. Price, Dora Belinda BS. Psychology. Price, Gregory Joseph BS. Marketing.
fayetle Hill. P.\. .Mpha Theta .Alpha. Doylestown. PA. Gamma Phi Beta As-
Eucharistic Minister, .ARC. Commu- sociation for Business Excellence.
nil\ Service Network.
Hanover, PA. Alpha Theta Alpha. Phila.. P.\. Intramural Soccer, Volley-
ball. & Basketball.
Primavera, Micheic BS, Finance. Phi-
la., P.\. Treasury of Council for Pro- Provence, Marie R. BA, Elementary/
fessional Leadership, BHS, Assoc, for Special Education. Phila., P.A.
Bus. Excellence. Marketing Assoc.
Quinn, Joseph D. BS, Business Man-
Putro, Christopher M, BA, Chemistry. agement. Morris Plains, NJ. Marketing
Phila.. PA. Chymian Soc. — president. Club, Youth Ministry, Inlramurals.
Honors Program.
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U abberman — Rogers
Mark Rawling Joseph W. Rebi
Rabberman, Deborah L. BA, Elemen- Rados, Jennifer A. BA, Biology. Sleel- Raggio, Albert J. BS, Finance. Phila., Ragonese, Kevin BS, Management.
tary/Special Education. Newtown, PA. ton, PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta.
Council for Exceptional Children, Ex-
plorer.
Cherry Hill, NJ. Delta Sigma Pi,
WEXP
Rambo, Karen BA, Economics. North
Hills. PA. Ravasco, Rachel V. BS, Accounting.
Warminster, PA, A/Asia — president,
Rawling, Mark BS, Accounting. Phila., ^eta Alpha Psi, Covenant House, Pax
PA. Beta Alpha, Business Honor So- Christi.
ciety. Accounting A.ssociation.
Rebi, Joseph W. BS, Finance. Ply-
mouth Meeting, PA. Sigma Phi Lamb-




Reil, Desiree Ann BS, Finance. Oaklyn,
NJ. Alpha Theta Alpha. Investment
Club, Varsity Field Hockey, Varsity
Softball.
Ricchini, Jim BS. Marketing. Marlton,
NJ.
Rittenhouse, Todd BS. Finance. Flour-
town. P.\.
Reilly, Brian Joseph BA. Secondary Renzulli, Annemarie Rhuberg, Anthony J. B.\. Computer
Education. Phila., PA. Science, Business Administration Mi-
Ries, Calhvann T. BA. English. Phila.. "°^- Math/CSC Club. Association for
Richard, Barbara BA. Elementary/ PA. LEO. Masque. Honors Board. Computing Machinery, Iniramurals.
Special Education. Holland, PA. English Board.
Riley, Ethan BA, Communications.
Rivera, Ramon BA. Biology. Carlisle, Robinson. William J. BS. Accounting. Glenside. PA. Collegian. WEXP.
PA. Springfield, PA.
Rogers, Lisa Beth BA. Biology. Phila.,
PA. Hillel — president.
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Romagnoli, Phiiomena BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., PA.
Rosputko, Olga BA, Psychology. Ben-
salem, PA.
Ruser, II, Michael BS. Accounting.
Collegeville, PA.
Roman, Christie BA, Psychology/Com-
munications. Huntingdon Valley, PA.
Psi Chi, Psychology Club, WEXP,
AERHO.
Ross, Jr., John J. BS, Management/
Marketing. Toms River, NJ. Pi Kappa
Phi, Inter Fraternity — Sorority Coun-
cil — pres., SAM.
Rusnak, Matthew D. BS, Finance.
Greensburg, PA. Investment Club,
Business Honors Society, Advancement
for Bus. Excellence.
Romano, Joseph A. BA, Communica-
tions. Maple Glen. PA. Sigma Phi
Lambda.
Rossi, Jonathan P. BA, Human Re-
source Management. Rydal, PA. Intra-
mural Volleyball, Intramural Basket-
ball.
Russo, David BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
Roney, Scott E. BS. Accounting. Phila.,
PA. Soccer, Intramurals, Beta Alpha.
Business Honor Society.
Rule, Barbara A. BA. Criminal Justice.
Phila.. PA.
Russo, Jennifer BA. Chemistry/Eng-
lish. Phila.. PA. Women's Studies Group







Ryder, Keara Marv BS. Human Re-
source Management. Brooklyn, NY.
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Irisli Club, LEO.
Covenant House.
Santore, Rudy BS. Finance. Phila., PA.
Sbelgio, Steven W. BA, English. Wil-
liamsport, PA., Collegian. Explorer.
Rzemieniewski, iVIark BS. Organiz
tional Behavior. Phila., PA.
Santos, Ismael S. BA. Computer Sci-
ence. Phila.. PA. A/Asia. ACM.
Scafndi, Donna Marie BS. Human Re-
source Management. Phila., PA.
Sai>atore, .Adrienne BA, French. Phila.,
PA. Italian Club.
Sauter, Andrea X. BA, Psychology/El-
ementary/Special Education. North
Syracuse. NY. Covenant House. Psy-
chology Club. Campus Ministry Choir.
Schaffer, Judy A. B.A. Philosophy. Eng-
lish Minor. Pliila.. PA. Philosophy Club.
Philadelphia Futures — coordinator.
Santilli. John C. BS. Organizational
Behavior. Phila.. PA.
Savage, Jacqueline .Andrea BS. Human
Resource Management. Mickleton, NJ.
Scheuer, Matthew J. BS. Marketing.
Wilmington. DE. Tau Kappa Epsilon.
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O chmidt — Simpson
William A. Schmidt Paul Michael Shugsta Jonathan David Schuyler Joe Schwab
Jennifer Kathryn Scott Jude Sedliak Christopher Settembrino Kristin M. Sewald
Schmidt, William A. BS. Marketing.
Marllon, NJ. Phi Kappa Theta, Intra-
mural Tootball, Intramural basltetball.
Schwender, Michael G. BS. Marketing.
Holland, PA. Intramural— Volleyball,
Basketball, Softball.
Scott, Jennifer Kathryn BS, Manage-
ment/Finance. Wilmington, DE. LEO,
Business Honor Society.
Schugsia, Paul Michael BA, Criminal
Justice. Oreland, PA. Intramural Vol-
leyball, Intramural Basketball.
Sclmeca, Elizabeth BA, Psychology.
Kendall Park, NJ. Psychology Club,
Alpha Theta Alpha.
Sedliak, Jude BS, Business. Phila., PA.
Intercollegiate Crew, Business Honor
Society, Society for Advancement of
Management.
Schuyler, Jonathan David BA, Com-
munications. Morris Plains, NJ.
Scipione, Gina Marie BS, Marketing/
Communications. Bensalem, PA. Gam-
ma Phi Beta, Assoc, for Business Ex-
cellence, Marketing Assoc, Intramur-
als.
Settembrino, Christopher BS, Finance/
Organizational Behavior. Southamp-
ton, PA. Phi Gamma Delta, Business
Honor Society.
Schwab, Joe BS, Finance, Medford, NJ.
Sigma Phi Lambda — treasurer. Cam-
pus Ministry.
Scogno, Charles A. BA. Biology. Phila.,
PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha
Beta, Alpha Sigma Lambda.
Sewald, Kristen M. BA, Philosophy.
Long Valley, NJ. Club EARTH.
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Areta Shpon Marjorie A. Shragher Michael John Silva Rosemarie Simpsdii
Shade, John R. BA, Political Science. Shragher, Marjorie A. BA, Communi- Silva, Michael John BS. Finance. Health Shannon, Brian Hugh BA. English.
Frederick. MD. Varsity Swim Team. cations. Phila.. PA. St. Thomas More Care Administration Minor, .^ssocia- Camden. N.I. Resident .Assistant. SGA,
La Salle Singers. Philosophy Club. Law Society. lion for Business Excellence. Insesl- Irish Club. Spring Fling Committee.
ment Club.
Sheridan, Patrick BS. Marketing.
Rockledge. PA.
Shpon, .\rela BA. English. Erie, PA.
Writing Fellows. Ukrainian Club, Hon-
ors Program.
Shore, Joseph T. BS. Finance. Fair-
neld. NJ. Rugby Club, SGA, Invest-
ment Club.
Simpson, Rosemarie BS. Accounting.






David Slaughter Robert Slinkard Sean Patrick Smiley Donald Smith
Siwinski, Denise Elizabeth BS. Biology. Slinkard, Robert BS, Management. Smiley, Sean Patrick BS, Finance. Glen Smith, Donald BS, Business/Accounl-
Phila., PA. Collegian. Alpha Epsilon Phila., PA. SGA, Sigma Phi Lambda Mills. PA. Association for Business Ex- ing. Blacl< Student League, Track,
Delta — secy.. Campus Eucharistic — vice pres., Crew, LEO. cellence. Finance Honors, Intramurals. Weightlifting.
Minister, Senior Gift Com.
Skaziak, Andrea BS, Marketing. Yar-
dley, PA. Marketing Assoc.
Slaughter, David BA, Communications.
Delran, N.I.
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Matthew J. Stecher Christi Steinbach F. Gabe Steiner
Paul T. Stanley
Mike Stelachio
Smith, Eileen BS, Marketing. Phila.,
PA.
Southard, Shaun D. BA, Communica-
lions. Marketing. Pittsneld, MA. LEO.
Alpha Chi Rho,
Stecher. Matthew J. B.A. Communi-
cations. Margate. NJ. Sigma Phi
Lambda.
Smith, Melissa L. BS, Human Re-
source Management. Cinnaminson. NJ.
Spinale, John T. BA, Religion. Lam-
bertville. NJ.
Steinbach, Christi BS. Marketing. Lan-
caster. PA. Business Honor Soc. Assoc,
of Business Excellence. American Mar-
keting Assoc.
Smith, Sara BA, Psychology/ Business
Administration. Vineland. NJ. Alpha
Theta Alpha. Psychology Club.
Standaert, Catherine BS, Finance.
Bloomfield. NJ. Phi Gamma Nu — vi-
ce pres.. Assoc, for Business Excellence,
Business Honor Soc.
Steiner. F. Gabe BA, Communications.
Phila.. PA. AERHO. Collegian. Intra-
murals. Honors Society.
Snyder, Charles J. BS. Accounting.
Maple Shade, NJ. Beta Alpha, Asso-
ciation for Business Excellence.
Stanley, Paul T. BS. Finance/ Econom-
ics. Phila., PA.
Stelachio, Mike BS. Economics. Phila..
PA. Rugby, Pro- Life.
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C tephenson — Toomey
Eric P. Sullivan Lorna Ann Sullivan
Stephenson, Jr., H. Michael BS, Fi-
nance. Collingswood, N.I. Phi Kappa
Theta, IFSC, Discover the Difference
Program.
Stitzer, William BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA. Gamma Iota Sigma.
Sullivan Eric P. BS, Accounting. Day-
ton, MD. Alpha Chi Rho, Crew Team,
ROTC, IFSC.
Sterling, Lisa J. BA, Biology. Phila.,
PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta, Delta Phi Ep-
.silon — treasurer.
Stock, Michael J. BA, Secondary Ed-
ucation, Social Studies. Bensalem, PA.
Basketball Team, Intramural Softball.
Sullivan, Lorna Ann BA. Psychology.
Stratford, CT. Crew, Campus Minis-
try. Psychology Club, Psi Chi.
Stewart, Michelle BA, English. Phila.,
PA.. Collegian. WEXP, Honors Pro-
gram.
Stuart, Pamela BS, Marketing. Phila.,
PA.
Sullivan, William J. BA, Secondary Ed-
ucation, History. Congers, NY. Base-
ball.
Stickter, Antoinette Marie BS, Fi-
nance. Hyde Park, NY. Varsity Crew,
Association for Business E.\cellence, In-
vestment Club.
Sullivan, Carolyn BA, English, Psy-
chology Minor. Parkside, P.'X.
Tancredi, Leighanne K. BS, Finance/
Marketing, English Minor. Southamp-
ton, PA. Business Honor Society, As-





Caroline M. Thornton Joseph Robert Toczdiowski
I
f4
Charlotte Todd Kimberlv Susan Tooine\
Thomas, Eric Douglas BA. Political Thompson, David John BA. An. Bal-
Science. Melrose Park, PA. litnore, MD.
Thornton, Caroline M. BS. Marketing/ Toczdiowski, Joseph Robert BS. Ac-
Organizational Behavior. Richboro, PA. counting. Phila.. PA. Beta Alpha. Ac-
Dance Team, Gamma Phi Beta. counting Club. Business Honors Club.
Todd, Charlotte BS. Accounting. Thor- Toomey, Kimberly Susan BA. English,






Toppy, Eric R. BA, Communications.
Pliila.. PA. SGA — president. Colle-
gian, Crew, Volunteer Escort Patrol
Service — founder.
Trujillo, Catherine Carry BA, Sociolo-
gy. Phila., PA.
Uholik, Steven M. BS, Finance, Eco-
nomics Minor. Phila., PA. Business
Honor Society.
Toth, Daniel Anthony BS, Operations
Management/Marketing. Phila., PA.
Marketing Association, Association for
Business Excellence.
Trujillo, David BA, Chemistry. Lan-
ghorne, PA. Chemistry Club. Jazz
Band, Philosophy Club.
Valecce, J.IM.
Trask, Tina Marie BS, Political Sci-
ence, Whitehall, PA. Accounting As-
sociation.
Turnbull, Lawrence BS, Human Re-
source Management. Drexel Hill, PA.
Crew, Philadelphia Futures, Manage-
ment Club.
Valentino, Neil dcLeon BA, Biology.
Edison, N.I. A/Asian Students' Assoc.
— treasurer. Phi Alpha Beta, Covenant
House.
Trigiani, Michael C. BA, History.
Cherry Hill, NJ.
Tyrrell, Michael J. BS, Accounting.
Gwyncdd Valley, PA. Tau Kappa Ep-
silon — president.






Vannata. Michael BS. Marketing.
Marshfield. MA. Swimming.
Vilmont. Jr., Jean Claude BS. Manage-
ment/Finance. Phila.. P.\. .Academic
Discovery Program, African-.American
Student League, Intramurals.
Vrato, Gregory James B.A. English.
Phila.. P.\. Sigma Phi Lambda. Gavel
See. — pres.. Si. Thomas More Soc,
Lambda lota Tau.
Van Patten, Marysa BA. Education, Van Veen, Mark G. B.A. English/Writ- \espe, Denise BS. Management. Au-
English. .Avon. NJ. Grimoire— editor, ing. Newtown Square. P.A. .Alpha Chi dubon. NJ. Alpha Theta .Alpha. Dance
Resident .Assistant. Rho — vice president, pledge master. Team,
secretary.
Viola, Michael B.A. Finance/ Market- Volkmar, Peter T. BS. Finance. Phila..
ing. Phila.. PA. Virgilio, Richard F. BA. Biology. Voor- P^
hees. NJ. RS.A — treasurer. Phi .Alpha
Wagner, Eileen Kimberly BA, Criminal Beta. Alpha Epsilon Delta. Orientation Walker, Rachel M. B.A. Economics.
Justice. Easton. PA. Alpha Theta Al- Leader. Churchville. PA.
pha.
Walker, Jo.Ann BS. Marketing. Ber-
muda. Marketing .Association.
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w alters — Windish
Shannon K. Watson Linda Lee Weaver John XLWeaverling
Walters, Robin Marie BA, Psychology. Walters, Sylvannya Corin BA, Psy- Weaverling, John M. BS. Organiza- Wcchter, Angela D. BS. Business Man-
Moorestown, NJ.
Watkins, Lisa BA, Russian/Spanish.
Poolesville, MD. Gamma Sigma Sig-
ma, Committee for the Homeless.
chology. Phila., PA. Health Care Ad- tional Behavior. Media, PA. WEXP.
ministration Club.
Watson, Dawn Marie BS. Accounting.
Phi Gamma Nu — treasurer.
agement. Jenkintown, PA. St. Thomas
More Law Society.
Watson, Shannon K. BA, Computer Weaver, Linda Lee BA, Elementary/
Science. Wilmington, DE. Varsity Special Education. Reading, PA.
Wrestling. ROTC. Computer Science
Club, ACM.
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Wecms, David BA. History. Upper Welch, James Michael BS, Manage- West, Nicole BA, Elementary/Special
Darby. PA.
Wick, Elaine A. BS. Marketing. Wil-
mington. DE. Gamma Phi Beta.
nent/Marlceting. Lisbon. CT. Base- Education. Phila.. PA La Salle Singers,
ball, Intramurals.
Wigmore, David .Anthony BA. German.
Wiebking, William B.'\. English. Boyn- Bridgewater. NJ. ROTC. German Club,
ton Beach, FL. Varsity Swimming. La Salle in Europe.
Williams. Caroline E. BA. Communi-
cations. Phila.. PA. Gamma Phi Beta. Williams, Tyra Victoria BA, Political Williamson, Paul J. BS, Human Re-
Science. Phila.. PA. African American source Management/Marketing.
Student League. Wynnewood. PA. Pi Kappa Phi.
Wheeler, Thomas E. BA. Criminal
Justice. Phila.. PA. Wrestling Team.
W iley, Andre« J. BA. Psychology. Phi-
la.. P.\. Honors Program.
Windish, Jr., Richard J. B.'\. Commu-
nications. Chads Ford. PA. Jazz/Pep
Band. Comm. for the Homeless. Delta




^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B John W uosnain Robert T. Wright, Jr. Beth Anne Wrzesniewski
John Wodarczjk
Judy Young Katherine Zajae
Joseph John Young
Paul J. Zakrzewski
Wodarczyk, John BS, Accounting. Phi-
la., PA.
Yonkowski, Carolyn A. BA. Commu-
nications. Trenton. NJ.
Young, Joseph John BS, Finance. Plii-
la., PA. Business Honor Society, St.
Thomas More Law Society, Investment
Club.
Woosnam, John BA, Political Science. Wright, Jr., Robert T. BS, Manage- Wrzesniewski, Beth Anne BS. Market-
Southampton, PA. Phi Kappa Theta, ment. Reading, PA. Varsity Wrestling. ing. Doylestown. PA. German Club —
Army ROTC.
Young, Arica N. BA, German. Phila.,
Yoo, Yunhee Jodi BA, ORB/Business. PA. Gavel Society, Little Sisters of Al-
Southampton, PA. pha Chi Rho, La Salle in Europe.
Young, Judy Zajac, Katherine
vice president.
Young, Denise BS. Finance, Warmins-
ter, PA. Alpha Theta ,'\lpha. Gamma
Iota Sigma.
Zakrzewski, Paul J. BA, Biology. Phi-
la., PA. F.-XB, Intramural Soccer, Vol-
levball. Basketball.
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Michele C athleen Zelinskv
Zambon, Michael J. BS. Communica-
lions. Phila , PA. Ilalian Club.
Zeglev. Christopher R. BS. Business
Managcmem. Blue Bell. PA.
Zelinskv, Michele Cathleen BA, Ger-
man/PolilicalScience. Holland. PA. La

















Adams, Judith Adriane BSN, Nursing. Andrews, Pat BS, Nursing. Philadel- Armstrong, Jr., Thomas A. BA, Eco-
Philadelpiiia, PA. RNO. pliia, PA. PNA. RNO. Clii Eta Phi. nomics. Oreland, PA.
Bell, Denise M. BS. Finance. Philadel- Bell, Mary BS, Marketing. Philadel- Benetz, Stephen. BA, Accounting/ Fi-
phia, PA. phia, PA. nance/Management. Phila., PA. Alpha
Sigma Lambda.
Burnett, Eva L. BS, Nursing. Phila, PA. Cantres, Victor Luis. BS, Marketing/
RNO. Accounting. Sicklerville. NJ. Evening Carlton, Henry L. BS, Accounting. Phi-
Division Student Council, Alpha Sigma '>*•• PA.
Lambda.
Atwood, Yvette BS, Accounting. Phi-
ladelphia, PA. Afro-American Student
League — coordinator. Career Plan-
ning & Placement — coordinator.
Bryson, Lorraine M. BS, Nursing. Phi-
la., PA.
Carroll, Nora Marie BS. Nursing.
Newtown, PA.
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Timoth\ A. Cases Patricia C assid\
1
Inez B. Clarke
Casee, Timothy A. BA, Compuier Scl- Cassid>. Patricia BS, Marketing. Jc
ence. Phila., PA, kintown. PA.
Clarke, Inez B. BA. Poliiical Science/
Public Adminislralion. Phila., PA. Eve-
ning Student Council.
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c ollins — Hall





Diane M. McGuigan Czibik
Kileen Davis Joyce A. Dawkins
Bim
\
Christine Deal Patricia M. DeSanto
Collins, Catherine BA, Computer Sci- Covaleskie. Kathleen BS, Business Ad- Crossley, Constance BS, Accounting. Czibik, Diane M. McGuigan BS. Nurs-
ence. Phila., PA. ministration/Management. Erial, NJ. Phila., PA. ing. Brool<haven, NJ. RNO.
Davis, Eileen BS, Nursing. Willing- Dawkins, Joyce A. BS, Nursing. Phila.,
boro, NJ. PA. Sigma Theta Tau, RNO.
Deal, Christine BA, Accounting. Phila.. DeSanto, Patricia M. BS. Human Re-






DeSpirito, Diane BS. Nursing. Trevose, Domico, Jr., Frederick J. BA. Com- Eckerl, Marianne BSN, Nursing. Ivy- E\ans, Catherine M. B.\. Conipulcr
PA. RNO. Sigma Theta Tau. puter Science. Pliila.. PA. land, PA. RNO. Science. Oreland. PA.
Everitt, Cynthia A. BS. Organizational Foreman, Carol BSN. Nursing. Phila.. Fuller, Lisa K. BS. Organizational
Behavior. Phila., P.-X. PA. Foster, Catherine Moser B.A. Computer Management. Phila. P.A.
Science. Lansdale. PA. Alpha Epsilon
Gallagher, John J. BS. Nursing. Nor- Gordon, Maureen BS, Accounting. .Mumni Honor Society. Alpha Sigma Hall, Geri A. BS. Business Administra-
ristown. PA. Lansdale. PA. Lambda. lion/Marketing. Phila.. PA.




William J. Jann, Jr.
Jean Cornell Huck Robert George Jackson, Jr.
-m-mwiM^'^0^
Carol R. Jensen
Hardy, Tyrone Carnell BA. Business Heise, Lydia A. BS, Accounting. War- Huck, Jean Cornell BS, Nursing. Jackson, Jr., Robert George BA, Crim-
Administration. Phila., PA. rington, PA. Abington, PA. RNO. Sigma Theta Tau, inal Justice. Phila., PA.
Kappa Delta Chapter.
Jann, Jr., William J. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.




Althea Kirkland Miriam Klein Linda K. Kozale Bunnv Brenda Krein
Johnson, Karen E. BS, Management. Jones. Patricia BS. Nursing. Phila.. PA. Kozale, Linda K. BS. Accounting. Phi- Krein, Bunny Brenda BS. Nursing.
Phila., PA. la., PA. Cherry Hill. NJ. RNO. Sigma Theta
Kenny. Bernadette F. BS. Nursing. Ivy-
^^"•
Judge, Angela BS. Nursing. Phila, PA. land, PA Jacobucci, Maryann BA, Psychology/
Sigma Theta Tau. Religion. Phila., PA. Dean's List, Al-
Klein, Miriam BA, English. Phila., PA. P'lt.!;f.T„^h^;!^u'^'^?;„;t^„^^,''"'"^
Kirkland, Althea BSN. Nursing. Phila., Sigma Alpha Lambda.
PA. Chi Eta Phi. RNO. ANA.
Committee Psi Chi, Italian Club.
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T andis-Ruque — Phinney
Maryellen Jalak Madden Joseph E. Marino Eileen McDevitt Michelle P. McGovern
Landis-Roque, Helene BS, Business Lomax, Mark E. BA, Psychology. War- McDevitt. Eileen. BS. Management McGovern, Michelle P. BSN. Nursing.
Administration. Cheltenham, PA. minster, PA. Phila., PA. Phila. Law Enforcement Li- Phila., PA. RNO.
ons Club, Mayor's Commission on Lit-
MacGregory, Ruth L. BS, Nursing. MacMurrv, Kathleen ^''^'^V — '"'or.
Phila., PA.
Marino, Joseph E. BS. Accounting.







McGuire, Kathleen BA, Economics/ Fl- Meneses, Gregoria BS. Business Logis-
nance. Phila., PA. Evening Division tics. Phila.. P.'^.
Student Council — president.
Muldoon. Regina M. BS. Finance. Phi-
la.. PA.
Pearson. Daniel J. B.\. Computer Sci-
ence, .^rdsley. PA.
Mullin, Jerry BS, Finance. Phila.. PA.
Peloubet, Priscilla \i. BS. Human Re-
source Management. Medford. NJ.
Minena. Terri H. BS. Finance. Sick- Miranle. .Anlhon> BA, Hisior\. Phiia..
lerville, NJ. .\lpha Sigma Lambda. PA.
Murphy Jr., John E. BS, Management. Orloff, Maureen M. BS. Nursing. Hun-
Bensalem. PA. tingdon Valley, PA. RNO. Sigma The-
ta Tau.
Phillips. Dorothy H. BA. Psychology.




Debra A. Radke Cynthia M. Reiff Merle Sue Richman Patricia M. Rudzinski
Jerry B. Salsburg Kathryn M. Sawyer Thomas J. Schugsta Joseph L. Smallberger
Patricia Snyder Elizabeth Ann Sullivan Anne M. Thomas
Radke, Debra A. BA, Accounting. Phi- Reiff, Cynthia M. BS, Finance. Phila., Richman, Merle Sue BS. Marketing. Rudzinski, Patricia M. BS, Nursing.
la.. PA. Evening Division Student PA. Elkins Park, PA. Alplia Sigma Lamb- Cinnaminson, NJ.
Council. da, Assoc, for Business Excellence,
Sawyer, Kathryn M. BS, Accountmg. Marketing Assoc. Hillel. Smallberger, Joseph L. BS, Accounting.
Salsburg, Jerry B. BA, Psychology. P*i'''i- P^. Phila., PA
Deptford, NJ. Alpha Sigma Lambda. ^ .^^ ^^ ^ gg B^^i^^3, ^^^„. Schugsta
Thomas J. BS. Marketing.
^^ «c p h , „ phi
. nui r>A Ambler, PA. Thomas, Anne M. BS, Psychology. P -
„ . „ . . „^ . „, . agement. Phila., PA. i r.A
Snyder, Patricia BS, Accounting. Phi-
^
la., PA.





Patricia A. \\ atson
Margo J. Williams John Robert Wood Maxine E. Worsham Kathleen Zeaser
Thomas, Dolores L. BA. Criminal Wood, John Robert BS, Nursing. Phi- Worsham, Maxine E. BA. Computer \on Mecho», Carol>n BS. Nursing.
Justice/Sociology. Phila., PA. la.. PA. RNO. vice president. Science. Roslyn. PA. Evening Division Sellersville. PA.
Student Council, Data Processing Or-
Watson, Patricia A. BS. Nursing. Dar- ganization. Whitney, Rand W. BS. Finance. Willow
bv, PA. Grove. PA.
Williams, Margo J. BS. Nursing. Phi-
la.. P.^. .Alpha Sigma Lambda.








TO THE CLASS OF 1991
YOUR OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER
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Everyone is very proud
of you.
Love,




To the 1991 Graduating Seniors:
Eric Buhain Va N Phun
Cathy Cabungcal Rachel Ravasco
Tony Obfenda Mel Santos
Ehy Ochabillo Neil Valentinno





















We are very proud of you
Love,
Dad, Mom & Marivic
Congratulations
Peter Campitiello
We love you and are very proud
of you.
Mom and Dad





We love yt)u very much and couldn't be
prouder! !
Love,
Mom. Jerry, and Jason
Congratulations
Leslie D. Pinter





We are very proud of you. We are proud
that you have truly earned your college
diploma. We have watched the tremendous
effort that you have put forth this past four
years. We have watched you grow in
character. We are confident that you will
be successful in whatever field of endeavor
you choose. We wish you the best of luck,







Mom, Skip, Megan, Kristin,
Tracey, Craig and Bob
Congratulations
Cindy Gannon
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Richard, and Grandparents
Congratulations
Dominick P. Paciolla
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Mark and Patrice
Congratulations
Scott R. S. Besler #81
You have made us two very proud parents. We are
proud of your accomplished and wish you






We are very proud of your accomplishments
With love.
Mom, Dad, John, Jim,Tom,Mike,
Bernadette, Donavan & Patrick
Congratulations
Michele Annarella




We love you and we are proud of you
Elizabeth A. Buseman
Mom, Grandmom, Barbie, Debbie, Dennis,
Tim, John, Densie, Jackie & Tammy
Congratulations
Michele C. Zelinsky
You're so special and we're so proud.
Love,




Angel, you have filled our hearts
with pride and joy again.
We all love you and are very proud of you.
May God Bless you always in all your future
endeavors.
Love,
Mom & Dad Nan & Pop
Jim & Dina Thank you for all
you have done for us.
You are the greatest
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John Sivel
We are proud of your
accomplishment
Congratulations
Dad, Mom, Jay, Suz, Lori,
Brian, David, and Mark
Congratulations
Diane M. Filipone
May all of tomorrow's dreams
come true for you today
!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Danny, and Megan
Congratulations
Siobhan
We are so proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Theresa, Michael, & Brian
Look out world, here she
comes!
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We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Wayne
Congratulations
Henry J. Furlong
We are proud of you
Love,















Thank you lor the mcnn)iics and Good Luck.
Congratulations
Michael J. Silva
Good luck in all your Endeavors
Love,
Mom, Dad, Phil and Joe
We are proud of you
Lori Anne Krause






For a job well done
Love,
Mom. Dad & Anthony
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Congratulations/Best Wishes





We are very proud of you
Love.
Mom, Dad, Karen, Michael
Our very best to the graduate
Stephanie L. Ertel r$B
and the class of 91
Love, Mom, Dad, & Eric
ERCO CASH REGISTER SYSTEMS
Registers, Scales, Printers




Denise Siwinski & Friends
We are proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Kareen, Dave, Sarah & Lucky
Congratulations and Best Wishes
Anne Marie Krause
We are proud of you and your
accomplishments!!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Kenny, Nancy, and Drew
Congratulations
"Ralph" Colasurdo






To my daughter Michele Pnmavera
To my dearest Michele,
Well you did it. Graduations! It seems like only yesterday when
we attended 8th grade graduation and now 8 years later that little
red haired 8th grader is now a college grad. Graduations! Like
the changing world, the changing climates, my little 8th grader was
changing. Changing from my sweet child to my sweet teenager,
forming her own view of life, forming her own opinions and now
changing again from my sweet teenager to an adorable young adult,
ready to challenge the world on her views, her opinions.
Graduations! Like the 8th grader fearful of the unknown high
school, my sweet college grad faces the working world. Take heart
little girl. You have the best in education, health, relatives.
We stand with you, ready to help at any time. Graduations! Yes,
you did it. You faced the challenge and won. You could have found
1000 reasons for dropping out, but you didn't. You won. Only
winners take the challenge. Graduations! So many wonderful times,
so many short days but I cherish every memory. Graduations! Only
to the winners.
My dearest Michele,
Congratulations on your graduation day. You have my very best
wishes for every happiness and success in life today and always.
I hope you will continue to make your family as proud of you in the
future, as you have in the past. Today, everyone is especially
pleased to share the joy of your graduation. Tomorrow however,
classes are over and a brand new professional challenge awaits you.
God bless you in your new pursuit for the life you always dreamed
of having "some day". That "some day" has arrived. So, get











Explorers Basketball # 42
We are very proud of you
Love
Dad, Mom, Jennifer, Woody
& entire Stock and Scott family
KUDOS
Terence Gallagher






We are proud of you
Love
Mom, Dad,
Terry, Ted, Matt, Chris, Billy & Kevin
CONGRATULATIONS
Peter T. Volkmar
We are very proud of you
Love









Scott R. S. Besler
You are the best brother and
friend anyone could have. Wish
you all the Best! !
Love, Drew
Congratulations






We are proud of you
Love,
Mom, William, Agnes, Connie
and Family
Congratulations Chris
We love you and are proud of your
accomplishments
Love,
Mom, Dad, Dana, Greg.







4618-22 N. I."ilh Street
Piiiladelphia, PA 19140
(2i5)DA4-2413
We are proud of you
Nicole Anita West
Congratulations
Mom, Dad, Brett, and
Family




Mom, Jim, Thomas, Stephen,
Gary, Mark and Devon
Congratulations
Stacy L. Gallagher
May the road before you be
bright and clear









ConTanto Lavoro E' Costante Sacrificio Ai
Completato La Prima Rampa Delia
Scala Scolastica E~ Preparati Per La seconda
Scalata
We are proud of you
Love,
Papa, Mamma, E" Federico
Congratulations
Al Miralles, Jr.
We are very proud of you
With love.









To My # 1 Son
Brennan Matthew Marion
The world is Yours





Mom, Dad, and Rich
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Congratulations and Best Wishes
Melissa Loretta Smith
"Class of '91
We love you and we're proud of you
Mont; T^ad, Sue, Marf^j, & ^om
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Edward Holub-Public Affairs Director
Nicole Dampf-Business Director
Shannon O' Shea-Sports Director







The people who founded
the underground sound that's changing La Salle
Congratulations




and the entire yearbook staff.




We are proud of you
Dad, Mom, Hank, John, and Teresa
We are proud of you
Steven S. Caramelo
Congratulations!
Dad, Mom, and Mike
We are proud of you
James S. Fox
Congratulations and Best Wishes
Love,
Mom. Dad, Lauren, & Karen
Congratualtions
Kimberly O'Keefe
We are very proud of you
Love, Mom, Dad, Collen. Nana, Grandad,
Granny,and Grandad

















Vernon T. M. Anastasio
We are proud of you
Love,





Wayne and Cass Mackin
Anne Renzulli
Robert J. and Muriel M. Shore
Mr. and Mrs. Victor F. Bayers
MA and RC Scott
F. C. Standaert
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gentile
Jazz and Pep Bands
Joseph Umosella
Dr. and Mrs. Oscar W. Thomsen
Dr. Barbara Millard
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas A. LeVien, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. McGrady




Mr. and Mrs. Jack R. Hainthaler
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Weaver
Ellen L. Clauhs
Mr. and Mrs. R. James Annarella
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Pirollo
Gerard Molyneaux, F. S. C.
Thomas N. McCarthy, Ph. D.
John and Tina Carr
Mr. and Mrs. A. Gatt
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Guazzo
Al Miklos Family
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Kaczorowski
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PATRONS
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Rebl
Mr. and Mrs. Paul H. Myers
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Hahn
Dr. and Mrs. Vincent J. Menna
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Habershaw
William and Vesta Kear
Regino and Rosalina Mallabo
James A. Donahue
Michele Annarella
John and Eleanor Eadeh
Richard and Barbara Troyan
Irene Evangelist
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred J. Hurlock, III
Jim and Sheila Hoffman
R. Azizkhan
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Stasko
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Flood
Al and Mrs. R. Gornto
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Rendler
Eileen Hamilton
Nick and Deb Malack
Elizabeth Kimmel
Colette and Jack Conner
Susan Borkowski
Dennis J. McCarthy
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Demming
Jim and Kathy Vernot
Dr. David J. Cichowicz
Vincent Krajnak
James Walker
Mike and Sherry Cruz
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Walden, IV








THE ENTIRE LA SALLE COMMUNITY
Would like to Thank
Brother Emery MoUenhauer, F. S. C.
for many years of dedicated service
as Provost.
You will be missed.




Faculty Editor Paigeann Fugaro
Student Life Editors Kathy Hohenleitner and
Maryann Buschka
Greek Editor Anne Marie Krause
Sports Editor Jim McDonald
Seniors Editor Debbie Rabberman
Business Manager Leah Barrett
Copy Editor Jennifer Russo
Advisor Dr. Barbara Millard
Mascot Pica the Mouse (Sorry,
Fred.)
Thanks to: Beth McSherry, Kim Krause, Debbie Boogie, Nick Caputo,Kathryn Dufffy, Tom
Maegerle, Wilham Keenan, Matthew Fee, Joe Hainthaler, Rich Golden, Jeane Sgro, Gina
Russo, jean Gallagher, Alison Auld, Kris Rabberman, Suzanne Brownholtz, and Banoo
Karanjia.
Special thanks to: La Salle Sports Information, La Salle News Bureau, The Collegian, Kathy
Schrader, Karen Shields, Bob and Rita Davine.
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From the Editors' Desk:
Did we ever think we would make it to the final deadline? In
September we were wide-eyed and smiling, eager for a "wonderful creative
opportunity."" By February, the glamour of volunteering many late nights
had lost some of its shine. But somebody has to do it, So, why not us? After
two semesters of hard labor we had two hundred and sixty-three page book,
and. we did have fun.
Michele. where's the...?" "John, have you seen the...?" "Nevermind. it"s here somewhere."
"Questing, questing, ever questing.""
"Pass the yearbook salsa,""
"Oh, who needs a theme anyway.?"
"Wake up! We"ve only been here all night. Have a muffin before Bob gets here."
"What do you mean we can't cut color pictures?""
"There has to be a quote about housing in here somewhere."
Famous last words: "Of course , we can. We're the editors.""
"Where do old pictures go to die?" "Haven"t you seen the third file drawer?""
Ring, ring. "Hi, guys! I just wanted to let you know there"s a mouse in here."" "Where are you calling
from?"" "On top of the desk.""
"What's a four-letter word for mouse?"" "How about Fred?"" "Not."
"I don"t know. What did we do last year?""
"Support the yearbook. Feed an editor."'
"What school did you say it was that pays their yearbook editors?"
"You need a picture of what?""
Thanks go to the powers-that-be for not moving our office to the basement. We were always relieved
\\ hen we came to the office and found that our stuff was still here.
With all due respect to the Collegian staff ..,well, you didn"t really want to share an office either, did
you? Thanks for saving us a space anyway.
Thanks to Paigeann for taking on the challenge of tracking down La Salle's busy faculty.
Thanks to Kathy for doing your job so cheerfully and never complaining! Thanks to Mary Ann for
bringing the mail rain or shine and for decorating the office for Christmas.
Thanks to Anne Marie for taking time out of a busy schedule."
Thanks to Jim McDonald for holding on and doing a great job. We were beginning to think the Sports
Section was the Bermuda Triangle of editors. Thanks for proving that a mere superstition.
Thanks to Debbie, our night-time editor. Where are you during the day, anyway?
Thanks to Leah for picking up the ball when it was already rolling.
Thanks to Jenn for reading the stuff we were tired of looking at.
Thanks to Dr.. Millard for having faith in us and for giving us gentle reminders and sage advice.
Thanks especially to Bob for handling our deadlines with more patience and grace than we could ever
manage.
Thanks to the sunset for quietly appearing over McCarthy Stadium every evening outside our window.
We couldn't have done it without that inspiration.






The 1991, Explorer of LaSalle University was
printed in offset lithography by Herff Jones Year-
books, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.
It was printed in a limited edition of 1200 copies
with 304 pages.
The paper stock used throughout the book is 100#
Eurogloss, 80# Calais.
The cover is Quarterbound with material in An-
tique White and Smokey Blue. All the elements are
screened in PMS 532, Ivory 22. It is mounted on
160 point binder's board.
The endsheets are PMS 532 on EX03 Natural
paper stock.
The book is smyth-sewn in 16 page signatures,
trimmed to 9 x 12, (rounded and backed, with head
and foot bands).
In addition to the black ink used throughout, there
are 2 flats of four-color.

